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RESEARCHING YOUR TACOMA NEIGHBORHOOD

A neighborhood can be as small as a few homes clustered about a culdesac or as large as Tacoma's "South End". Some neighborhoods are defined by geography; ravines, streams or major streets forming definite boundaries. Others are defined by a common heritage of ethnicity, occupation or lifestyle. Subdivisions, housing project and other planned developments are another type of neighborhood. Neighborhoods also evolve over time, their size and identity responding to changing times.

Most of all, neighborhoods are about people. All of us play a role in the shaping life of our community. Neighbors are what make a neighborhood.

How does one go about researching the history of a neighborhood? The Tacoma Neighborhoods Index is a great source to start your search. The catalog and clipping files of the Tacoma Public Library can provide others answers. The following are some questions to consider:

-What are the approximate boundaries of your neighborhood? Does geography play a role? Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, property ownership maps, road maps or topographical maps may provide answers.

-What are the major streets in your neighborhood? When were they built? When were they paved? Who are they named after?

-What schools are located in your neighborhood? When where they built? For the record by Winnifred Olsen is an excellent history of the Tacoma School District.

-What are the major churches? When were they established?

-Are there well known houses, buildings or other landmarks in the neighborhood? Search the Tacoma House and Building Index and the Polk City Directory for information. The Tacoma Cultural Resource Survey is another source to consult.
Does your neighborhood contain a major park or recreation area? What is its history?

What have been the major businesses or industries in the neighborhood? Was there a business organization such as the Sixth Avenue Businessmen's Club? Does it still exist? Have local workers belonged to a particular labor union?

Has your neighborhood had its own improvement club or other community organization? Did the group have its own clubhouse? Which fraternal organizations or social clubs were located in your area? What community organizations exist today?

Did your neighborhood once have its own post office? Postmarked Washington, Pierce County by Guy R. Reed is a comprehensive guide to local postal history.

What role did transportation play in the growth of your neighborhood? Did a streetcar line serve the area?

Is your neighborhood made up of smaller sections or sub-neighborhoods such as individual additions, subdivisions or housing projects? Is it part of a larger neighborhood? As an example, Bakers Second Addition, Little Italy and the Smith and Fife Addition are all neighborhoods within the larger Hilltop Neighborhood. Each area may have its own entry in the Tacoma Neighborhoods Index.

Did certain nationalities or ethnic groups first settle in your neighborhood? Search the U.S. Census for 1880, 1900, 1910, or 1920 for a list of residents in your area.

Have there been certain individuals who played a key role in the life of your neighborhood? The Tacoma Public Library's Northwest People File may lead you to obituaries or other information. Long-time residents of your neighborhood may be willing to share their stories. Oral histories can help bring local history alive.

Has your neighborhood held an annual party, parade or other celebration, such as the Browns Point Salmon Bake? How did the event begin?

Did the neighborhood ever suffer a natural disaster such as a fire, flood or landslide?
Has your neighborhood had its own newspaper, such as the Sixth Avenue Shopper or the South Tacoma Star? Do copies still exist? The early society pages of the Tacoma Daily Ledger and Tacoma News Tribune can also be good sources for neighborhood news. The Sunday editions often included neighborhood columns.

Are old photographs available of your neighborhood? The Tacoma Public Library and the Washington State Historical Society hold wonderful and expansive historic photograph collections.

How does your neighborhood's history relate to the overall history of the City of Tacoma? Did it begin along a new street car line in the 1890s, during the wartime housing boom of the 1940s or during the rush to suburbia in the 1950s? What was happening in the state and in the nation when your neighborhood began? Major histories of our area include: South on the Sound by Murray Morgan, Tacoma: its history and its builders by Herbert Hunt and History of Pierce County by William P. Bonney.

Every neighborhood has a unique story to tell, its own history to discover. May your search prove interesting and rewarding!

Brian G. Kamens  
Tacoma Public Library  
Feb. 1997
ABBREVIATIONS
add. - addition
arch. - architect
assoc. - association
ave. - avenue
b. - block
bldg. - building
blvd. - boulevard
c. - company
contr. - contractor
c. - court
Geo. - George
GTWY - Peninsula Gateway
hwy. - highway
Jas. - James
Jos. - Joseph
l. - lot
P.C. - Pierce County
pen. - Peninsula
rd. - road
st. - street
T. - Tacoma
TDL - Tacoma Daily Ledger
TDN - Tacoma Daily News
TNL - Tacoma News Ledger
TNT - Tacoma News Tribune
TPL - Tacoma Public Library
univ. - university
Wash. - Washington
Wm. - William

NEWSPAPER SOURCES
GTWY - Peninsula Gateway
TDL - Tacoma Daily Ledger
TDN - Tacoma Daily News
TNL - Tacoma News Ledger
TNT - Tacoma News Tribune

Other newspaper sources include:
Pierce County Herald
Seattle Times
Tacoma Daily Tribune
Tacoma Evening News
Tacoma Labor Advocate
Tacoma Morning Union
Tacoma Times

IF YOU DON'T FIND YOUR NEWSPAPER CITATION:
Various editions of the Tacoma papers were published
(morning edition, afternoon edition, state edition, etc.) and
paging varied from edition to edition. If you don't find your
citation on the microfilm, search the next date or the date
previous to your citation. If the citation is still not
found, search the hardcopy of the paper at the Tacoma Public
Library.

OTHER SOURCES
Book numbers listed refer to Tacoma Public Library Call
Numbers (Dewey Decimal System.)
1st ADD., 2nd ADD., ETC.  SEE: TACOMA LAND CO.'S 1st ADD., ETC.

ACKERSON'S ADD. (Puyallup)
TDN 6/17/1905 p.20 (plat filed)

ACME ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p. 35...will be made attractive

ADELAINE ACRES
TNT 3/31/1991 p.11 (ad)
TNT 9/15/1991 p.11 (ad)
TNT 2/16/1992 p.H1 (ad)

AINSWORTH ADD.
TDL 12/30/1888 p.4 (plat filed)
TDL 1/9/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 1/11/1889 p.4 (100 lots sold in three hours)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 5/3/1893 p.7 Sold for a good price

ALDERWOOD FARMS
-not an official add.
TNL 3/3/1918 P.B14 (ad)

ALKI ADD.
TDL 3/17/1889 p.5 (to be placed on market)
TDL 3/23/1889 p.2 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
917.972 T110 Vol.VI p.46

ALLENMORE
-golf course developed by S.E. "Sam" Allen and W.J. Dinsmore
TDL 8/16/1931 p.B4 Allenmore is added to city golf courses
TDL 3/29/1956 They golf in middle of Tacoma
TNT 6/9/1955 p.1 Tacoma Elks Lodge to buy Allenmore
TNT 7/19/1964 Med.-dental edifice will open in 1965 (sketch of Allenmore Hospital)
T.Review 9/19/1973 Why is it named Allenmore?
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.39
ALLIANCE ADD.

-land purchased by a group of Black investors from Portland called the Workingman's Joint Stock Association in Feb. 1870
-area originally known as the "Nigger Tract" or Garfield Park, officially platted as the Alliance Add. in 1903

TDL 6/22/1889 p.6 Nigger Tract scenes
TDL 9/10/1889 p.5 The "Nigger Tract" case (land dispute)
TDL 12/13/1889 p.5 Police notes (land dispute)
TDL 1/27/1890 p.8 The right to squat
TDL 1/28/1890 p.3 Squatters in arms
TDL 6/10/1890 p.4 Trouble in "Nigger Tract"
TDL 8/28/1890 p.4 The Nigger Tract
TDL 11/13/1890 p.3 Water for the "Nigger Tract"
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in area)
TDL 2/5/1891 p.6 On the "Nigger Tract"
TDL 2/10/1891 p.6 Refuse to pay rent
TDL 2/11/1891 p.4 "Nigger Tract Garfield Park"
TDL 2/22/1891 p.3 Resolution introduced improving the NiggerTract
TDL 3/4/1891 p.8 From whence it came (land dispute)
TDL 3/8/1891 p.3 To open the tract
TDL 6/18/1891 p.4 Nigger Tract troubles
TDL 7/3/1891 p.3 Motion to dismiss
TDL 10/15/1891 p.3 Nigger Tract case (short history of area)
TDL 11/28/1891 p.5 Nigger Tract case
TDL 3/17/1892 p.3 The Nigger Tract cases are disposed of.....
TDL 6/28/1892 p.6 The Nigger Tract (land dispute back in court)
TDL 7/7/1892 p.3 Nigger tract again
TDL 2/27/1893 p.4 Young girls being ruined
TDL 9/30/1893 p.3 (court ruling)
TDL 11/27/1893 p.5 Trouble in Garfield Park
TDL 4/11/1895 p.3 (court ruling)
TDL 1/30/1895 p.3 Another Nigger Tract case
TDL 12/31/1896 p.5 Must vacate or pay rent
TDL 3/30/1898 p.3 Nigger Tract in court again
TDL 10/11/1898 p.5 (court ruling)
TDL 10/12/1898 p.8 Bold forgery nailed
TDL 10/15/1898 p.2 (court ruling)
TDL 11/23/1898 p.5 Clearing up the titles
TDL 5/12/1899 p.8 Preliminary survey ordered...
TDL 5/25/1899 p.5 May open the tract
TDL 8/27/1899 p.5 Mixed story of the "Nigger Tract" (history, list of settlers, etc.)
TDL 9/3/1899 p.9 Picturesque side of the "Nigger Tract"
TDL 12/9/1899 p.5 Marks out streets for Nigger Tract
TDL 2/11/1900 p.5 Open the Nigger Tract case
TDL 2/21/1900 p.5 Case of County may be crippled
TDL 10/25/1903 p.18 "Nigger Tract" platted
TDL 11/1/1903 p.19 Alliance Addition
TDL 3/12/1905 p.5 Close biddings on City contracts
TDL 9/28/1905 p.7 "Nigger Tract" belongs to county (suit over former Geo. Washington allotment)
TDL 6/10/1906 p.19 Public auction of lots by County
T.Times 6/10/1936 After many years
979.72 H91 Vol. III p.101
979.778 R259W p.6

ALLING NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
710.5 T110 Vol.VI
ALTA VISTA TRACTS
TDL 4/11/1926 p.E10 Home project about finished

ALTOONA INVESTMENT Co.'s 1st ADD.
TDL 3/27/1910 p.39 (ad)
AMENDATORY PLAT OF TACOMA-MILL CO.'S ADD.

TDL 2/7/1926 p.E8 "Revised price list" for 1889 shows big inflation in values

AMERICAN CITY
- not an official add.
917.97 D49 Mar. 1908 p.2 (ad,map)

AMERICAN LAKE AREA
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 4/24/1889 p.5 American Lake
TDL 5/1/1889 p.4 At American Lake; celebration of the launching of the Lake City
TDL 8/19/1891 p.6 Catfish in American Lake (planted by R.F. Wells)
TDL 2/25/1892 p.6 American Lake water
TDL 5/29/1904 p.7 Views at American Lake and the American Lake Inn (il)
TDL 9/23/1906 p.20 (real estate ad)
TDL 10/28/1906 p.21 (ad,il)
TDL 6/2/1907 p.16 Big deal in land at American Lake (il)
TDL 7/19/1908 p.21 (ad)
TDL 8/21/1910 p.18 (il of Lakeside Clubhouse)
TDL 6/25/1911 p.4 Peculiar sign does its work
TDL 9/10/1911 p.5 Gets acre island in American Lake (Wm. Fletcher)
TDL 7/5/1914 p.23 New church edifice for American Lake (new Congregational Church by Arnott Woodroofe, arch.)
TDL 7/28/1918 p.85 (article on first annual water sports carnival)
TDL 6/15/1924 p.67 (il of Garrison's Boat House)
TDL 7/20/1924 p.84 Wholesale saving of lives speciality
TDL 7/27/1924 p.66 (il of Ben Cozza's North American Lake Chicken Dinner Inn)
TDL 8/3/1924 p.64 Garrison's is popular resort
TDL 5/31/1926 American Lake resort destroyed (Olympic Auditorium, formerly Tait's Pavilion)
TDL 7/25/1926 p.83 Float completed at American Lake
TDL 9/16/1929 p.1 Fire destroys old hotel at American Lake (American Lake Hotel)
T.Times 10/28/1929
TDL 6/19/1932 p.66 Silcox Island up for sale by local concern
TDL 5/9/1933 p.2 Park board buys lake property
TDL 10/30/1934 Latest pictures of hurricane damage (il)
TDL 5/16/1955 County buys site for park at American Lake
TNT 6/19/1955 Old boathouse fed to flames (American Lake Boathouse destroyed in practice burn by the Lakewood Fire Dept.) (il)
TNT 7/20/1987 p.81 American Lake residents raise storm over seaplanes (il)
TNT 9/4/1988 County ordinance returns serenity to American Lake
917.972 T11Cta p.66-68 (il)
AMERICAN LAKE GARDENS
TDL 6/9/1907 p.22 (lots for sale)
TDL 6/16/1907 p.3 Tacoma to have many fine gardens
TDL 7/7/1912 p.43 Prosperous cherry orchard grows in American Lake
irrigated gardens (il)

AMERICAN LAKE GARDENS HOUSING PROJECT
- federally funded war housing development constructed to
  provide shelter for defense workers during World War II
- Tacoma Housing Authority, builder
- Lea, Pearson & Richards / Sievers & Duecy, arch. engineers
- Bergerson, Wick & Dahlgren / A.C. Homann, contr.
- development transferred to private ownership
  after the war ended
T.Times 6/8/1943 p.2 First of American Lake Gardens housing units
  are now ready
TNT 10/4/1950 Must quit homes on project
TNT 12/18/1950 750 home units for Am. Lake Gardens OKed
TNT 11/12/1953 American Lake war-time houses offered for sale
TNT 1/15/1997 p.86 Road plans concern residents; citizens' coalition
  forms ... faces highway through community
331.83 T11A
979.72 T114Sh

ANDERSON ADD.
TDL 5/1/1910 p.42 New Tact is platted

APPLE HOMES AT HIDDEN VALLEY
TNT 3/31/1996 p.MP16 (ad)

ARABELLA (Puyallup)
TNT 5/16/1993 p.I35 Reiter's new Arabella community offers
European flair (il)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.I20 (ad,il,list of contractors)

ARGYLE ADD.
TDL 3/12/1889 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

ARLETTA
TDL 10/18/1908 p.3 Huckleberry Park, home of the great
hermit of Henderson Bay (Ide Neff)
TDL 4/13/1913 p.12 Journey here in pioneer fashion
TDL 4/15/1924 p.B7 (Arla Powell dies at San Jose
TNT 9/30/1938 p.15 Arletta's new school (il)
TNT 12/21/1941 p.A14 Gig Harbor organizing; volunteers needed
to man Arletta watching post
GTWY 8/18/1993 p.A13 Arletta; short drive but quite a trip (il)
979.77B AL72A p.70

ARLINGTON NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.42

ARLINGTON PARK
TDL 9/29/1907 p.17 New addition will be put on market
TDL 11/10/1907 p.22 (ad)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 Homes being built at Arlington Park
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 3/14/1909 p.38 (ad)
TDL 5/23/1909 p.48 (ad)

ARMOUR ADD.
-plat filed 9/16/1889
917.972 T37 p.109
979.77 Os5F p.11,27
ARROWHEAD
TNT 9/18/1996 p.A6 Steilacoom annexation plan lagging

ARTHUR'S SOUND VIEW ADD.
979.778 ST31T p.17

ARTONDALE
TDL 1/13/1884 Artondale News (see also other Sunday editions during this time period for Artondale news reports)
TDL 1/21/1888 p.5 Narrow escape from death (Geo. W. Jones)
TDL 11/8/1888 p.4 Intimidating voters
TDL 4/18/1889 p.3 A suffrage meeting
TDL 7/10/1894 p.3 Country residence burned (M. Hunt Residence)
TDL 10/14/1928 p.G1 Peninsula drive skirts the shores of Puget Sound (il)
979.778 AL72A

ASHTON WOODS
TNT 10/16/1994 p.J15 (ad,il)

ASHTON'S 1st ADD.
TDL 2/1/1889 p.3 (plat filed)
TDL 2/5/1889 p.6 (ad)

ATALANTA
TDL 7/20/1913 p.13 (real estate ad for "Atalanta Townsite")

AUTUMN GLEN
TNT 6/20/1993 p.122 (ad,il)
TNT 10/10/1993 p.123 (ad)

AUTUMNWOOD PARK (Puyallup)
TNT 4/30/1995 p.115 (ad,il)
TNT 10/15/1995 p.J13 (ad,il)
TNT 1/7/1996 p.H14 (ad,il)

AYE STREET COURT
TNT 4/9/1995 p.132 (ad,il)

BADGEROW ADD.
TDL 4/28/1907 p.19 (ad,map)
TDL 6/9/1907 p.16 Many new additions find ready buyers
TDL 9/8/1907 p.16 Sales in Badgerow Addition
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 Badgerow tract excellent seller
TDL 5/9/1909 p.43 Badgerow Addition sales plentiful
TDL 8/8/1909 p.38 New Badgerow homes: Badgerow Addition sales p.40 (il of house in block 18)
TDL 8/8/1909 p.38 (il of house in block 18)
TDL 9/26/1909 p.37 Immense fortunes made in Tacoma real estate... The Daily Tribune 5/22/1910 p.16 (full page ad for "closing out sale" at addition, il of several houses and streets)
TDL 6/12/1910 (il of sales office)
TDL 10/16/1910 p.36 New homes going up
TDL 4/30/1911 p.48 .....again on market
TDL 5/14/1911 p.44 (ad-lots guaranteed to increase in value)
TDL 5/21/1911 p.37 (ad)
TDL 3/23/1913 p.20 (il of three new houses in add.)
TDL 7/20/1913 p.24 Many good examples
TDL 10/12/1913 p.16 (il of house in add.)
TDL 11/2/1913 p.22 (il of house for sale in add.)
TDL 3/21/1915 p.28 New buyers in North End to build homes
TDL 8/20/1916 p.25 Residence property moving briskly now
TDL 5/4/1919 p. B7 Progress shown in the North End (il)
TDL 6/29/1919 p. B6 (il of add. in 1909 and 1919)
TDL 2/3/1924 p.85 Eastern realtor boosts Tacoma
TDL 11/1/1936 p.88 Pickup in realty is predicted
TNT 8/23/1937 p.3 Maj. Badgerow dies in Frisco
TNT 11/28/1937 p.88 Surprised at realty values in Tacoma
TNT 2/1/1940 p.13 E.M. Badgerow dies in South
TNT 9/28/1975 Prospect Hill's hospitable houses
BADGEROW PLACE
TDL 7/8/1906 p.21 (ad, map)
TDL 7/15/1906 p.21 (ad)
TDL 10/20/1907 p.38 (Christopher Ebert purchases the last lot in the add.)
TNT 1/28/1975 Prospect Hill's hospitable houses

BAKER'S ADD.
TDL 1/30/1887 p.5 (plat to be filed)
TDL 2/27/1887 p.1 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 9/29/1909 p.38 Immense fortunes made in Tacoma real estate

BAKER'S 1st ADD.
TDL 1/1/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 1/26/1889 p.4 Another addition
TDL 1/27/1889 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 4/12/1914 p.26 (mention of Stearn's Investment Co.)

BAKER'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 5/19/1907 p.17 Plating exclusive residence addition
TDL 6/9/1907 p.15 (ad"The cream of the earth") p.17 New tract for home building
TDL 6/16/1907 p.23 (ad)
TDL 6/23/1907 p.23 (ad)
TDL 6/30/1907 p.11 (ad)
TDL 7/7/1907 p.22 (ad)
TDL 7/14/1907 p.11 (ad)
TDL 7/21/1907 p.11 (ad)
TDL 7/28/1907 p.15 (ad)
TDL 8/11/1907 p.22
TDL 8/25/1907 p.23 (ad)
TDL 9/1/1907 p.22 (ad)
TDL 9/8/1907 p.17 Baker's 2nd will be fine addition
TDL 10/27/1907 p.38 New addition has excellent success
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 Steady demand for ... Baker's Second is active
TDL 12/20/1908 p.26 (ad, map)
TDL 3/7/1909 P.36 (ad)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.44 Fine homes all over Baker's Second Addition
TDL 12/14/1919 p.810 Buys unsold half of Baker's Addition

BALCOM'S ADD.
TDL 10/17/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

BARKER'S ADD.
TDL 1/8/1905 p.15 (ad)
TDL 2/5/1905 p.16 (ad)
TDL 12/31/1905 p.16 (permit for five new houses in add.)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 Barker's Addition is being improved
TDL 6/25/1922 p.A11 (ad, map)
TDL 5/18/1924 p.A9 (ad)
TDL 5/25/1924 p.E10 Lots sell fast in subdivision
TDL 7/6/1924 p.E8 Addition of 244 lots is rapidly sold

BARLOW ADD.
TDL 1/20/1884 More additions

BARTON & CONOVER ADD.
TDL 12/2/1888 p.3 Two more new additions

BAY COLONY AT NORTHWEST LANDING
SEE ALSO: NORTHWEST LANDING
TNT 1/28/1996 p.216 (ad)
BAYVIEW ADD.
TDL 6/20/1888 p.5 New additions
TDL 6/24/1888 p.3 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 MP1 Vol 1 p.508 (mention)

BAYVIEW HEIGHTS
TNT 9/4/1960 Will develop "Bayview" over Dash Point

BECKONRIDGE
TNT 7/10/1966 Development opening scheduled on Sunday (il)

BELLA VISTA TRACTS
-formerly Bella Vista Farm of 160 acres
TDL 4/23/1922 p.A11 Tracts at Bella Vista open for sale this week

BELMARLOW ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.29

BELMORE ADD.
TDL 11/9/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.20 (ad)

BERKLEY PARK 1st ADD.
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 5/15/1910 p.42 Buy in Berkly Park; forget it

BERKSHIRE (University Place)
TNT 8/21/1994 p.J8 Taking a peek at half the '94 Pierce County
Street of Dreams (sketch)
TNT 8/28/1994 p.113 Taking a peek at half the '94 Pierce County
Street of Dreams (sketch)
GTWY 9/7/1994 Street becomes builders' museum (il)
TNT 9/10/1994 p.H1 Street of Dreams
TNT 9/11/1994 p.11 Pierce County 1994 Street of Dreams is
dynamic (il)
TNT 9/18/1994 p.11 Street of Dreams
TNT 9/24/1994 p.B1 Street of Dreams told to clean up a dump site
TNT 9/25/1994 p.122 Street of Dreams drawing well (il)
TNT 10/16/1994 p.J11 "The Chateau" is best of show at Pierce County
Street of Dreams
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP9 Stage being set for 1996 Pierce County Street
of Dreams (il)
TNT 7/7/1996 p.MP16 Pierce County 1996 Street of Dreams to be held
at Berkshire in UPlace
TNT 8/3/1996 p.HB1 On dream street (il)
TNT 8/4/1996 p.MP1 Pierce County 1996 Street of Dreams (il)
TNT 8/11/1996 p.MP19 ... Street of Dreams welcomes opening night
crowd (il)
TNT 8/18/1996 p.NH1 (ad,il)
TNT 9/15/1996 p.MP11 Camp and Olson take top honors at 1996 Street
of Dreams

BERNHARDY ADD.
TDL 9/10/1905 p.18 (ad)
TDL 5/20/1906 p.18 Residence property profitable

BERRY ADD.
TDL 5/4/1919 p.B7 New McKinley Hill addition

BERTLESON'S ADD.
TDL 4/14/1907 p.16 Plans new addition

BETHEL'S 1st ADD.
TDL 7/18/1890 p.8 (ad)
BEVERLY HEIGHTS
-named in honor of developer Fred Hoffstetter's daughter Beverly
TNT 10/27/1946 New home projects for city

BIRCHLER'S ADD. (Fircrest)
979.778 Os50 p.154

BIRCHLER'S 2nd ADD. (Fircrest)
979.778 Os50 p.154

BISMARCK
-also spelled Bismark
-renamed "Hillsdale" during World War I
SEE ALSO: individual additions
TDN 6/2/1905 p.1 Shops at Bismarck threatened; Modern Woodmen's
Hall burns to ground
TDL 3/4/1906 p.16 Tacoma Eastern's shops are growing
TDL 6/28/1906 p.22 Offers field for investors
TDL 5/9/1909 p.5 Bismarck votes for annexation
TDL 5/14/1911 p.15 Big celebration on Monday (new street car line)
TDL 5/15/1911 p.1 (cartoon)
TDL 5/16/1911 p.3 Bismarck now has street car line
TDL 2/11/1912 p.32 Bismarck builds new plans improvements (il)
TDL 5/17/1912 p.24 (il of Nisqually-Russell Locomotive Works)
TDL 7/11/1914 p.1 Three meet death in Bismarck fire; switch engine
topples over into flames, boy and two men being caught under tender
and burned; Comly and Bismarck mills are destroyed
TNT 7/11/1914 p.1 (account of fire)
TDL 7/12/1914 p.1 Boy begged for death
TNT 7/12/1914 p.1 (account of fire)
TDN 11/17/1915 p.12 Bismarck ... (brief description)
TDN 4/16/1918 p.1 Bismarck wiped off the map (street car company
removes name due to public pressure during wartime "anti-German"
sentiment of World War I)
TNT 12/1/1938 p.10 (obituary of Geo. G. Goodman) (mention that in
a contest to rename Bismarck, his entry "Hillsdale" was chosen)
TNT 7/14/1974 Bismarck is burning
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.50
979.778 P433E

BISMARCK ADD.
TDL 11/2/1902 p.25 Bismark's new addition

BISMARCK 2nd ADD.
TDL 11/2/1902 p.25 Bismark's new addition
TDL 11/16/1902 p.29 (ad)
TDL 11/23/1902 p.28 Bismarck's, new addition sales

BLACK'S ADD. (Steilacoom)
TDL 11/19/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

BLINN ADD.
-developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 12/16/1888 p.4 (plat submitted)
979.72 H91 Vol.1 p.276 (mention), p.476 (mention),
Vol. III p.355 (mention)

BLUE JAY ESTATES (Bonney Lake)
TNT 10/20/1996 p.MP15 (ad,il)

BLUFFS AT CLOVER CREEK
TNT 7/14/1996 p.MP3 (ad)

BOARDMAN'S ADD.
TDL 5/18/1890 p.5 (mention)
BOGLE'S 1st ADD.
TDL 1/23/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 2/1/1889 p.3 (165 lots sold on first day of sales)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.22 (ad)

BOULEVARD TAPS ADD.
TDL 1/31/1909 p.36

BOULTON & ROBERTSON'S TACOMA AVE. ADD.
TDL 1/15/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

BOUTELL-HANSON ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

BRANSON'S ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

BRAEWOOD (Gig Harbor)
TNT 3/28/1993 p.11 (ad)
TNT 5/16/1993 p.114 (ad,il) p.128 ... grand opening celebration this weekend

BRENTWOOD (Puyallup)
TNT 3/14/1993 p.I18 (ad,il)
TNT 5/9/1993 p.112 (ad)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP17 (ad)

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOMES (Puyallup)
TNT 5/19/1996 p.A2 (ad,il)

BREWERTON'S GEM ADD.
*streets in add. named after military heroes
TDL 6/20/1888 p.5 New additions

BRIAR LANE (Gig Harbor)
TNT 11/20/1994 p.K1 (ad,il)

BRIARGREEN (Graham)
TNT 10/11/1992 p.H1 (ad)
TNT 10/17/1993 p.11 (ad,il)

BRIDGE ADD.
*developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 2/5/1889 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 10/16/1889 p.5 Slashing the timber
TDL 10/17/1889 p.3 Mortise frame houses
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.476 (mention); Vol.III p.355 (mention)

BRIDGEWOOD (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 10/5/1994 (ad)
TNT 10/29/1995 p.113 (ad,il)
GTWY 7/3/1996 (ad,il)

BRIDGEWOOD ESTATES (Gig Harbor)
TNT 9/4/1994 p.112 (ad)
TNT 3/31/1996 p.MP17 (ad,il)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP15 (ad,il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP21 (ad,il)

BRIDGEWOOD NORTH ESTATES (Gig Harbor)
TNT 4/21/1996 p.NH1 (ad,il)
BRIDLEWOOD (Gig Harbor)
"gated community"
TNT 3/19/1995 p.H3 (ad)
TNT 6/4/1995 p.115 (ad,il)
TNT 7/2/1995 p.H15 (ad,il)
GTWY 10/4/1995 (ad,il)
TNT 10/22/1995 p.H15 (ad,il)
TNT 11/19/1995 p.K13 (ad,il)
TNT 3/24/1996 p.MP15 (ad,il)

BRIGHTON PARK (Puyallup)
TNT 8/21/1994 p.J11 (ad,il)
TNT 11/20/1994 p.K1 (ad,il)
TNT 1/28/1996 p.G10 (ad)
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP18 (ad,il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)

BRITTANY COURT (Milton)

BRITTANY PLACE (Gig Harbor)
TNT 11/7/1993 p.NH15 (ad)
TNT 1/2/1994 p.H17 (ad)
TNT 1/16/1994 p.J1, J10 (ad,il)

BROADMOOR PARK
TDL 6/14/1925 p.E10 (plat accepted)

BROADWAY ADD.
TDL 11/2/1889 p.6 (ad)
TDL 11/4/1889 p.6 (ad)

BROCKENBROUGH ADD.
TDL 12/29/1889 p.3 (ad)

BROOKDALE
-plat filed 5/8/1890
979.77 OsF  p.12

BROOKDALE GREENS
TNT 10/10/1993 p.122 (ad)

BROOKE COURTE (Steilacoom)
TNT 1/14/1996 p.128 (ad,il)
TNT 1/28/1996 p.G24 (ad,il)

BROOKFIELD (Bonney Lake)
TNT 9/22/1996 p.MP18 (ad,il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)

BROOKFIELD AT NORTHSHORE GLEN
TNT 4/18/1993 p.H11 (ad)
TNT 6/20/1993 p.J11 (ad,il)
TNT 6/27/1993 p.11 Builders introduce affordable loan program at Brookfield (il)
TNT 8/8/1993 p.H9 (ad,il)
TNT 2/6/1994 p.H11 (ad)
BROOKLYN GLEN (Puyallup)
TNT 9/6/1992 p.11 (ad,il)

BROOKLYN PARK ADD.
TDL 1/29/1889 p.5 (ad)

BROOKVILLE TRACTS
TDL 8/29/1909 p.5 Lawler's four additions

BROWNE'S ADD.
TDL 8/3/1890 p.5 (plat filed)
BROWNS POINT
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 2/8/1885 p.4 Shisserville - the Oakland of the Sound
TDL 3/13/1895 p.3 Will inspect Browns Point (lighthouse)
TDL 7/10/1901 p.3 Land condemned for lighthouse
TDL 5/8/1904 p.19 (Capt. Matthew McDowell to build wharf
at Caledonia)
TDL 5/26/1907 p.17 Plat Browns Point tract
TDL 6/9/1907 p.16 Many new additions find ready buyers
TDL 4/12/1908 p.11 (ad,map) p.22 Hyada Park name of new addition
TDL 6/15/1913 p.39 Bell, a light and a man guard the entrance
to Tacoma harbor (il)
TDL 5/2/1915 p.28 Browns Point prepares for era of development
with road to Tacoma
TNL 12/24/1916 p.20 Property booming across the harbor
TNL 2/16/1917 p.27 (il of East Side Dr., later renamed Marine
View Dr., under construction)
TNL 3/4/1917 p.1 Human bones uncovered by steam shovel on
new road
TNL 3/11/1917 p.1 Mystery in finding skulls harks back to tale
of 1877 (smallpox victims)
TNL 4/15/1917 p.24 New road to open factory locations
TNL 6/24/1917 p.21 Scenic Browns Point boulevard on which work has
stopped (il of Marine View Dr.)
TDL 7/25/1922 p.86 Residence addition opened on East Side (new
Olympic Heights Add.)
TDL 6/10/1923 East Side votes new water plan
TDL 7/5/1925 p.88 Browns Point beauty spot
TDL 7/30/1925 p.2 DeMolays ready for convention delegates (il of
campground at Browns Point)
TDL 5/22/1927 p.88 Development of Browns Pt. is under way
TDL 5/20/1928 p.88 Olympic Heights tract is opened p.E1 (ad)
TDL 12/2/1928 p.81 Wonderful homes add to charm of rural
community (il)
TDL 9/22/1929 p.88 Fine homes grace bluffs at Hyada Park (il)
TDL 5/7/1931 p.14 East Side Drive is "Marine View"
TDL 3/18/1931 p.12 Winter no bar to weekly dip in Sound (il)
TDL 7/10/1932 p.22 Browns Point spends $10,000 (new water system)
TDL 6/27/1933 p.1 Browns Point relic burned; old wooden Browns Point
lighthouse burned, its 30-year usefulness ended by new modern structure
TDL 8/25/1933 p.1 Browns Point club host tonight for Indians' pow pow
TDL 8/26/1933 Extra! Puyallups rout Indian foes in naval warfare
TNT 8/26/1933 Redmen gather at clam, corn feast
TDL 8/28/1933 p.1 Liner on test run affords real surf for Sound
bathers ... big combers kicked up by steamer N.F. Alexander ...
TDL 9/3/1933 p.9 Smart au revoir at Browns Point (party for
Mrs. & Mrs. Gust Morton)
TDL 1/26/1934 p.4 Car plunges 250 feet off cliff; Tacoman lives
TDL 5/20/1934 p.48 Historic spot wins a plaque
TNT 9/25/1937 p.1 Will extend dial phones; Dash, Browns Point to
have "Crestview" exchange
TNT 4/12/1938 p.1 Fall fatal to boy of 12; Arthur Thies dies
of 250-foot plunge from Browns Point cliff late Monday
TNT 8/7/1938 p.81 Tide brought this in ... huge spruce log on
beach (il)
TNT 9/13/1938 p.1 Parent-student strike is on at Browns Point
TNT 9/14/1938 p.1 Deadlock in school strike at Browns Pt.
TNT 9/15/1938 p.13 Point school strike enters its third day
TNT 9/23/1938 p.1 Refuses to alter stand; board sticks by guns
in Browns Point "strike"
TNT 9/25/1938 p.A1 Strikes at schools end
TNT 11/17/1938 p.22 "Funeral rites" set for Browns Point school
TNT 11/21/1938 p.22 Browns Point holds schoolhouse "funeral"
(Continued next page)
BROWNS POINT (Continued)
TNT 5/28/1939 p.A1 Dedicate Hylebos bridge (il)
T.Times 7/29/1939 Puyallups to retake old stamping ground; government
offers Browns Point Lighthouse land to Indian tribe
TNT 7/31/1939 p.1 Quits job at lighthouse; Oscar Brown retires
after 48 years in service
TNT 9/10/1939 Big clam bake on Friday at Browns Point
TNT 3/16/1941 p.A11 Browns Point Heights to open Sunday
TNT 10/28/1941 p.3 Old Browns Point Dock now merely a memory
TNT 4/4/1945 Hyada Park by Frank C. Ross
TNT 8/4/1946 Who named these scenic spots? Browns and Dash Pts.
do. Tacoma $64 jackpot question (aerial il)
T.Times 3/17/1948 The Tacoma Times says: Howdy Neighbor to
Browns Point (il)
TNT 10/9/1949 Two Points looking ahead (aerial il)
TNT 12/31/1950 Browns Point victor in 10-year battle for site;
proposed clubhouse (sketch)
TNT 10/5/1952 Browns Point students move to new school
TNT 7/29/1953 Manley opens new Browns Point center
TNT 11/13/1953 p.B6 Proposed club house (sketch)
TNT 3/28/1954 First clubhouse bond
TNT 7/4/1954 Browns Point speeds work on clubhouse
TNT 8/5/1954 She will be crowned Browns Point queen (il)
TNT 12/17/1954 Yule lights will shine
TNT 2/18/1955 Open house will follow dedication (il of new
Browns Point Community Clubhouse)
TNT 7/18/1956 Golf links tied into program (map of proposed North
Shore Gold & Country Club Estates)
TNT 12/14/1958 p.A12 Special election for Browns Point; sewer
district proposal up for vote (map)
TNT 12/21/1958 Browns Point group against sewers now
TNT 7/17/1959 Browns Point debates move to join Tacoma
TNT 11/18/1959 Browns Point sites OKd for annexation
TNT 1/6/1960 Annexation of Browns Pt. sought
TNT 5/25/1960 Browns Pt. turns down annexation
TNT 3/16/1961 Bonny Browns Point (aerial il)
TNT 4/19/1961 Sewer plan voted down
TNT 12/9/1969 Browns Point is assured of playfield
TNT 10/24/1971 p.B16 A pair of Points at Tacoma's border (il)
TNT 2/16/1975 Browns Point Lighthouse: Sentinel for mariners
TNT 1/14/1979 Mall set at Browns Point (sketch of proposed North
Bay Village)
TNT 10/1/1980 Browns Point sewer impact study ordered
TNT 9/27/1981 Browns Point: A former summer colony that offers
country living year around
TNT 11/23/1981 p.A11 Browns Point residents divided over annexation
to city
TNT 11/25/1981 Browns, Dash Point residents shop for government
services
TNT 12/30/1981 County examiner OKs Browns Point condos
TNT 2/8/1982 Gardner: Annex two points or none
TNT 7/20/1987 p.B2 Browns Point residents fear teen terrorizing
TNT 7/22/1987 Meeting pits teens vs. adults
TNT 5/10/1989 New and old residents of Browns, Dash points bitten
by history bug
TNT 9/29/1996 Radios station's signals stir Browns Point uproar;
KOMO, improvement club battle via lawsuits
333.7 P614B
333.7 P614B2
369.5 B205B
628.2 P693P
917.972 T119TC p.94 (sketch of proposed housing development at
Browns Point)
979.72 H91 Vol.II p.310
979.77B H628H Vol.I p.56
979.77B ST31T
BROWNS POINT HEIGHTS
TNT 3/16/1941 p.A11 Browns Point Heights to open Sunday (ad,map,il)
TNT 3/30/1941 p.B11 (ad)
TNT 4/20/1941 p.A11 View from Browns Point Heights (il)
TNT 4/22/1941 p.C10 But seven miles from city center (il)
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.52

BUCKLEY'S ADD.
TDL 2/12/1888 p.7 (ad)
TDL 12/30/1888 p.2 (ad)
TDL 1/23/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 1/27/1889 p.4 Improvements in the West End
TDL 3/3/1889 p.8 (ad)
T.Morning Globe 10/3/1889 p.3 (ad, includes quote from Longfellow)
TDL 12/1/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 12/10/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 2/8/1903 p.18 (ad)

BUCKLEY'S HILL
TDL 6/10/1888 p.4 Buckley's Hill

BUDINICH'S ADD.
TDL 8/3/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

BULLITT ADD.
TDL 5/15/1910 p.44 Bullitt's tract last on the point line
TDL 6/19/1910 p.39 (ad)
TDL 6/26/1910 p.38 Bullitt Addition placed on the market
TDL 4/12/1914 p.26 (mention of Sterns Investment Co.)
TDL 4/22/1923 p.B10 New district to be opened up near C.P.S.
TDL 7/1/1923 p.E8 "Better Built Homes" planned for Bullitt Addition
TDL 9/12/1926 p.E6 (ad)
TDL 5/15/1932 p.D6 New home in Bullitt Addition

BURNS ADD.
TDL 5/27/1883 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

BURNS & BLINN ADD.
North Pacific Coast 7/15/1881 p.43 New Tacoma's progress

BUTTES (THE) (Orting)
333.7 B982F
333.7 B982F2

BYRD'S ADD. (NORTH END)
TDL 2/21/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 8/29/1899 p.3 It may save two men from prison (two different plats found)

BYRD'S ADD. (SOUTH END)
-first platted in 1874
TDL 8/5/1883 p.2 (ad)
TDL 6/27/1886 p.5 (resurveying)
TDL 5/13/1888 p.8 (mention)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs in add.)
TDL 3/24/1899 p.8 After rich city dirt (title dispute)
TDL 4/30/1934 p.3 Early day platting is puzzle
929.2 B996AL p.24
CALEDONIA
SEE ALSO: BROWNS POINT, DASH POINT
TDL 5/8/1904 p.19 (Capt. Matthew Mc Dowell to build wharf at Caledonia)
TDK 7/29/1905 p.16 ... is new this season
TDL 7/21/1931 Veteran seafarer of 80 still on the job ashore
979.77B ST31T

CALEDONIA ADD.
TNT 4/20/1941 p.A11 (mention)

CALISTOGA PLACE (Orting)
TNT 2/19/1995 p.H4 (ad,il)

CANTERWOOD (Gig Harbor)
-developed by the Lorigon Corp.
-opened in 1988
-total of 700 acres, 750 potential lots
-golf course designed by Robert Muir Graves
TNT 11/26/1989 p.H1 "Caution, People at Play" at Canterwood
GTWY 5/13/1992 p.A11 Fit to a tee (feature article)
TNT 1/31/1993 p.117 (ad,il)
TNT 2/16/1993 p.158,112 (ad,il)
TNT 3/21/1993 p.117 (ad,il)
TNT 8/29/1993 p.113 Grand opening Canterwood Village
TNT 9/26/1993 p.11 (ad for Canterwood Village townhouses) (il)
TNT 10/31/1993 p.112,116 (ad,il)
TNT 11/7/1993 p.611 (ad,il)
TNT 1/2/1994 p.55 (ad,il)
TNT 3/13/1994 p.H23 (ad,il)
TNT 4/10/1994 p.124 (ad,il)
TNT 4/24/1994 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 5/22/1994 p.18 (ad,il)
TNT 6/12/1994 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/17/1994 p.J7 (ad,il)
TNT 7/24/1994 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/31/1994 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 8/7/1994 p.H1 p.H12 (ad,il)
TNT 9/4/1994 p.118 (ad,il)
TNT 9/18/1994 p.J7 (ad,il)
TNT 11/20/1994 p.L7 (ad,il)
TNT 11/27/1994 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 12/6/1994 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 12/11/1994 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 1/2/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 1/29/1995 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 2/5/1995 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 2/12/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 2/19/1995 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 2/26/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 3/5/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 3/19/1995 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 4/2/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 4/9/1995 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 4/16/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 5/7/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 5/14/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 5/21/1995 p.J7 (ad,il)
TNT 5/28/1995 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 6/4/1995 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 6/11/1995 p.17 (ad,il) p.115 Pierce County 1995 Street of
Dreams will be a dazzler
TNT 6/18/1995 p.J7 (ad,il)
TNT 6/25/1995 p.17 (ad,il)
(Continued next page)
CANTERWOOD (Continued)
TNT 7/9/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
TNT 7/25/1995 p.14 (ad) p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/30/1995 p.H7 (ad,il)
GTWY 8/2/1995 p.A1 Cat-crazed coyotes carousing Canterwood?
TNT 8/13/1995 p.H18,H23 Taking a peek at half the '95 Pierce County
Street of Dreams (sketch)
GTWY 8/16/1995 Pierce County Street of Dreams (special suppl.)
TNT 8/19/1995 p.C1 Dreaming of Canterwood (il)
TNT 8/20/1995 p.H1 Street of Dreams (il)
TNT 8/22/1995 p.B8 Street of Dreams flush with success
TNT 8/26/1995 p.HB1 Dreamy domiciles
TNT 8/27/1995 p.H1 Pierce County's Street of Dreams (il)
TNT 9/17/1995 p.HH2 Pierce County 1995 Street of Dreams closes with
record attendance
TNT 9/19/1995 p.C1 Street of Dreams: They came, they saw but they
didn't buy (il)
GTWY 9/20/1995 p.A2 Crowds send "Street" mark over top (il)
TNT 10/1/1995 p.H19 ... win top honors
GTWY 10/18/1995 Fall Home Tour (il)
GTWY 2/28/1996 Canterwood sold to members (Lorigon Corp. sells
golf course to members)

CANYON PLACE
TNT 6/11/1995 p.117 (ad,il)
CAPITOL HEIGHTS ADD.
TDL 12/6/1908 p.27 New tracts to be opened
TDL 1/31/1909 p.36
TDL 2/21/1909 p.33 (ad)
TDL 3/21/1909 p.36 (ad)
TDL 4/18/1909 p.36 (ad)
TDL 5/9/1909 p.43 Lots in demand
TDL 7/25/1909 p.28 (ad) p.30 Developing new home district
TDL 8/22/1909 p.36 (ad) p.38 Residence lots selling briskly
TDL 8/29/1909 p.36 (ad)
TDL 11/7/1909 p.43 (ad)
TDL 11/14/1909 p.47 (map)
TDL 11/21/1909 p.45 (ad)
TDL 11/28/1909 p.44 (ad)
TDL 12/26/1909 p.34 (ad)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.44 Capitol Heights may get Ferry Museum
TNT 3/10/1941 p.A8 Improved sub-division offers low cost housing opportunity to Tacoma people (full page ad) (map)
TNT 4/2/1941 p.6 Says Capitol Heights lots moving rapidly
TNT 4/6/1941 p.A10 (ad)
TNT 4/27/1941 p.A6 (ad)
TNT 6/22/1941 p.A9 New home program (sketch of home being built in addition)
TNT 7/13/1941 p.B16 (ad)
TNT 8/3/1941 p.B16 (ad)
TNT 8/24/1941 p.C10 Domestic sales big
TNT 9/21/1941 p.A14 Capitol Heights homes (il near So. 17th St. & Anderson St.)

CAPITOL HEIGHTS ADD.--TODD HEIGHTS
-developed by Todd Shipyards
-Todd Heights included: 1702-48 So.Fife St., 1701-51 So. Oakes,
1702-50 So. Prospect St., 2603 So. 19th St. (total of 48 houses built)
TDL 9/1/1918 p. 89 (ad)
TDL 9/8/1918 p.1 Todd Yards will build 100 houses
TDL 9/9/1918 100 bungalows
TDL 9/10/1918 p.4 Todd workers to have 200 homes
TDL 12/8/1918 p.B7 Todd residences nearing completion (Hurley-Mason Co., contr. for housing)
TDL 4/13/1919 p. b7 Todd dwellings ready for men (Sutton & Whitney, arch. for various types of "Colonial" and "English" cottages) (il of So. Prospect St.)
TDL 4/20/1919 p.B7 (Mr. Gainer makes the first purchase of a house in Todd Heights)
TDL 7/20/1919 p.B5 Todd houses are cut 20 percent (price reduction)
TDL 8/3/1919 p.B5 W.J. Marvin has the Todd houses (now for sale to the general public)
TDL 8/10/1919 p.B4 (full page ad) p.B5 Todd houses selling fast
TDL 8/17/1919 p.B4 (ad)
TDL 9/14/1919 p.E10 (ad)
TDL 9/21/1919 p.B15 (ad)
338.7 15560 Vol.1 #3,4,8 (il)

CARMICHAEL'S ADD.
371.01 OL8F p.167 (Frace/Whittier School built in add. c.1899)

CARROLL & HANNAH ADD.
TDL 4/8/1888 p.4 (plat submitted)
TDL 5/20/1888 p.7 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1991 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
CARR HILL
TDL 2/1/1900 p.3 Would call it Carr Hill
979.72 HH1 Vol.1 p.423 (mention of "Job Carr's Mountain")

CARR'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 2/1/1900 p.3 Would call it Carr Hill
TDL 10/30/1910 p.41 Carr's Second squaring away (realigning streets in add.)

CASCADE PARK ADD.
TDL 3/10/1888 p.6 (ad)
TDL 4/1/1888 p.3 The new motor line

CATLIN'S ADD.
TDL 3/2/1884 (ad)
TDL 9/14/1884 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

CAVENDER'S 1st ADD.
TDL 4/3/1887 p.5 (plat approved)
TDL 9/17/1892 p.3 Which way is west? (land dispute)

CAVENDER'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 4/3/1887 p.5 (plat approved)

CAVENDER'S ADD. TO FERN HILL
TDL 10/16/1888 p.5 (plat recorded)
TDL 11/23/1889 p.7 (ad, map)

CAVENDER'S 2nd ADD. TO FERN HILL
TDL 7/19/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

CAVENDER'S & WALLACE'S ADD. TO FERN HILL
TDL 12/24/1889 p.5 An addition to Fern Hill

CEDRONA ESTATES (Fox Island)
GTWY 7/13/1994 p.811 Barbecue bash opens new Fox Island homes
TNT 7/17/1994 p.12 Grand opening (il)
TNT 7/31/1994 p.123 (ad, il)
TNT 8/28/1994 p.125 (ad, il)
TNT 3/19/1995 p.81 (ad, il)
TNT 11/5/1995 p.121 (ad, il)

CENTENNIAL HEIGHTS
TNT 10/30/1994 p.118 (ad, sketch)
TNT 12/11/1994 p.87 (ad, sketch)

CENTER ST. ADD.
TDL 5/6/1906 p.21 (ad)

CENTER STREET INDUSTRIAL AREA
SEE ALSO: NALLEY VALLEY
TDL 2/18/1906 p.5 Center Street lively
TDL 5/20/1906 p.18 Gold on Center Street ... (property sales to railroad)
TDL 7/7/1907 p.12 Center Street Way (real estate ad)
TDL 5/26/1912 p.40 Industries active in Center Street
TDL 11/2/1919 p.86 Center Street factories grow
TDL 5/14/1922 p.84 Center Street factory sites getting scarce
TDL 7/10/1927 p.E8 N.P. improving Center Street factory area
TDL 2/9/1932 p.88 The logged on Center Street in 1886 (il)
TNT 12/20/1947 South Side growth has been steady
307.76 T119E
710.5 T121CE
CENTRAL ADD.
TDL 4/1/1889 p.4 Central Addition at law

CENTRAL PARK SEE: TACOMA LAND CO.'S 6th ADD.

CENTRAL PARK ADD.
TDL 2/1/1889 p.3 (plat filed)
TDL 2/5/1889 p.6 (ad)

CHAMBERS CREEK CROSSING
TNT 10/3/1993 p.11 (ad,il)
TNT 1/16/1994 p.10 Grand opening (il)
TNT 7/25/1993 p.11 (ad,il)
TNT 1/22/1995 p.H1,H7 (ad,il)

CHAMBERS GARDENS
SEE ALSO: CREEKSIDES AT CHAMBERS GARDENS
TNT 9/20/1992 p.119 (ad,il)
TNT 11/29/1992 p.119 (ad,il)
TNT 2/7/1993 p.11 Chambers Gardens homes selling fast (il)
TNT 7/25/1993 p.11 (ad,il)
TNT 10/10/1993 p.129 J. Scott Dev. honored for "recycling" Chambers Gardens (aerial il)
TNT 1/9/1994 p.11 (ad,il)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.119 (ad,il)
TNT 10/30/1994 p.119 (ad,il)
TNT 1/15/1995 p.J1,J9 (ad,il)
TNT 2/26/1995 p.H1 (ad,il)

CHAMBERS RIDGE
TNT 11/19/1995 p.J2 (ad,il)

CHANDLER'S ADD.
TDL 5/20/1888 p.4 New additions
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

CHAPEL HILL (Gig Harbor)
- "townhome community"
GTWY 10/1/1995 (ad)
GTWY 5/29/1996 Spring Home Tour (ad,il)

CHAPIN'S 1st ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

CHAPMAN'S ADD. (Steilacoom)
TDL 1/10/1891 p.5 Eccentric quibblers avanti

CHELSEA PARK (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 9/7/1994 p.A2 Land sale clouds Chelsea lawsuit

CHERRYDALE (Sumner)
TNT 5/5/1963 Ribbon cutting at Cherrydale

CHERRYDALE ADD.
TDL 4/27/1919 p.87 Prairie acres for platting
TDL 8/10/1919 p.815 (ad)
TDL 8/24/1919 p.85 Plats new residence tract....

CHICAGO-MILWAUKEE ADD.
TDL 3/7/1909 p.28,36 (ad)
TDL 9/26/1909 p.46 (ad)
TDL 10/10/1909 p.42 (ad)
TDL 1/9/1910 P.44 (ad,il)
TDL 2/6/1910 P.44 (ad)
CHILBERG'S ACRES
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

CHINATOWN
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 1/27/1886 Tacoma's Chinese appendages
TDL 11/1/1885 Grand mass meeting
TDL 11/4/1885 Gone! Two hundred Chinese leave the city
TDL 11/5/1885 After the exodus
TDL 11/6/1885 The Committee of Fifteen
Overland Monthly Mar. 1886 p.234,239
TDL 6/23/1892 p.3 Can the Chinese come?
TDL 7/22/1892 p.4 Chinese merchants
TDL 7/27/1892 p.5 Merchants favored
TDL 8/3/1893 p.3 The merchants here (first Chinese allowed into
Tacoma since the expulsion of Nov. 1885, open office in the
Bostwick Block)
TDL 11/4/1892 p.5 The anti-Chinese vets (rally)
TDL 1/13/1893 p.4 No Chinamen need apply
TDL 5/7/1893 p.4 Chinese graves discovered
TDL 1/4/1897 p.6 Tacoma's Chinese quarter
TDL 6/10/1899 p.6 Moy Chow ends his life
TDN 6/12/1905 p.2 "Noodle House" waiter beaten (incident at the
HongKong Restaurant, "the only resort of the kind in Tacoma")
TDL 8/10/1913 Tacoma's eviction of Chinese is recalled; inquirer
is informed that city has quite a colony of Celestials, who are
unmolested
TNT 5/18/1922 Do you remember? (il of Chinese expulsion leaders)
TDL 7/18/1926 Tacoma tong war is feared
TDL 4/5/1927 p.3 Chinese resident says Broadway is fine (comments
by Low Bow)
TDL 2/2/1932 Local Chinese boycott Japan
T.Times 11/30/1936 After many years
TNT 6/24/1939 Young Chinese join picket line here (protest scrap
iron shipments to Japan)
TNT 10/5/1941 p.89 Fear tong war here
TNT 9/18/1955 Eviction of Chinese put Tacoma in news
TNT 2/5/1979 Dong Hong, local community figure, dies
TNT 2/6/1989 Expulsion: Chinese immigrants were forced to leave
Washington Territory
TNT 8/23/1992 Apology: Park would mark Chinese ouster
TNT 10/24/1993 Traditional Chinese celebration draws crowd (il)
TNT 5/10/1993 Park envisioned to right a wrong; Tacoma's ouster of
Chinese recalled
TNT 11/30/1993 p.811 Tacoma park, center may aone for Chinese ouster
TNT 12/2/1993 p.82 Council OKs memorial to Chinese pioneers
TNT 6/19/1994 p.81 A new park to make amends for old racism
979.7 B64 Vol.I p.451
979.7004 H544S
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.355
S R482Rg p.44

CHRISTMAS ADD.
TDL 12/22/1888 p.4 For a Christmas gift (lots to be sold by auction)
TDL 12/23/1888 p.4 A Christmas tale

CLAREMONT ACRES
979.778 Os50 p.157

CLASSIC GARDENS
TNT 10/30/1994 p.118 (ad, il)
TNT 11/27/1994 p.128 (ad, il)
TNT 1/18/1995 p.119 (ad, il)
CLASSIC VIEW ESTATES
SEE ALSO: WESTMOUNT AT CLASSIC VIEW ESTATES
TNT 7/14/1992 p.C5 Builders break ground on Frederickson project
TNT 5/9/1993 p.115 (ad)
TNT 11/21/1993 p.119 (ad,il)
TNT 12/12/1993 p.H17 (ad,il)
TNT 1/30/1994 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.114 (ad,il)

CLASSICS AT CRYSTAL RIDGE (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: CRYSTAL RIDGE
TNT 9/26/1993 p.19 (ad,il)
TNT 1/1/1994 p.H11 (ad,il)
TNT 9/17/1995 p.NH3 (ad) (includes floor plan of "The Madison"
Model Home)
TNT 9/24/1995 p.I1 (ad;il)
TNT 10/1/1995 p.H11 (ad)
TNT 10/15/1995 p.I4 (ad)
TNT 10/22/1995 p.H11 (ad)
TNT 10/29/1995 p.I11 (ad) (includes floor plan of "The Beacon"
Model Home)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP10 (ad,il)
TNT 11/10/1996 p.MP1 (ad,il) p.MP9 (ad)

CLEARWATER
TNT 8/18/1996 p.MP26 (ad)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP32 (ad,il)
TNT 10/6/1996 p.MP32 (ad,il)
TNT 11/3/1996 p.MP32 (ad,il)
TNT 11/17/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)

CLEE'S POINT
T.Times 4/1/1947 Subdivision is approved

CLEMENT'S ADD.
TDL 3/5/1889 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

CLEMONT PINES (Spanaway)
TNT 7/12/1992 p.18 (ad)

CLEVELAND ADD.
TDL 11/15/1903 p.19 (Otto H. Weller purchases add.)

CLINTON
7/14/1907 p.16 Clinton Addition ready for market p.21 (map)
TDL 11/28/1926 p.E10 Subdivision on American Lake Road is active

CLOVER LEA ADD.
TDL 1/4/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 979.77 G45F p.11

CLOVER LEAF ADD.
TDL 2/5/1889 p.3 (ad)

CLOVER LEAH ADD.
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36

CLOVERDALE AREA
TNT 9/25/1977 Group criticizes delay on center
COLLEGE ADD.
-platted by Gov. Teats from the former Star Berry Farm
-ten acres, fifty lots
TDL 5/11/1924 p.56 College Addition to open Monday
TDL 6/13/1926 p.5 (ad)
TDL 3/6/1927 p.E10 North End tract back on market
TDL 5/22/1927 p.A8 $80,000 for new homes in No. End
TDL 12/9/1928 p.E7 College Addition has building boom

COLLEGE DISTRICT
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: SIXTH AVE. DISTRICT
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.35

COLLEGE PLACE ADD. TO LAKE PARK
-plat filed Jan. 1891
979.77 Os5F p.12

COLLINS
TDL 9/16/1932 Prize seekers at Collins Fair (il)

COMBS & CONLEY ACRE TRACTS
TDL 2/3/1924 p.85 Acre tracts on Tacoma market

COMMENCEMENT BAY ADD.
TDL 10/16/1889 p.5 Along the wharf
TDL 10/18/1889 p.3 This is significant
TDL 10/27/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 10/28/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 11/2/1889 p.3 (ad)
TDL 2/1/1890 p.5 (ad)
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
386 Un35Th (map)

COMMONWEALTH ADD.
-platted by John Wolbert
TDL 2/19/1905 p.15 (to be put on market)
TDL 12/31/1905 p.17 (ad)
TDL 11/18/1906 p.20 (ad)
TDL 12/9/1906 p.20 (add. leads in number of bldg. permits taken)
TDL 6/29/1924 p.A2 Tacoma pioneer passes suddenly (death of John Wolbert)

CONGDON'S ADD.
TDL 4/8/1888 p.4 (plat submitted)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

CONIFER PARK ESTATES (Spanaway)
TNT 12/13/1992 p.128 (ad,il)

COOK'S CITY VIEW ADD.
TDL 8/19/1917 p.24 "Cook's City View" new addition name

CORBETT FACTORY ADD.
TDL 6/19/1910 p.46 Four new additions ready for market

COULTER'S ADD.
TDL 7/5/1887 p.6 (ad)
TDL 12/18/1887 p.4 Big sales in....
TDL 4/29/1888 p.1 (ad)
TDL 12/30/1889 p.4 West end activity
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 9/14/1924 p.E8 College attracts builders
979.778 H628H Vol.I p.335
COUNTRY (THE) (Graham)
TNT 4/22/1978 (ad)
TNT 4/23/1978 Tract will open east of Graham
TNT 6/13/1993 p.H27 (ad)

COUNTRY AIRE (Graham)
TNT 4/24/1993 p.H7 (ad)
TNT 8/22/1993 p.H1 (ad)
TNT 11/14/1993 p.H1 (ad,il)

COUNTRY PARK (Graham)

COUNTRY PARK II (Puyallup)
TNT 6/23/1996 p.MP17 (ad,il)

COUNTRY PLACE (Lakewood)
-platted from the Wm. P. Dougherty Estate
TNT 1/22/1995 p.H20 Sneak preview (sketch)
TNT 2/19/1995 p.H2 Coldwell Banker Hawkins-Poe, Inc. offers Country Place (ad,il)
TNT 6/18/1995 p.I1 (ad,il)
TNT 12/17/1995 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 3/10/1996 p.MP1 (ad,il)
TNT 4/1/1996 p.B1 Building rush on in Lakewood
TNT 6/30/1996 p.MP12 (ad,il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP7 Grand opening phase two

COVENTRY PARK ESTATES
TNT 8/20/1989 p.H1 Coventry Park Estates offers space to grow

COWAN'S ADD
TDL 8/3/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

CREEKSIDE AT CHAMBERS GARDENS
TNT 10/29/1995 p.I1 (ad,il)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP17 (ad)

CREEKSIDE OAKS (Lakewood)
-"gated community"
TNT 4/1/1996 p.B1 Building rush on in Lakewood
TNT 4/21/1996 p.MP2B Under construction preview! (il)
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP2B (ad,il)
TNT 7/21/1996 p.MP1 (ad,il) p.NH4 Creekside Oaks is new, unique spot in Lakewood
TNT 9/22/1996 p.MP10 Grand opening (il)
TNT 10/20/1996 p.NH8 (ad,il)
TNT 11/3/1996 p.MP1 Creekside Oaks shows off its fabulous new home designs (il)
TNT 11/17/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)
TNT 12/8/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)

CRESCENT HEIGHTS
TNT 3/26/1950 Flooded out residents may sue City of Tacoma (aerial il)

CRESTBILT ADD.
979.778 0e50 p.154
CRESTVIEW VILLAGE
-built by Appleton Homes
-"gated community"
SEE ALSO: ESTATES AT CRESTVIEW VILLAGE
TNT 5/2/1993 p.M14 (ad)
TNT 5/1/1994 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.17 (ad,il)
TNT 9/25/1994 p.112 (ad)
TNT 11/27/1994 p.11,17 (ad,il)
TNT 2/5/1995 p.117 (ad,il)
TNT 4/9/1995 p.132 (ad,il)
TNT 1/7/1996 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 6/30/1996 p.MP16 (ad,il)
TNT 12/15/1996 p.MP1,MP7 (ad,il)

CRESTWOOD (Puyallup)
-developed by Joe Lawson & Associates
TNT 5/19/1991 p.D1 (ad)

CRESTWOOD ESTATES
TNT 4/6/1961 Lakes area development announced

CROMWELL
TDL 1/25/1914 Suppl. p.46 (il of "Sunny Bay")
979.778 ALTZ2A

CROMWELL & PRITCHARD ADD.
TDL 1/22/1889 p.B (add. being platted)

CROWL'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p. (mention)

CRUVER ADD.
979.788 Os50 p.154

CRYSTAL CREEK ESTATES (University Place)
TNT 10/20/1996 p.W12 Yesteryear returns to Crystal Creek Estates
perched above Day Island
TNT 10/27/1996 p.MP14 (ad)

CRYSTAL GARDENS
TNT 2/24/1991 p.J1 Crystal Gardens subdivision has dream homes
available

CRYSTAL OAKS (Lakewood)
-"gated community"
TNT 5/5/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP24 (ad,il)
TNT 9/15/1996 p.NH2 (ad,il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP32 (ad,il)
TNT 11/17/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)
TNT 12/1/1996 p.MP24 (ad,il)

CRYSTAL RIDGE (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: CLASSICS AT CRYSTAL RIDGE, ESTATES AT CRYSTAL RIDGE
TNT 2/14/1993 p.131 Pierce County's Street of Dreams taking shape
TNT 5/30/1993 p.111 (ad,il)
TNT 4/17/1994 p.A3 (full page ad) (il)
TNT 4/24/1994 p.H9 (ad,il)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.19 (ad,il)
TNT 7/17/1994 p.11 (ad,il)
TNT 7/26/1994 p.11,17 (ad,il)
TNT 11/6/1994 p.111 (ad)
CUS TER
TNT 9/30/1953

CUS TER ADD.
TDL 11/24/1901 p.8 (part of add. vacated)

DALEWOOD
TNT 4/14/1991 p.I13 (ad)

DANBRIDGE
SEE ALSO: SUMMIT AT DANBRIDGE
TNT 7/9/1989 p.H1 Danbridge adds style to University Place
TNT 10/16/1989 Inside Track p.2 Builder rides crest of demand for
new housing
TNT 3/25/1990 p.F1 (ad)
TNT 4/15/1990 Crest Builders wins another award
TNT 12/22/1991 p.H1 Danbridge: Pierce County's most awarded community
DASH POINT
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 5/12/1907 p.15 (real estate ad)
TDL 9/8/1907 p.16 New improvement club
TDL 4/23/1911 p.6 (ad)
TDL 5/7/1911 p.8 (ad)
TDL 2/19/1913 (il)
TDL 2/2/1913 p.8 Boulevard link to be connected (il)
TDL 2/8/1914 p.20 Dash Point to have big year
TDL 2/18/1917 p.27 (il of new East Side Dr., later renamed Marine View Dr.)
TDL 4/15/1917 p.24 New road to open factory location
TDL 6/17/1917 p.13 County will build dock at Dash Point
TDL 11/25/1917 p.23 Dash Point dock nearing completion (il)
TDL 12/14/1919 p.13 Dash Pointers defend their boat service
TDL 6/15/1920 p.86 Dash Point attracting home builders; plan new community hall
TDL 5/12/1920 p.1 In a Nash to Dash Point over the new East Side Dr. (il)
TDL 10/23/1921 p.1 Cleveland Six visits Browns Point and Dash Point (il)
TDL 7/16/1922 p.86 Dash Point-Olympic Heights highway completed (il)
TDL 9/9/1923 p.1 Dash Point picnic event of lifetime for 82 youngsters (il)
TDL 11/17/1923 p.1 Phone service for Dash Point
TDL 11/18/1923 p.86 Dash Point will be real suburb (il)
TDL 5/24/1925 p.86 Inquiries on Point homes are showing
TDL 8/4/1926 p.1 New fire threatens homes; blaze near Dash Point spreading
TDL 9/5/1926 p.86 Beautiful new home justifies faith in Point (il of Harry H. Johnston Residence)
TDL 2/19/1927 Dash Point to get bath house; park board will provide for salt water bathers
TDL 2/27/1927 p.86 (Sutton, Whitney & Dugan, arch. for new bath house)
TDL 3/25/1928 p.1 350-acre tract at Dash Point to be built up (to be developed by John R. Holmes)
TDL 8/26/1928 p.86 Dash Point bus had bad upset
TDL 10/24/1928 p.1 Police net bags armed pair; men taken on dock at Dash Point
TNT 12/2/1928 p.86 Wonderful homes add to charm of rural community (il)
TDL 2/1/1929 Dash Point threatened by flames
TDL 7/19/1931 p.86 Dash Pointers to prove community (il of water carnival committee)
TDL 7/26/1931 p.1 Dash Pointers enjoy carnival
TDL 5/1/1932 p.86 Four beach homes sold (il)
TDL 7/24/1932 p.86 Planning Dash Point dock fete (il)
TDL 8/8/1933 p.1 Liner on test run affords real surf for Sound bathers ... big combers kicked up by steamer H.F. Alexander ...
TDL 9/10/1933 p.87 Two Dash Point homes sold (il)
TDL 10/29/1933 p.86 Dash Pointers to celebrate; co-operative water assoc. will toss paid up mortgage into fire (il)
TDL 11/18/1933 p.1 Dash Point joyous as mortgage burns
TDL 12/30/1933 p.1 Six Dash Point homes in bay; two others endangered by by big slide
TDL 1/15/1934 p.1 Urga sea wall for Dash Point
TDL 3/10/1934 p.1 Boy Scouts given fine camping site; William W. Kilworth presents 34-acre tract on Puget Sound; just north of Dash Point
TDL 7/29/1934 p.84 Arranging dinner dance (il of committee)
TDL 9/16/1934 p.89 (mention of the "Shamrock", summer home of Thomas H. Wiggin)
TDL 1/27/1935 p.87 (il of Dash Point bus)
(Continued next page)
DASH POINT (Continued)

TND 7/2/1936 p.11 Fire hits Dash Point homes
TND 7/17/1936 p.12 Plan dock dinner dance (il)
TND 7/19/1936 p.11 Dash Pt.'s dock fete is success (10th annual)
TND 7/27/1937 p.12 Dash Point crow nationally famous bird
TNT 7/11/1937 p.12 All aboard for Dash Point dock dinner (il)
TNT 7/18/1937 p.1 Dash Point fete "tops"
TNT 7/22/1938 p.13 "Pulling" for Dash Point dock dinner (il)
TNT 7/24/1938 p.11 Dash Point celebrates
TND 1/4/1939 p.17 Want park on land east of Dash Point
TND 5/7/1939 p.22 Planning military bridge at Dash Point (il)
TND 8/9/1939 p.1 Baby dies in fire at Dash Pt.
TNT 3/25/1941 p.3 Dash Point's tank arrives (Dash Point Cooperative Water Assoc.)
TNT 5/10/1941 How's your mailbox? (il)
TNT 8/4/1946 Who named these scenic spots? Browns and Dash Pts. offer Tacoma $64 jackpot question (aerial il)
TNT 3/15/1949 p.5 Dock doomed; built in 1918 as ferry landing
TNT 3/18/1949 Dash Pt. to keep dock
TNT 7/31/1949 Dash Point's early days recalled by dock feasts
TNT 10/9/1949 Two Points looking ahead (aerial il)
TNT 7/15/1951 25th year for Dash Point dinners (il)
TNT 7/19/1953 Repairs to Dash Pt. dock now complete (aerial il)
TNT 7/31/1955 Dash Pointers prepare for Sunday rush (il)
TNT 7/1/1957 Dash Pointers gather to mark anniversary (the 50th anniversary of the Dash Point Community Club)
TNT 7/1/1958 Memory of boyhood days results in park (Carl Anderson writes letter to Washington State Park Dept. suggesting site for Dash Point State Park)
TNT 7/1/1958 State buys Point beach (state acquires Fairview Beach for new Dash Point State Park)
TNT 7/26/1958 Secret recipe guarded as dock dinner nears (il)
TNT 12/25/1958 Christmas cards urge Dash Point annexation
TNT 1/2/1959 Dash Point Fire Dept. (letter to the editor)
TNT 1/3/1959 Dash Point area annexed (the undeveloped Scenic View Heights Add.)
TNT 7/30/1959 Dash Point Dinner had humble start
TNT 8/3/1959 Largest crowd gathers for Dash Point Dinner
TNT 2/26/1960 Dash Pointers accused of "Indian-giving" (dispute over road with school board)
TNT 6/8/1962 Dedication of Dash Point park Sunday
TNT 6/8/1965 Dash Point entertains beef-eaters (il)
TNT 12/28/1966 Dash Point remote in the early days (il)
TNT 10/4/1971 p.12 A pair of Points at Tacoma's border (il)
TNT 6/7/1977 p.16 Dash Point Park expansion sought
TNT 9/26/1977 Developers bid for Dash Point land
TNT 10/6/1977 Dash Point unit to sell land for park (Dash Point Water Cooperative to sell land for the expansion of Dash Point State Park)
TNT 11/24/1977 Land eyed for park may cost too much
TNT 4/4/1978 p.85 Dash Point unsure on sewage choice
TNT 4/20/1978 Dash Point land subject of dickering
TNT 4/24/1978 State racing clock for Dash Point park
TNT 7/7/1978 Dash Point co-op gives state year to buy property
TNT 7/5/1979 State adds to Dash Point park
TNT 8/5/1981 p.85 Dash Point "beefing up" plans for dock dinner
TNT 11/25/1981 Browns, Dash Point residents shop for government services
TNT 2/8/1982 Gardner: Annex two points or none
TNT 5/10/1989 New and old residents of Browns, Dash points bitten by history bug
TNT 12/2/1992 Dash Point to get new fishing dock

(Continued next page)
Continued)

Her entrepreneurial spirit even sweeter than her penny candy (Janet's Table Supply)

Developer to pay state park storm damage

Dash Point dock birthday party set; celebration comes as 75-year-old dock likely doomed

Dash Point Midden Site

Dash Point Estates

Dash Point Heights

Dash Point Palisades

TDL 8/15/1920 p.86 Announce opening new scenic home addition on Sound

Dash Point View Add.

TDL 3/3/1907 p.5 (ad)

TDL 3/10/1907 p.16 (ad)

979.778 ST31T p.17
DAY ISLAND
TDL 8/11/1895 p.10 Six boys at Day's Island
TDL 2/12/1905 p.15 (mention of plans to plat Day Island)
TDL 8/11/1907 p.19 Day Island to be improved at once
TDL 8/18/1907 p.17 Day Island sold p.21 (real estate ad)
TDL 9/1/1907 p.20 (ad) (includes list of investors)
TDL 7/19/1908 p.22 (ad,map,il) (includes list of purchasers)
TDL 7/26/1908 p.21 (ad,map,il)
TDL 8/9/1908 p.22 (ad)
TDL 6/19/1910 (ad)
TDL 5/25/1912 Easy of access, Day Island is liked
TDL 6/16/1912 p.40 (il of cottage for sale)
TDL 6/23/1912 p.40 (sketch of proposed Day Island boathouse by
C.F. Lundberg, arch.)
TDL 8/18/1912 p.35 Type of attractive bungalows being built on
Day Island (il of W.D. Tucker Residence)
TDL 5/31/1914 p.21 Lots on Day Island sold for big price
TDL 3/21/1915 p.15 (ad)
TDL 3/28/1915 p.25 Day Island fill and extension of boulevard
planned; lot sales $14,500 (il)
TDL 4/4/1915 p.20 Bridge up to court; City and County still deny
Day Island ownership
TDL 1/9/1916 p.4 Day Islanders must pay or lose light
T.Tribune 10/28/1916 p.1 Dies in attempt to save toy ship
TDL 6/9/1919 p.1 Thrilling rescue at Day Island
TDL 6/29/1919 p.D11 Club enjoys clam bake at Day Island (il)
TL 5/28/1922 p.E8 Day Island residents boast of many attractive
and novel homes (il)
TDL 5/14/1923 p.3 Day Island has celebration for well completion
TDL 12/30/1923 p.01 (account of party at J.B. Drapper residence)
TDL 1/19/1924 p.10 County and N.P. to build viaduct; treacherous
grade crossing near Day Island will be eliminated
TDL 5/16/1927 Day Island roses bloom (il of rose from the garden
of Frank Kepner)
TDL 4/5/1928 Aviators Tacoma visitors (il)
TDL 8/7/1928 p.1 Powder boat explosion in Narrows rocks all Tacoma
TDL 1/27/1929 Woman, babe drown here
TDL 6/1/1930 p.1 Many seek lost boat trio
TDL 1/29/1933 p.1 Political tragedy of ye ancient tyme dug up by
Tacoman; Day Islander finds skeleton in his backyard ...
TDL 3/20/1936 p.1 Swallows win out in battle at Day Island
TDL 3/20/1937 p.1 Lone swallow keeps tryst at Day Island
TDL 3/25/1937 p.1 Flames threaten Day Island; 2 homes burn
TNT 1/24/1938 p.5 Day Island pioneer dies (Mrs. Ella V. Howard)
TNT 2/6/1938 p.5
TNT 4/6/1938 p.7
TNT 1/26/1939 His boat is Day Island alarm clock
TNT 6/24/1939 p.1 "Woo-woo" says Day Island's buoy (il)
TNT 8/21/1939 p.6 Day Islanders shiver under real war scare (submarines
pass by)
TNT 3/12/1940 p.7 Swallows at Day Island; Californians are angry
TNT 3/11/1941 p.1 Swallows, more swallows - they're all over city
TNT 9/29/1946 Day Island revealed as "sea horse" from air (il)
TNT 8/25/1954 Nobody has the money to fix rickety bridge
TNT 12/17/1954 p.1 Day Island squatter to fool 'em after all
TNT 10/16/1957 Day Isl. span bids called
TNT 2/6/1958 Span work start slated
TNT 10/5/1958 First cars roll across new Day Island bridge (il)
TNT 10/19/1958 Day Island folk really live on peninsula; tied to
mainland by beach (aerial il)
TNT 11/4/1958 Day Island span rites set Saturday
TNT 8/30/1961 Day Island jinx to dredge on project (il)
TNT 8/30/1962 Day Island to get fire rigs in UP incorporates
TNT 7/18/1965 p.A4 Day Island is "world apart" from Mainland (il)
TNT 3/18/1979 The island that isn't an island (il)
(Continued next page)
DAY ISLAND (Continued)
TNT 3/18/1983 p.A4 Day Islanders say goodbye (il of house being barged from island to new location at Point No Point)
TNT 9/9/1984 Day Island: right next door, yet worlds away (il)
333.7 P6140A
333.7 P6140AA
333.7 P6140AA2

DEER CREEK (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: RIM AT DEER CREEK
TNT 6/20/1993 p.1121 (ad,il)
TNT 4/2/1995 p.H19 (ad, sketch)
TNT 10/6/1996 p.MP16 (ad, il)

DEER CREEK HIGHLANDS (Puyallup)
TNT 12/16/1990 p.J22 John L. Scott office to represent Deer Creek development

DEEREFIELD
TNT 12/18/1994 p.MP1 (ad, il)

DEL NORTE ADD.
TDL 12/16/1888 p.3 Land Company Del Norte
TDL 1/1/1889 p.4 (ad)

DEL NORTE AVE. ADD
TDL 12/16/1888 p.3 Land Company Del Norte
TDL 1/13/1889 p.4 (ad)

DEL NORTE TERRACE ADD.
TDL 1/17/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 1/26/1889 p.4 (ad)

DEPOT ADD.
TDL 2/12/1889 p.6 (plat filed)

DEWEY ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.155

DOME DISTRICT
SEE ALSO: HATHORNE DISTRICT
TNT 5/21/1993 Tacoma Dome District; building business in Dome's shadow

DONAHUE'S 1st ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

DUFF-HOGAN ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

EAGLE ADD.
TDL 6/3/1888 p.3 (plat submitted)

EAST SIDE
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: MCKINLEY HILL
TDL 11/10/1907 p.9 East End Boosters
TDL 3/1/1914 p.19 East End is busy
TDL 3/15/1914 p.19 East End place of pretty homes
TDL 7/19/1914 p.19 City figuring on 7 miles of walks
TNT 9/25/1977 Group criticizes delay on center
TNT 5/4/1979 East Siders torn over designs
TNT 5/26/1988 Eastside Group's work noted nationally (Eastside Improvement Group)
352.007 L475G p.4
979.778 N316N p.30
EAST TACOMA ADD.
TDL 10/6/1889 p.4 (ad, map)
TDL 10/12/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 10/16/1889 p.4 A historical trip
TDL 10/19/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 10/20/1889 p.6 (full page ad)
TDL 12/16/1889 p.4 (Counter Hop Ranch added to add.)
TDL 1/15/1890 p.4 (ad)
TDL 1/25/1890 p.4 (ad)

EASTERN ADD.
TDL 9/28/1902 p.23 (add. platted)

EASTLAKE TERRACE (Spanaway)
TNT 2/11/1996 p.H1 (ad, il)
TNT 6/9/1996 p.MP7 (ad, il)

EATON'S AMENDMENT TO FORBES ADD.
TDL 4/7/1889 P.4 (approved by city council)

EDGAR ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

EDGAR HEIGHTS
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 .... will soon be on market

EGGER'S LAND
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

ELDORADO ADD.
TDL 2/22/1889 p.4 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

ELDORADO ESTATES (Graham)

ELLISMORE ADD.
TNT 11/7/1926 p.E11 Champion builder of state is Tacoma man

ELM TREE PARK (Puyallup)
"gated community"
TNT 10/22/1995 p.H1 ... a new gated community
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP16 (ad)
TNT 6/9/1996 p.MP10 (ad)

ELMWOOD ADD.
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 10/14/1891 p.3 (permit for ten houses in add. by
C.H.Beers, contr.)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.443

EMERALD COURTE (Gig Harbor)

EMERALD TERRACE
TNT 1/22/1995 p.H17 (ad, il)
ENGLISH GARDENS
TNT 3/3/1996 p.MP15 (ad,il)
TNT 3/17/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)
TNT 4/28/1996 p.MP15 (ad,il)
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP15 (ad,il)

ENGLISH WOODS (Graham)
TNT 9/20/1992 p.111 (ad,il)
TNT 1/17/1993 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 12/26/1994 p.E4 Covenants shut down day-care center ...

ENGLISH WOODS EAST (Puyallup)
TNT 12/1/1991 p.J1 (ad)
TNT 1/12/1992 p.G10 (ad)
TNT 11/15/1992 p.H9 (ad,il)

ESSEX PARK
TNT 5/30/1993 p.114 (ad,il)
TNT 10/30/1994 p.132 (ad)

ESTATES AT CRESTVIEW VILLAGE
SEE ALSO: CRESTVIEW VILLAGE
TNT 2/6/1994 p.H13 (ad)
TNT 7/23/1995 p.i11 Grand opening

ESTATES AT CRYSTAL RIDGE (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: CRYSTAL RIDGE
TNT 8/1/1993 p.H25 Get ready for Street of Dreams (il)
TNT 8/7/1993 p.H41 Dream team; Pierce County Street of Dreams (il)
TNT 8/12/1993 p.H1 Pierce County 1993 Street of Dreams beckons (il)
TNT 8/15/1993 p.128 Pierce County Street of Dreams drawing record crowds (il)
TNT 8/22/1993 p.H21 Lanway offers Puyallup homes (il)
TNT 9/5/1993 p.H31 Pierce County Street of Dreams is "best ever" (il)
TNT 9/12/1993 p.H27 6,000 milk containers used in recycled plastic patio p.H32 ... record-breaking Pierce County Street of Dreams

ESTATES AT RIDGEVIEW
TNT 1/21/1996 p.H1 (ad,il)

EUREKA ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

EVERGREEN HILLS (Puyallup)
TNT 6/27/1993 p.110 (ad)
TNT 1/16/1994 p.J1 (ad,il)

EVERGREEN POND (Bonney Lake)
TNT 12/24/1995 p.F11 (ad,il)
TNT 4/14/1996 p.MP15 (ad,il)

EXCELSIOR
SEE: SOUTH TACOMA

EXCELSIOR PARK
-platted by Capt. John E. Burns
071 N213N Vol.1 p.40 Excelsior Park Land Company
979.778 H628H Vol.1 p.82

FAIRVIEW ADD.
TDL 2/8/1914 p.20 (mention)

FAIRVIEW PARK
979.778 ST31T p.17
FERDINAND ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

FERDINAND ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

FERN HILL
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 10/30/1887 p.3 Fern Hill items
TDL 3/25/1888 p.3 From Fern Hill
TDL 7/4/1888 Fern Hill items
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (building notes)
TDL 4/15/1890 p.5 To include Fern Hill (proposed annexation)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (building notes)
TDL 2/28/1891 p.7 Fern Hill
TDL 7/24/1910 p.5 Fern Hill fold indignant (dispute with street car company)
TDL 5/22/1927 p.66 Fern Hill park site is dedicated
TNT 10/27/1940 p.A1 Fern Hill celebrates
TNT 10/14/1941 Byrds Square
TNT 5/12/1943 Fern Hill club plans memorial
T. Times 5/12/1943 War memorial is planned by Fern Hill club
TNT 8/31/1943 Fern Hill club helps (ill of historic trails marker at Byrds Square)
TNT 8/14/1946 Fern Hill
TNT 7/17/1947 Will unveil memorial on Sunday
TNT 10/7/1948 The new Fern Hill
TNT 8/1/1949 Fern Hill geology
TNT 8/5/1949 City engineers
TNT 7/19/1950 Will unveil new marker (Indian Henry Trail marker)
TNT 4/7/1953 Early Fern Hill scene (ill in 1893)
TNT 8/19/1953 Might have been 3 bells at Fern Hill
TNT 8/1/1954 Fern Hill starts annual pioneer days
TNT 5/14/1955 Mass meeting for Fern Hill
TNT 4/22/1956 Fern Hill to mark "Crown Diamond Anniversary" (76th anniversary of first Fern Hill school)
TNT 4/29/1956 Fern Hill marks 76th school anniversary
TNT 3/17/1957 Gracious Addie Athow - Fern Hill pioneer
TNT 12/4/1975 Fern Hill School had a bell that evoked rich memories
TNT 11/17/1996 p.83 Fern Hill community gets court, police site
TNT 1/9/1997 p.A1 Fern Hill residents vent anger, frustration in meeting
287 AT46H
353.4 R141PP
379.709 F39F
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.44
909.4546 F39F
929.2 B996A p.32
979.7 F39F
979.7 F39FS
979.7 F39S
979.778 N316N p.25,26
979.778 T119TV p.65 Fern Hill, my neighborhood p.317 Early Fern Hill and Tacoma
B R462Rg (ill of Fern Hill Methodist Church Broom Brigade)

FERDINAND ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1890 p (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.212

FERDINAND ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1890 p (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.212

FERDINAND ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1890 p (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.212

FERN HILL ADD.
TDL 1/1/1890 p.5 Got 'em on the list
TDL 1/25/1890 p.4 (ad)
TDL 1/26/1890 p.4 (ad)

FERN HILL GARDENS
TDL 1/19/1890 p.5 Got 'em on the list
TDL 1/25/1890 p.4 (ad)
TDL 1/26/1890 p.4 (ad)

FERN HILL HOMES
TNT 6/28/1953 Public invited to see 88th and Park sites
FERNCREST MANOR
TNT 9/19/1954 Ferncrest development wins acclaim

FERNLAND ADD.
TDL 9/11/1890 p.5 (plat filed)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.443

FERRY PARK
TDL 9/14/1902 p.21 (ad,map)

FERRY'S ADD.
TDL 7/5/1887 p.9 (mention)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol.II p.22

FERRY'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 12/30/1889 p.4 West End Activity

FIFE GARDEN TRACTS
TDL 6/9/1907 p.21 (ad)

FINK'S ADD.
TDL 1/9/1890 p.5 (plat filed by John H. Fink)

FIR GLEN
"the Natural Park Addition"
TDL 9/22/1918 p.B16 (ad)
TDL 10/13/1918 p.B13 (ad)
TDL 10/27/1918 p.B5 Fir Glen offers workers homes
TDL 11/10/1918 p.B6 Fir Glen lots moving briskly p.B16 (ad)

FIR TREE PARK ADD. (Fircrest)
979.778 Os50 p.154

FIRCREST/REGENTS PARK
SEE: TPL Catalog/Clipping File

FIRCREST ACRES
TDL 10/24/1926 p.E10 (mentioned as the first subdivision project of Tacoma Locators)

FIRCREST MEADOWS
979.778 Os50 p.154, 179 (il.)

FIRMooR ADD.
TNT 5/20/1959 ... permits OKd

FIRWOOD LANE (Spanaway)
TNT 1/7/1990 p.11 Spanaway's Firwood Lane has ideal starter home
TNT 5/20/1990 p.F1 (ad)

FISTER ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.154

FIVE VIEWS ADD.
TNT 9/8/1940 p.B17 (ad)
TNT 10/27/1940 p.B13 (ad)
TNT 4/6/1941 p.B17 (ad)
TNT 7/21/1941 p.B14 (ad)
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.31
FLETCHER HEIGHTS
TDL 8/27/1905 p.18 (ad)
TDL 8/28/1905 p.37 (ad)
TDL 8/15/1909 p.36 (ad)
TDL 8/22/1909 p.36 (ad)
TDL 8/29/1909 p.36 (ad) p.37 Quiet pervades realty market
TDL 9/5/1909 p.36 Suburban land in most demand p.38 (ad)
TDL 9/12/1909 p.40 (ad)
TDL 9/19/1909 p.41 (ad)
TDL 9/26/1909 p.46 (ad)
TDL 10/3/1909 p.44 Fletcher Heights
TDL 10/10/1909 p.42 George Milton Savage buys Fletcher Heights for $100,000 p.45 (ad)
TDL 10/17/1909 p.43 (ad)
TDL 10/24/1909 p.43 Fletcher Heights moving rapidly
TDL 10/31/1909 p.39 (ad)
TDL 11/7/1909 p.44 (ad)
TDL 11/14/1909 p.44 (ad)
TDL 11/21/1909 p.44 (ad)
TDL 11/28/1909 p.44 (ad)
TDL 12/5/1909 p.45 (ad)
TDL 12/1/1910 p.39 (ad)
TDL 1/4/17/1910 p.48 (ad)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.44 Top of city on Savage's tract
TDL 6/5/1910 p.38 (ad)
TDL 6/19/1910 p.44 (ad)
TDL 7/3/1910 p.34 (ad)
TDL 10/20/1912 p.19 Form improvement club
TDL 9/9/1917 p.21 Addition put back on market
TDL 9/30/1917 p.27 Fletcher Heights Addition is opened p.32 (ad)
TDL 10/7/1917 p.13 Things happening at Fletcher Heights
TDL 7/27/1924 p.85 Addition to be promoted by realtors
TDL 8/3/1924 p.E4 (ad)
TDL 1/11/1925 p.8B Home sites in new addition selling rapidly
TDL 10/31/1926 p.E10 Builders buy ten fine building lots

FLORENCE ADD.
TDL 11/8/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 1/9/1890 p.5 Standard gauge road
TDL 9/15/1907 p.21 (ad)

FOOTHILLS ESTATES (Bonney Lake)
TNT 12/3/1995 p.128 (ad,il)
TNT 7/28/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)
TNT 12/8/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)

FORBES ADD.
TDL 6/6/1886 (remaining lots sold)

FOREST BEACH (Gig Harbor)
TNT 4/16/1939 p.A17 Waterfront platted (aerial il)
TNT 4/28/1939 p.23 (ad)

FOREST GREEN (Puyallup)
TNT 3/30/1970 Homes with woman's touch (il)

FORREST PARK ESTATES
979.778 Os50 p.154, 155, 193 (il)

FORT ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35.....once a Hudson Bay post

FOSS 1st ADD.
TDL 12/28/1890 p.7 (lots 3 & 4 of the Natural Park Add.)

FOX ISLAND ESTATES (Fox Island)
TNT 9/15/1996 p.MP17 Grand opening
FRANK FOX TRACTS (Fife)
TNT 5/1/1921 p.816 (ad,map)

FRANKLIN NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.36

FREIDAY'S SOUTHSIDE ACRES
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention) (?)

FRUITLAND GARDEN TRACTS
TDL 12/9/1923 p.E8 Grape tracts for summit report

GAISER'S ADD.
TDL 6/19/1910 p.46 Four new additions ready for market

GALLOWAY PLACE (Steilacoom)
TNT 5/21/1994 p.J1,J7 (ad,il)

GARDEN VALLEY ACRE TRACTS
TDL 7/16/1923 p.36 How to become independent for life
TDL 8/5/1906 p.17 (ad)

GEM HEIGHTS (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: STRATFORD COURTE, WELLINGTON COURTE
TNT 5/28/1989 Street of Dreams (il)
TNT 6/4/1989 Gem Heights community offers all the perks
P.C. Business Examiner 6/19/1989 Street of Dreams
TNT 7/26/1992 p.11 Pierce County 1992 Street of Dreams "best ever"
TNT 8/2/1992 p.131 Pierce County Street of Dreams packing
' em in (il)
TNT 7/18/1993 p.135 Tacoma-based Northwest Home Designing wins grand award

GILL'S SEAVIEW PARK
TDL 6/13/1909 p.37 (ad)
TDL 6/20/1909 p.36 Seaview Park opening today
TDL 6/27/1909 p.30 (ad) p.37 New addition lots selling rapidly
TDL 7/11/1909 p.36 (ad)
TDL 8/15/1909 p.37 Fall will see banner months
TDL 8/22/1909 p.38 Residence lots selling quickly
TDL 9/5/1909 p.36 Suburban land in most demand
TDL 10/10/1909 p.36 (ad and il. of house in add. to be given away)
TDL 10/17/1909 p.46 (ad,il.)
TDL 10/24/1909 p.44 (ad)
TDL 10/31/1909 p.42 (ad, il.)
TDL 11/7/1909 p.45 North End buy proves bonanza
TDL 11/14/1909 p.52 (ad and il. of house in add.)
TDL 11/21/1909 p.43 (ad)
TDL 11/28/1909 p.43 $200,000 in sales at Sea View Park
TDL 12/5/1909 p.42 (ad)
TDL 2/13/1910 p.14 (ad)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.42 Seaview Park has splendid marine view
TDL 11/14/1915 p.28 (ad)
TDL 3/26/1916 p.28 170 lots of North End to be improved with cottages (E.J. Donahue & J.J. Miller, builder)

GLEN MEADOWS (Graham)
TNT 5/23/1993 p.H10 (ad)
TNT 9/19/1993 p.J32 (ad,il)
TNT 10/24/1993 p.J36 (ad,il)
TNT 1/8/1995 p.11,17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/16/1995 p.15 (ad,il)
GLENDALE
-platted in 1889 by Manning, Bogle & Hayes
TDL 11/14/1889 p.5 Central Street Railway
TDL 11/15/1889 p.3 (ad)
TDL 11/17/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 11/22/1889 p.3 (ad)
TDL 11/30/1889 p.3 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.22 (full page ad)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.13 (ad,map) p.44 Glendale will be on in week
TDL 5/22/1910 p.48 (ad,map)
TDL 5/29/1910 p.3 (ad)
TDL 6/5/1910 p.38 (ad)
TDL 6/12/1910 Glendale finds buyers favor
TDL 6/19/1910 p.44,45 New subdivision quick success
TDL 6/26/1910 p.37 Glendale will be gone by October 1
TDL 7/3/1910 p.34 (ad)
TDL 7/24/1910 p.39 (ad)
TDL 7/31/1910 p.40 (ad)
TDL 8/7/1910 p.37 West End growing
TDL 8/14/1910 p.38 (ad)
TDL 8/28/1910 p.6,37 (ad)
TDL 9/4/1910 p.37 (ad)
TDL 9/11/1910 p.37 (ad)
TDL 10/2/1910 p.40 (ad)
TDL 10/23/1910 p.36 (ad)
TDL 11/6/1910 p.39 (ad)
TDL 12/11/1910 p.42 (ad)
TDL 12/18/1910 p.37 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1911 p.36 (ad)
TDL 1/29/1911 p.34 (ad)
TDL 2/19/1911 p.34 (ad)
TDL 2/26/1911 p.36 (ad)
TDL 6/4/1911 p.37 (ad)
TDL 6/11/1911 p.36 (ad)
TDL 11/21/1926 p.E10 District at end of 6th Avenue is developing
979.72 H91 Vol.1 p.508 (mention)

GLENN'S ADD.
TDL 2/3/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 3/23/1889 p.5 (plat filed)
TDL 6/29/1889 p.4 Hugh Glenn's belief
TDL 10/1/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 10/30/1889 p.5 (ad)

GLENN'S 1st ADD.
TDL 12/27/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 10/11/1890 p.4 Those gold miners
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 8/22/1909 p.38 Residence lots selling briskly

GLENN'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 11/6/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 11/15/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 12/27/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 1/4/1890 p.4 (H.C.Wallace purchases several lots in add.)

GLENSHORE
TDL 8/15/1926 p.E5 (ad) p.E6 Beautiful tract to be on market

GLENWOOD ACRES
TNT 9/9/1956 Stromberg Glenwood Acres starts soon (il)
TNT 11/13/1956 p.86 Dick Stromberg, builder, display Glenwood Acres

GLIDDEN'S ADD.
TDL 7/18/1890 p.5 (plat filed)
TDL 6/24/1906 p.18 County will hold land sale Monday
GOLD CREEK
TNT 3/1/1979 Gold Creek Canyon condominium hearing set
333.7 T11G
333.7 T11G2

GOLDEN GATE PARK
TDL 2/23/1889 p.5 (plat filed)
979.778 Os50 p.157

GOLDMONT
-subdivision also known as Goldmont at Gold Creek
TNT 1/31/1993 p.114 (ad,il)
TNT 6/20/1993 p.11 (ad)
TNT 6/27/1993 p.117 (ad)
TNT 7/17/1994 p.11 (ad,il)

GOODWIN'S ADD.
TDL 1/27/1889 p.3 (to be placed on market) p.5 (ad)
TDL 1/30/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 2/6/1889 p.4 (plat filed)

GOODWIN'S ADD. (Roy)
979.778 K963H Appen. G

GOODWIN'S ACRE LOT ADD. (Roy)
979.778 K963H Appen. H

GRAND VIEW HEIGHTS
TDL 5/26/1907 p.22 Years work of the North End Improvement Club

GRAND VIEW PLACE ADD.
TDL 6/6/1926 p.E8 (ad)
TDL 6/19/1926 p.9 (ad,il)
TDL 6/20/1926 p.E5 (ad,il) p.E10 Titlow Ranch being platted
TDL 12/5/1926 p.E10 (mention)

GRANDE BANK (Gig Harbor)
-"gated community"
TNT 1/8/1995 p.11,17 Windermere Gig Harbor presents gated
community Grande Bank (il)
TNT 2/5/1995 p.114 (ad, sketch)
TNT 2/26/1995 p.H18 (ad, sketch)
TNT 4/16/1995 p.NH2 Gig Harbor's newest upscale community (il)
GRANDIN ADD.
- platted in Sept. 1907
- 40 acres, 344 lots
- one of the first additions in Tacoma in which all improvements
  were completed before sales began
TDL 10/13/1907 p.17 (improvement started)
TDL 7/4/1908 p.4 (pl of land clearing crew)
TDL 8/2/1908 p.19,21 (ad)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35....in active demand
TDL 10/18/1908 p.22 (ad)
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 5/15/1910 p.44 filled up canyons leveling Grandin
TDL 3/12/1911 p.40 (ad)
TDL 3/18/1911 p.9 (ad for contest)
TDL 4/13/1919 p. 87 (Hill, Mock & Griffin hired as add. architects)
TDL 7/1/1923 p.E8 Grand Park is developed; "Heale the Builder" starts
construction of 100 small houses
TDL 11/4/1923 p.E5 (ad)
TDL 12/23/1923 p.E2 (ad,il)
TDL 5/18/1924 p.C6 Grandin replat makes progress
TDL 6/1/1924 Grandin Park gets 25 homes this year (il)
TDL 7/13/1924 p.E5 (ad)
TDL 7/31/1927 p.E8 Announces big home project for North End (sketch
of block of homes planned by J.B. Garrard, builder & contr. and
Lundberg & Ekvall, arch.)
TNT 11/28/1937 p.B8 (contr. to build on 25 lots)
TNT 12/17/1939 p.A10 Grafton sales show increase

GRANDVIEW (Bonney Lake)
TNT 7/9/1995 p.H1 Crescent Realty opens Grandview!

GRAVELLY LAKE DRIVE SUBURBAN HOME TRACTS
TDL 6/23/1926 p.11 (ad)
TDL 11/26/1926 p.11 (ad,il)
TDL 11/28/1926 p.E5 (ad) (includes list of purchasers)

GRAY'S PACIFIC AVE. ADD.
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.212

GRAY'S TACOMA AVE. ADD.
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.212

GREER ADD. SEE: KENILWORTH PARK

GRIGGS' 1st ADD.
TDL 2/9/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 3/3/1889 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

GRIGGS' & HEWITT'S ADD.
TDL 3/3/1889 p.5 (plat filed)
TDL 7/14/1918 p.85 Develops novel building plan (Sutton & Whitney
hired as consulting architects for add.)

HADDOW & MARTIN ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.157

HADDOW & YORK 2nd ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.157

HALF DOLLAR BERRY TRACTS
TDL 12/25/1910 p.33 Platt approved

HALL & CAVENDER ADD.
TDL 9/5/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
HARBOR ESTATES II (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 4/27/1994 Spring Home Tour

HARBOR PARK ESTATES (Gig Harbor)
TNT 1/31/1993 p.A20 (ad)

HARBOR RIDGE
TNT 5/12/1993 p.B1 Developer to pay for state park storm damage

HARBOR RIDGE ESTATES
TNT 1/14/1981 Subdivision appeal rejected

HARBOR SUMMIT (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 4/27/1994 Spring Home Tour
TNT 10/23/1994 p.I1,112 (ad,il)

HARBOR VIEW NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.52

HARLEQUIN MEADOWS (Spanaway)
TNT 1/30/1994 p.H10 (ad)

HARRIS ADD.
TDL 3/2/1884 (ad)

HARVARD ADD. TO FERN HILL
-platted by Clarence A. Danforth

HARVARD NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.45

HARVEST GATE (Puyallup)
-“gated community”
-“designed especially for people 55 and over”
TNT 4/21/1996 p.MP9 (ad)
TNT 5/5/1996 p.MP12 (full page ad) (il)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP9 (ad,il)
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP7 Grand opening (il)
TNT 7/21/1996 p.NH2 Harvest Gate merges convenience, luxury (il)

HAWKINS ADD.
TDL 3/7/1889 p.4 (plat adjusted)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 9/29/1891 p.7 (ad)
979.778 Os50 p.155
HAwTHORNE DISTRICT
SEE ALSO: individual additions
TNT 3/14/1969 Hawthorne residents to meet fair adviser
TNT 3/16/1979 Hawthorne residents rap fair (proposed Tacoma World's Fair)
TNT 11/18/1979 Hawthorne's Mr. Jones and tomorrow's minidome (il)
TNT 3/21/1980 Hawthorne voters favored dome
TNT 4/16/1980 Hawthorne named preferred minidome site
TNT 10/22/1980 Hawthorne-area residents protest dome site there
TNT 10/30/1980 Hawthorne residents null selling
TNT 11/5/1980 Hawthorne acquisition begun
TNT 11/7/1980 Hawthorne area residents vow to oppose dome
TNT 11/14/1980 Notice given by Hawthorne landowners
TNT 11/21/1980 Hawthorne group starts initiative to block dome
TNT 12/7/1980 p.A3 Relocation welcome to many Hawthorne folks (il)
TNT 12/17/1980 Hawthorne acquisition moves along
TNT 12/24/1980 Hawthorne residents take city to federal court
TNT 1/11/1981 Hawthorne property acquisition moving along
TNT 1/23/1981 "Nightriders" upset Hawthorne residents; City says dismissal awaits any employee applying "undue pressure" to sell
TNT 1/29/1981 City acquires 15 more parcels in Hawthorne
TNT 2/9/1981 Hawthorne residents want dome work halt
TNT 2/15/1981 Most Hawthorne folks happy with city deals
TNT 4/10/1981 Hawthorne site purchases OKd
TNT 5/23/1981 p.A3 Despite local legal setback, Hawthorne fight to continue
TNT 6/30/1981 Dome groundbreaking show tomorrow
371.01 OL8F p.53 Hawthorne School
979.778 N316N p.15

Hayden's Add.
TDL 3/25/1888 p.3 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 11/6/1890 p.3 (ad)
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.284 (mention)

Hayden's Add. (Bogus)
-bogus, swindler's add. east of Roy (located in 03-18-23) passed off as the Hayden's Add. in Tacoma
TDL 2/25/1892 p.5 To work Tacoma now
TDL 2/26/1892 p.5 Looks like a swindle
TDL 3/2/1892 p.5 Booming the value
TDL 3/7/1892 p.3 Will invoke the law
TDL 3/8/1892 p.4 The bogus addition
TDL 3/9/1892 p.3 Still on the records
TDL 3/11/1892 p.5 Land sharks must go
TDL 5/16/1892 p.4 They bob up again (Swindlers in Spokane)
TDL 5/18/1892 p.5 "Haydens" cancelled
TDL 1/18/1893 p.5 Land swindler jugged
TDL 7/28/1893 p.3 One more swindle
979.72 H91 Vol.II p.67

Healy Palisades
TDL 8/17/1930 p.D6 New waterfront ready for sale
TDL 8/24/1930 p.D1 (ad) p.D8 Many visit Healy Palisades Sunday
TDL 9/21/1930 p.D1 (ad) p.D8 Palisades are selling strong
TDL 1/25/1931 p.D6 Palisades to open 2d unit
TDL 3/15/1931 p.D1 (ad)
TDL 7/19/1931 p.D1 (ad, il)
TDL 8/30/1931 p.D6 Build new homes at Palisades (il of houses under construction)

Heights (The) (Gig Harbor)
TNT 6/20/1993 p.120 (ad)

Helena Add.
TDL 4/4/1890 p.5 (mention)
HERITAGE PARK
TNT 2/18/1996 p.H3 (ad)
TNT 9/1/1996 p.MP1 (ad,il)
TNT 11/3/1996 p.MP19 (ad,il)
TNT 12/1/1996 p.MP1 The Burnsteeds present classic, timeless homes at Browns Point (il)

HERITAGE PARK AT HARBOR RIDGE (Puyallup)
TNT 5/19/1996 p.NH1 (ad,il)
TNT 7/21/1996 p.NH1 (ad,il)

HERON RIDGE
TNT 10/21/1996 p.A1 Hillside project riles neighbors (il)

HEWITT HEIGHTS
-engineered by L.A. Nicholson
-fifteen bldg. sites
-roads in add. include: Henry Rd., Rhodesia Rd.
TDL 7/29/1928 p.E8 Heights tract will be opened by Grafton Co.
TDL 10/21/1928 p.E8 Heights tract is contoured
TDL 11/25/1928 p.E8 Seminary area growing fast: Demand for fine homes reported
TDL 12/9/1928 p.E1 (ad)
TDL 6/30/1929 p.D8 Hewitt Heights property moves

HIDDEN ACRES (Graham)
TNT 12/18/1994 p.MP9 (ad,il)
TNT 4/9/1995 p.i17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/16/1995 p.i15 (ad,il)

HIDDEN CREEK (Gig Harbor)
TNT 8/22/1993 p.H24 (ad)
TNT 10/10/1993 p.i14 (ad,il)

HIDDEN GLEN (Gig Harbor)
TNT 12/26/1993 p.J12 (ad,il)
TNT 1/25/1994 p.H24 (ad)
TNT 1/30/1994 p.H18 (ad)
TNT 10/30/1994 p.i17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/16/1995 p.i15 (ad,il)

HIDDEN MEADOWS (Spanaway)
TNT 2/14/1993 p.i11 (ad)
TNT 4/11/1993 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 7/18/1993 p.i11 (ad,il)
TNT 10/3/1993 p.i10 (ad)
TNT 8/21/1994 p.J1,J12 (ad,il)

HIDDEN RIDGE (Lakewood)

HIGH CEDARS (Orting)
TNT 6/16/1996 p.MP12 Contact Corporation presents beautiful homes at High Cedars (il)

HIGH RIDGE (Puyallup)
TNT 10/30/1994 p.i12 (ad)
HIGHLAND HILL
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: WEST END
TNT 12/11/1958 Highland Hill Center to serve West End
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.33

HIGHLAND PARK ADD.
-addr. named by Mrs. Eben Pierce
TDL 1/18/1889 p.4 (plat submitted)
TDL 1/18/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.374

HIGHLAND VIEW ADD.
-developed by John McConaghy
TNT 2/25/1940 p.A9 New West End addition opens

HIGHLANDS ADD.
-conceived by Lt. Governor Victor A. Meyers
-developed by Northwestern Development Co.
T.Times 9/16/1942 Permits issued for 164 houses (J.W. Bailey, contr.)
T.Times 9/17/1942 City agrees to sell tracts for new housing
project
TNT 4/25/1943 Homes open for inspection today (il)

HIGHLANDS HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
-300 houses built in add. c.1943-44 by the War Production Board
331.83 R299R

HILLCREST ADD.
TDL 11/21/1909 p.43 (ad)
TDL 3/20/1910 p.37 (ad)
TDL 7/24/1910 p.34 (ad)
TDL 8/21/1910 p.37 Hillcrest homes in steady demand
TDL 1/22/1911 p.31 (ad)
TDL 1/29/1911 p.29 (ad)
TDL 2/19/1911 p.29 (ad)
TDL 3/19/1911 p.34 (ad)
TDL 3/24/1912 p.27 (ad)
TDL 5/5/1912 p.39 (ad)

HILLSDALE
SEE: BISMARCK
HILLTOP
- neighborhood usually defined as 6th Ave. to So. 27th St.,
Tacoma Ave. So. to So. Sprague Ave.
- also known as Upper Tacoma

SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas (Alliance Add., Bakers 2nd Add.,
Commonwealth Add., Little Italy, Little Russia, Smith & Fife's Add., etc.)

SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 7/22/1883 p.4 (describes bldg. boom on K St.)
TDL 2/18/1900 p. (mention that So. 1 St. is called Lutheran Row
because of the many Lutheran churches on the street)
TDL 7/21/1910 p.1 Fire wipes out block on K Street; most of west
side of K Street between 10th & 11th lost
TDL 7/6/1924 p.8 Realtor boosts K Street future
TDL 1/19/1936 p.6 K Street leader (il of Roy E. Thompson)
TNT 6/22/1938 p.7 Stop-over helping stores on K Street
TNT 7/22/1938 p.4,5 Kay Street presents its pioneers (il)
TNT 12/2/1938 p.4 K St. invites Christmas shoppers (il)
TNT 3/17/1939 p.15 K Street district expects big growth
TNT 12/13/1939 p.9 Popular section ready for Yuletide (il)
TNT 4/30/1940 p.6 K Street Boosters have 75 members
TNT 7/1/1940 p.4 Baseball and free street dance are to be featured
on Kay Street celebration
TNT 1941 p.9 Free street dance on Kay Street tonight
TNT 12/13/1941 p.8 District prepared for Christmas rush (il)
TNT 4/7/1953 Beginning of an era (il of So. 11th & K St. in 1903)
TNT 5/8/1962 K Street district got its start back in 1905
TNT 3/19/1968 Mayor calls cleanup of Hilltop conditions
TNT 4/11/1968 Better Hilltop homes called a "must" here
TNT 6/9/1968 UPS students help in Hilltop area survey
TNT 3/21/1969 Miss Hilltop aspirants to compete Saturday (il)
TNT 5/12/1969 p.1 Curfew clamped on Hilltop area; one officer
shot; 35 arrested; Rasmussen calls emergency meet
TNT 5/13/1969 p.1 City curfew, liquor ban lifted; emergency
state holds
TNT 5/23/1969 Hilltop Model Citizens adopt constitution
TNT 5/28/1969 Pacifier role cited by Hilltop cool heads
TNT 7/13/1969 Reporter hears three voices on hope on Tacoma's
Hilltop
TNT 8/17/1969 Special police order: Make Hilltop friends
TNT 8/19/1969 Second night of shooting, turmoil sees 22 arrested
TNT 8/20/1969 Uneasy peace returns to Hilltop
TNT 3/20/1970 p.18 Half dozen problems blamed for Mothers Day
Disturbance (disturbance of 5/11/1969)
TNT 2/1/1971 Hilltop residents organize Minority Concerns
Task Force
TNT 5/7/1971 Hilltop body's new board elects Brazill chairman
(Rev. E.S. Brazill elected chairman of the Hilltop Model Neighborhood
Citizens Assoc.)
TNT 6/11/1971 Ferry Park dirt to fly Wednesday
TNT 5/27/1977 Owners of vacant Hilltop lots to get cleanup order
T.T. Review 9/20/1972 Hilltop is a center with a beautiful history
TNT 7/11/1977 p.A3 "Build; don't demolish," Hilltoppers to ask
TNT 8/4/1977 Hilltoppers plan block party
TNT 8/24/1977 Council to use funds to fix Hilltop homes
TNT 7/11/1978 Park board to run center (il of the new Peoples' Community Center)
TNT 10/11/1978 K Street's blank walls to get murals
TNT 6/8/1979 A home to save neighborhood
TNT 5/24/1979 Hilltop area "Honks" up in the fight against
crime (il of security consultant Gaston Hooks)
TNT 8/9/1979 People's Park design ready (sketch)
TNT 6/24/1981 South K Street becomes a two-way operation (after 19
years as a one-way street)
TNT 9/3/1981 K Street folk mourn passing of "mayor" Scotty Moore
in fire (death of Thomas "Scotty" Moore the "Mayor of K Street")
(Continued next page)
HILLTOP (Continued)
TNT 11/25/1981 K Street merchants push effort to rename park for Scotty Moore
TNT 6/16/1982 K Street fete will honor Scotty Moore
TNT 8/2/1984 K Street's "Citizen of Year"; community honors its top volunteer for many years (Josephine Heiman)
TNT 8/12/1985 p.1 Heartache in Hilltop; troubled community trying to build new image (il)
TNT 7/15/1988 This time it'll work, Hilltop police hope
TNT 11/14/1988 Beleaguered K Street bounces back
TNT 4/5/1989 p.A1 Pair hungry for Hilltop real estate; holdings top $8.3 million (Scott & Dorothy Hunter)
TNT 9/26/1989 A time to talk on Hilltop
TNT 10/2/1989 Tacoma's abandoned community; public services steer clear of Hilltop, residents say
TNT 2/18/1990 Hilltop gun battle united citizens, but crime persists
TNT 8/3/1990 Hilltop festival begins today (seventh annual Destiny City International Festival)
TNT 9/24/1990 p.A1 A year later, it's all quiet on Ash Street
TNT 4/6/1991 p.B1 Hope comes to the Hilltop; federal grant could help revive ailing neighborhood
TNT 3/1/1992 Fifty new homes aim to jump-start Hilltop
TNT 12/9/1992 K Street to get King's name, council decides (to be renamed Martin Luther King, Jr. Way)
TNT 1/19/1993 Tacoma's divisions remain, but gains cheer King followers ... unveiling of new street name (il)
TNT 5/16/1993 p.G4 Signs of optimism sprout amid despair in Upper Tacoma business community
TNT 5/17/1993 p.B1 Monument rises on Hilltop to affirm life amid violence (il)
TNT 6/2/1993 p.B1 Residents of the Hilltop write it in stone: "All Lives Are Precious" (il)
TNT 7/14/1993 New group to use funds to foster home ownership in Hilltop area
TNT 10/1/1993 p.B1 Hilltop surveillance cameras installed; police to keep electronic eye on high-crime corners (il)
TNT 10/10/1993 Historic Hilltop (il)
TNT 8/7/1994 p.MPB Historic designation sought for Hilltop housing
TNT 9/6/1994 Nonprofit rental agency building success on Hilltop (Martin Luther King Housing Development Assoc.)
TNT 8/20/1995 p.N6 Affordable home loans are available to those settling in Hilltop
TNT 7/3/1996 Agencies honored for preservation efforts
307.76 H559H
307.76 H559NH
309.26 T119P
312 H559H (includes brief history of neighborhood)
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.38
917.97 W52w 1905 p.37 (mentions that H.W. Myers & Co. "founded a new trade center at K and 11th Streets")
917.977 SE18S Oct. 1965 p.17 Tacoma's Hilltop ghetto: Lovely vistas, lousing housing
917.9778 M769C
979.72 T11A
979.72 T11MO
979.72 T11MOC
979.72 T11MOD
979.775 T119TV p.81 South 23rd and K p.108 Memories of the K Street district
HOKOLD'S 4th ADD.
TNT 5/20/1959 ... permits OKd
HOLDEN ADD.
TDL 9/16/1923 p.E8 Lake Louise lots have record sale
HOLLY HEDGE
TNT 11/7/1993 p.WH7 (ad)
TNT 4/24/1994 p.WI1 (ad,il)
TNT 7/24/1994 p.I23 (ad,sketch)
TNT 8/28/1994 p.I27 (ad,il)
TNT 10/30/1994 p.I20 (ad,il)
TNT 1/1/1995 p.I24 (ad,il)
TNT 4/16/1995 p.WH1 (ad,il)
HOLLYWOOD ACRES
TDL 6/6/1926 p.E8 (mention)
TDL 3/25/1928 p.E8 Subdivision at Titlow Beach is developing (former Sam Northstrom tomato ranch added to add. as blocks 10 & 11)
TDL 5/27/1928 p.E2 (ad)
HOLLYWOOD BY THE SEA
TDL 10/17/1926 p.E6 (ad,il)
TDL 10/24/1926 p.E3 (ad,sketch) p.E10 Open Hollywood subdivision here
TDL 10/31/1926 p.E6 (ad,map)
TDL 11/28/1926 p.E6 (ad)
TDL 3/13/1927 p.E7 (ad)
TDL 4/17/1927 p.E3 (ad)
TDL 4/24/1927 p.E2 (ad,sketch)
TDL 4/28/1927 p.I11 (ad,sketch)
TDL 5/1/1927 p.B3 Tells why her gave certain name to area (grand opening) p.E1 (ad,sketch)
TDL 6/2/1927 p.I11 (ad)
TDL 6/8/1927 p.3 More than 500 at 6th Avenue picnic outing
HOLLYWOOD ON THE FLATS
TDL 7/18/1924 p.1 Hard-hearted law spoils happy home of score of "boes"
TDL 11/12/1927 p.10 Tacoma's own "Hollywood" yields booze (hard copy only)
TDL 2/21/1928 p.2 City's Tideflats "Hollywood" is scene of raid
TDL 4/21/1932 p.1 Confess sale of alcohol to man who died
TDL 4/22/1932 p.1 Suicide cheats arrest
TDL 4/26/1932 p.1 Tideflat cocktail drink
TDL 5/11/1934 Tacoma dies in fire
TDL 3/10/1937 p.1 Tacoma's Tide Flats real social problem
TNT 4/9/1940 p.22 Burn shacks near river
T.Times 4/10/1940 Police burn river shacks
TNT 4/11/1940 p.14 Cleaned up or burned up (il)
T.Times 8/29/1941 Council will consider demolition of squatters' shanties on Flats
T.Times 9/8/1941 Shantytown residents can't be moved at present
T.Times 4/24/1942 Thirty squatters told to move
TNT 7/27/1956 Flames of progress (il)
TNT 7/14/1974 Hollywood? (sketch)
TNT 11/28/1986 Tideflats "Hollywood" was home for the city's poor (il)
Senior Scene Oct. 1996 p.6 "Hollywood" on the Flats
C498C Vol.I, No.2 p.13 No slums in Washington (il)
HOLLYWOOD TERRACE
TDL 6/6/1926 p.E8 (mention)
TDL 12/5/1926 p.E10 (mention)

HOME ADD.
-developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 5/26/1889 p.4 North End improvements
TDL 6/30/1889 p.2 (ad)
TDL 10/2/1889 p.3 (ad)
TDL 11/2/1889 p.5 Mason's munificence
TDL 1/19/1890 p.2 (ad)
TDL 4/29/1890 p.5 (permit for 12 houses in add. taken by Clarence Fogg)
TDL 7/9/1890 p.5 The North End water works
TDL 8/11/1890 p.6 City improvements
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 4/14/1892 p.4 (ad)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.355

HOME PARK
TDL 9/29/1907 p.20 (ad)
TDL 10/20/1907 p.38 (mention)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

HOMESTEAD (Gig Harbor)
GTW 4/10/1996 p.A1 County bails out of plan to buy Sehmel Homestead

HOMESTEAD ADD. (Steilacoom)
TDL 10/21/1890 p.3 Addition to Steilacoom

HOPE PARK ADD.
-platted by Geo. Lewis Gower in 1891
TDL 5/28/1892 p.5 (land to be cleared)
TDL 6/30/1907 p.20 (ad)
TDL 12/7/1924 p.E8 Realtor offers many home sites

HORIZON POINTE
-add. also known as Horizon Pointe at Northshore
TNT 5/5/1996 p.MP2 (ad)
TNT 9/15/1996 p.NH1 (ad, il)

HOSMER ADD.
-platted c.1888 from the former Wm. H. Lang property
TDL 9/7/1888 p.5 The new Hoser Addition
TDL 9/18/1888 p.8 (ad)
TDL 10/2/1888 p.4 Improvements south
TDL 11/6/1888 p.6 Killed by giant powder
TDL 8/15/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 8/28/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 7/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 7/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 6/17/1899 p.5 Many building new homes
TDL 2/12/1905 p.16 (ad)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 ... offers good buy
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.416

HOSMER'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 12/7/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 12/26/1899 p.7 (ad)

HOUGHTON'S ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs in add.)

HOUTZ ADD.
TDL 9/28/1902 p.23 (add. platted)
TDL 10/5/1902 p.24 (ad)
HOWARD HEIGHTS
TDL 10/21/1900 p.6 (plat filed)

HOWELL & SONS 3rd ADD.
TDL 9/10/1892 p.5 (plat filed)

HUGGIN'S ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

HUNTER'S POINTE (Graham)
TNT 11/13/1994 p.117 (ad, il)
TNT 9/17/1995 p.113 (ad, il)
TNT 12/10/1995 p.013 (ad, il)
TNT 3/31/1996 p.MP15 (ad, il)

HUNTER'S PRAIRIE ADD.
TDL 1/12/1889 p.4 (plat submitted)
TDL 1/26/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 6/14/1889 p.4 Some horse talk
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

HYADA PARK
TDL 4/12/1908 p.11 (ad, map) p.22 Hyada Park name of new addition
TDL 4/18/1926 p.E10 Eleven homes are under way at Hyada Park

INDIAN ADD.
-originally part of the Puyallup Indian Reservation
SEE ALSO: ROOSEVELT HEIGHTS
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 9/22/1894 p.4 The School farm to become the Indian
Addition to Tacoma
TDL 10/16/1894 p.3 Plat of the Indian Addition
TDL 5/2/1895 p.5 Selling School Farm lots
TDL 5/2/1896 p.6 (plat filed)
TDL 7/22/1899 p.3 Fight taxes in Indian Addition
TDL 9/27/1900 p.3 New school district
TDL 5/31/1903 p.18 (ad)
TDL 2/11/1906 p.10 Buys big Oakes Addition tract... p.19 Railroad
survey in Indian Addition
TDL 2/25/1906 p.18 Indian Addition still active
TDL 6/3/1906 p.15 Indian Addition asks annexation
TDL 12/30/1906 p.18 Busy in Indian Addition
TDL 4/28/1907 p.4 Seeks annexation...,
TDL 8/18/1907 p.5 Annexation easy winner
TDL 9/29/1907 p.16 1st permit of Indian Addition
TDL 9/26/1909 p.43 Tideland lots bring $33,625
TDL 3/16/1913 p.11 Indian Addition owner scores grading
(Ed Donahue, who built 35 houses in the add.)
TDL 5/16/1915 p.28 113 lots in Indian Addition change hands in
big cash deal
TDL 5/25/1930 p.A6 Club proud of record in city (Roosevelt Heights
Improvement Club)
362.8 N213p

INDIAN HILL ADD.
TNT 10/27/1946 New home projects for city

INTERLAKEN
TDL 3/29/1908 p.17 (ad, map) p.22 New home district is put on
the market
TDL 4/12/1908 p.14 (ad) p.22 Addition on lakes is selling
rapidly: Made record time on (H.J.)Fuller house (first house
built in Interlaaken)
TDL 5/10/1908 p.15 (ad)
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 9/26/1909 p.46 (ad)
TDL 4/26/1925 p.A11 Tract opens on Lake Steilacoom; Rhodes decides
to divide property...
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
TNT 12/10/1987 p.B15 Koreans clustering in brand-new plaza
TNT 1/31/1988 p.B5 Little Korea; Tacoma's 30,000 Korean immigrants toast their homeland at seven clubs
TNT 4/10/1988 p.F1 South Tacoma Way getting new look from ambitious Koreans
TNT 3/1/1990 p.F1 First Korean Credit Union; new institution will serve growing community
TMT 7/9/1990 "Korea Town" signs to identify Tacoma enclave along South Tacoma Way; based on population and area ratios, Korean Business District in Tacoma is thought to be 2nd in size only to one in Los Angeles
TNT 7/11/1990 p.B1 "Korea Town" draws negative reaction from Lakewood business owners
TNT 7/13/1990 p.B2 Lakewood Chamber won't oppose signs for Korea Town
TNT 8/5/1990 p.A1 The quiet power of "Korea Town"
TNT 8/16/1990 p.B1 Compromise name chosen for district; bilingual signs would identify section of South Tacoma Way as "International Business District"
TNT 3/13/1994 Korea Town looks at diversity; Pierce County's International Business District aims at expansion

IRRAWADDY PARK
-plat filed 6/9/1890
TDL 11/11/1890 p.5 (ad)
979.77 Os5F p.152

ISLAND PARK ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.68
SOUTH J ST. HISTORIC DISTRICT
-added to National Register of Historic Places 7/23/1986
-added to Tacoma Register of Historic Places by Ordinance
No.31954, 10/20/1992
TDL 1/1/1889 p.16 permits
TDL 1/1/1890 p.10 permits

JAPANTOWN
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 8/6/1894 p.5 The patriotic Japanese
TDL 3/21/1904 p.6 Local Japanese raise large fund (for relief of
Japanese soldiers during Russo-Japanese War)
TDL 5/23/1909-5/30/1909 (visit of Japanese Fleet)
TDL 8/4/1912 p.7 Tacoma Japanese observe mourning (death of
emperor)
TDL 11/17/1912 p.3 One Japanese here has right to vote
TDL 12/29/1912 p.4 Black Hand cases mostly failures
TDL 4/6/1913 p.9 Tacoma Japanese will soon have new home
TDL 12/28/1913 p.20 Tacoma Japanese banquet vice mayor of Tokyo
TDL 4/5/1914 p.4 Arrival of Japanese steamship keeps marriage
clerk busy
TDL 2/14/1915 p.2 Local Japanese enter protest (over changes in
Japanese shipping line route)
of WWI entry)
TDL 7/24/1921 p.85 New kindergarten building to start
TDL 9/11/1926 Tacoma pupils welcome Japanese teachers (il)
TDL 5/5/1929 p.A14 Fulfill dream of church here (il of new
Japanese Methodist Episcopal Church)
TDL 11/12/1929 p.A7 Japanese to dedicate new church today
TDL 7/4/1930 Japanese fete wins plaudits
TDL 3/1/1931 p.D6 Buddhists open temple today (il)
TDL 3/15/1934 p.1 Tacoma entertains Japanese royalty
TDL 7/3/1935 Japanese sponsor celebration (il)
TDL 4/24/1936 p.1 Tacoma is ordained a Buddhist priestess
TNT 8/16/1937 p.3 "Bon Odori", Dance of Dead, is colorful
spectacle here (il)
TNT 12/13/1941 p.21 The spirit of '42; let us all be good Americans
(includes list of Japanese businesses)
T.Times 3/2/1942 Wholesale alien ouster is favored; Tacoma's mayor,
however, prefers "selective" move
TNT 4/24/1942 Japanese removal speeded
TNT 5/12/1942-5/19/1942 (coverage of World War II Japanese Relocation)
T.Times 6/1/1946 Nisei war dead memorialized by Buddhist-Christian
service (il)
TNT 8/7/1977 p.63 Japanese-American reunion
TNT 8/13/1977 Japanese honor memory of teachers
TNT 2/6/1993 p.B1 UW, Tacoma deal may save historic, battered building
TNT 5/28/1995 p.BL1 Issel, Nisela, Saneela (il)
979.777 B697W
979.777 H629H
979.777 M334T
979.777 R318R
979.777 T1197V p.124 The street where I lived p.220 What's in a
name, anyway?

JASON LEE NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: SIXTH AVE. DISTRICT
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.37
JEFFERSON NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.36

JEFFERSON SQUARE
-not an official add., area in the North End
TDL 5/31/1908 p.24 (mention)

JOHN S ADD. (Wilkeson)
TDL 12/9/1899 p.3

JUNCTION ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)
TDL 2/17/1918 p.85 Junction Addition, ten years ago under water,
is now the scene of manufacturing activities
TDL 10/26/1919 p.86 New factories for Tideflats

JUNETT'S ADD.
TDL 8/24/1888 p.5 Another new addition south
TDL 6/15/1889 p.5 (permit for house of J.M. Junett, nw corner
of Center & Niagara Sts., by Daniels & Cook, arch.)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 7/31/1892 p.3 A chapel in Junett's Addition (Junett donates
lots for chapel)
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.299

SO. K ST. NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE: HILLTOP

KALENBORN PARK
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

KANITA ESTATES (Puyallup)
TNT 8/2/1992 p.110 (ad)
TNT 9/13/1992 p.11 (ad)

KELLOG ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 5/17/1908 p.9 Old plat is found in auditors office

KELLY CREEK VISTA (Bonney Lake)
TNT 7/24/1992 p.112 (ad)

KEMPTON WOODS (Puyallup)
TNT 2/5/1992 p.132 (ad,il)
TNT 2/12/1995 p.132 (ad,il)
TNT 3/5/1995 p.128 (ad,il)
TNT 6/4/1995 p.11 (ad,il)
new homes (il)
TNT 10/27/1996 p.MP32 (ad,il)
TNT 11/10/1996 p.MP32 (ad,il)

KENDALLWOOD IN SOUTH HILL (Puyallup)
TNT 1/21/1996 p.H1 (ad,il)
KENILWORTH PARK
- formerly named the Greer Add.
TDL 7/28/1912 p.35 Plan big opening at Kenilworth Park (including free volumes of the novel Kenilworth) p.42 (ad,map)
TDL 8/4/1912 p.41 Kenilworth Park is opened today
TDL 8/25/1912 p.28 (ad)
TDL 9/8/1912 p.4 (ad)
TDL 5/27/1917 p.28 (ad)
TDL 7/14/1918 p.B16 (ad)
TDL 7/21/1918 p.B5 South Tacoma lots on sale p.B16 (half-page ad)
TDL 8/25/1918 p.A13 Kenilworth lots sold out by Doub; families living in tents while men build homes after working hours (more than 350 lots sold in less than 30 days)
TDL 3/30/1919 p.B6 Kenilworth Park shows co-operation (panoramic il)
TDL 4/30/1919 p.11 Warns of danger of contamination of city water supply
B R452Rg p.124

KEYSTONE ADD.
TDL 1/13/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 1/29/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 3/2/1889 p.7 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.775 Os650 p.157

KILGORE'S MARINE-VIEW-SHORELAND TRACTS
TDL 7/14/1929 p.D2 (ad,map)

KINDRED GLEN
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)
TNT 7/14/1996 p.MP17 (ad)

KNOWLES 1st ADD.
TDL 5/15/1910 p.42 Build home where berries grew once (formerly Knowles Strawberry Farm)

KODIAK GLEN
TNT 7/11/1993 p.I1 (ad,il)

KOREA TOWN
SEE: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

LAKE CITY
TDL 6/24/1906 p.18 County will hold land sale Monday
TDL 9/23/1906 p.20 (ad)
TNT 5/21/1961 p.A16 Razing of Lake City schoolhouse rouses ghosts; "city that never was" has become a suburb
352.007 L475G p.11

LAKE TERRACE
TDL 4/11/1926 p.E7 (ad,map)

LAKES (THE) (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 10/17/1990 p.B10 "The Lakes" finds a retirement niche (il)
TNT 10/20/1991 p.H1 Retire in style at The Lakes in Gig Harbor
TNT 12/16/1990 p.J1 Quality of life abundant at Gig Harbor's "The Lakes"
TNT 2/10/1991 p.H1 Retire in style at The Lakes at Gig Harbor
TNT 5/9/1993 p.126 ... wins senior housing award (il)

LAKES DISTRICT
SEE: individual additions/areas
SEE: LAKEWOOD
LAKEWOOD
-Lakewood Colonial Center, opened in 1937, was one of the first planned suburban centers in the United States
-incorporated as the City of Lakewood in 1996
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 10/31/1915 p.20 Route chosen for scenic beauties (il)
TNT 7/1/1937 p.32 New center is spacious
TNT 7/7/1937 p.6 Big celebration at Lakewood Saturday (il)
TNT 4/18/1940 p.1 Big project for lakes (fourteen new homes near ice arena)
TNT 5/25/1940 p.A6 (ill of Ray Thompson Real Estate office)
TNT 7/2/1940 p.4 Eleven homes in projection
TNT 11/24/1940 p.A10 Unusual housing group completed (sketch)
TNT 4/13/1941 p.A9 Open new property
TNT 11/15/1951 (Special Lakewood Section)
TNT 4/7/1971 Cityhood rejected
TNT 5/23/1976 Lakewood Center; first of its kind in the west
352.007 L475G p.11
979.778 M364T p.153

LAKEWOOD 1st ADD.
-platted by the Tallman-Thompson Co.
TDL 1/2/1910 Tallman-Thompson Co. developments
TDL 1/9/1910 Tallman-Thompson Co. developments
TDL 1/30/1910 Lakewood on market today
TDL 2/20/1910 Sell 150 lots in two weeks
TDL 3/20/1910 p.41 (ad touting free aerial photos of Lakewood)
TNT 5/15/1910 p.40 (ad) p.44 Lakewood First is entirely closed out
TNT 6/12/1910 Real Estate Edition
TNT 11/28/1926 p.E10 Subdivision on American Lake Road is active

LAKEWOOD MANOR
TNT 8/4/1950 p.9 Open for inspection (il)

LAKEWOOD OAKS
TNT 2/2/1992 p.8 (ad)
TNT 8/9/1992 p.11,18 (ad,il)
TNT 6/5/1994 p.I1 (ad,il)
TNT 11/13/1994 p.132 (ad,il)
LANCASTLE
TNT 3/17/1991 p.11 (ad)

LANCASTLE ESTATES (Puyallup)
"gated community"
TNT 2/18/1996 p.H8 (ad)
TNT 2/25/1996 p.MP28 (ad, il)
TNT 4/14/1996 p.MP1 (ad, il)
TNT 12/8/1996 p.MP28 (ad, il)

LANDING (THE) (Sumner)
TNT 12/13/1992 p.I1 The Landing opens today (ad, il)
TNT 6/20/1993 p.18 (ad, il)

LARCHMONT
SEE ALSO: individual additions
TDL 4/14/1929 p.D10 Larchmont is center for pleasant homes
TNT 11/12/1937 Larchmont
TNT 1/26/1938 Why Larchmonters are dissatisfied (over roads and bus service) (il)
TNT 4/14/1957 Window honors Loyal Lady of Larchmont (il)
TNT 5/17/1959 Feathers might help (letter to the editor)
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.45

LARCHMONT ACRES
TDL 8/13/1933 p.B8 (ad)
TDL 8/20/1996 p.B8 (ad, il)

LaRUE ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.155

LATSHAW'S ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

LAWLER-MILLER TIDELANDS
TDL 1/13/1907 p.20 (ad)
TDL 2/3/1907 p.20 (ad)
TDL 10/20/1907 p.23 (ad)
TDL 7/26/1908 p.20 (full page ad)
TDL 8/9/1908 p.21 (ad)
TDL 8/16/1908 p.10 (ad)
TDL 8/23/1908 p.22 (ad)
TDL 8/30/1908 p.21 (ad)
TDL 9/13/1908 p.21 (ad)
TDL 9/20/1908 p.19 (full page ad)
TDL 11/4/1908 p.3 (ad,map)
TDL 11/22/1908 p.23 (ad)
TDL 11/29/1908 p.22 (ad,map)
TDL 12/6/1908 p.26 (ad)
TDL 12/13/1908 p.27 (ad)
TDL 12/25/1908 p.7 (ad,map)
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 8/29/1909 p.37 Lawler's four additions

LAWRENCE ADD.
-developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 6/30/1889 p.2 (ad)
TDL 9/19/1889 p.5 (houses to be built in add.)
TDL 10/16/1889 p.5 Slashing the timber
TDL 10/17/1889 p.3 Mortice frame houses
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.476; Vol.III p.355

LAW'S ADD.
TDL 1/7/1900 p.3 Will sue city for burned house (former pest house in add.)
LEE'S SUNSET BEACH ADD.
TNT 7/9/1939 p.A9 Open Sunset Beach estate

LEGEND PARK (Spanaway)
TNT 8/16/1992 p.112 (ad)
TNT 9/27/1992 p.18 (ad)

LEMON'S BEACH
SEE ALSO: WHEELOCK-LEMON PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION
TDL 8/25/1890 p.5 Some fine fruit
TDL 8/6/1916 p.23 Barn built by Rev. Rudolf Weston some 50 years ago to be torn down
Trainsheet Feb. 1982 p.1 Tacoma Railway & Power Company's "Orphan Line"

LEXINGTON HILLS
SEE: WESTWOOD AT LEXINGTON HILLS, WOODBRIDGE AT LEXINGTON HILLS

LIBERTY STATION
TNT 6/27/1993 p.126 (ad)

LILLIPUT ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

LINCOLN AVE. ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)
TDL 3/14/1909 p.33 (ad)
TDL 3/20/1910 p.42 (ad)

LINCOLN AVE. FACTORY SITES 1st ADD.
TDL 10/31/1909 p.42 New plat is filed

LINCOLN DISTRICT
SEE ALSO: individual additions
TDL 3/1/1914 p.19 Homes spring up in new school district
TDL 4/22/1923 p.810 Growth of Lincoln District is rapid
TDL 8/24/1929 p.11 Shop in Lincoln High district
TDL 5/21/1936 p.3 Parade will mark opening of South 38th
TDL 5/23/1936 p.2 38th St. Opening gala fete
TNT 12/9/1938 p.14 Lincoln community presents enviable record of development and progress
TNT 4/24/1939 p.1 Lincoln Citizens' Club stages real cleanup (il)
TNT 12/15/1939 p.1,6 Turkey gobbler ready for Saturday sweepstakes (race to be held on So. 38th St.) (il)
TNT 12/17/1939 Turk derby big success
TNT 2/16/1940 p.1 Projects in big program of Lincoln Citizens' Club (il)
TNT 7/7/1940 p.A5 South Side civic organization begins drive ... sponsor back yard playgrounds
TNT 11/17/1940 p.A1 5,000 Tacominans cheer 38th St. Turkey Derby
TNT 11/15/1941 p.24 Lincoln district ready for derby (il)
TNT 3/21/1956 Select new district media; long range plans for the Lincoln Shopping Center
TNT 9/19/1958 Tacoma neighborhood proud of improvement; ceremonies complete paving project
TNT 12/24/1993 Traditional Chinese celebration draws crowd; dragon dances in the New Year (il)
TNT 5/22/1993 Tacoma comeback corners: Lincoln International District; finding a link in Lincoln: diverse stores seek unifying identity
TNT 8/20/1995 Lincoln District throws block party; "We're International ... and we can get along" (il)
OSLI 1959 pA Oct. 1924 p.5 (brief history of the So. 38th St. area since 1883) (il)
307.76 SO87S
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.46
LINCOLN HEIGHTS
- federally funded war housing development constructed to
  provide shelter for defense workers during World War II
- Tacoma Housing Authority, builder
- Gilbert Stanley Wood, arch.
- early use of curvilinear street plan
- development transferred to private ownership
  after the war ended
TNT 10/20/1941 p.15 Study sites for housing
TNT 10/29/1941 p.1 Site picked for project
TNT 12/11/1941 p.1 South side site picked for 400 defense homes
T.Times 1/26/1942 Cain returns, brings housing project plans...
TNT 5/20/1942 Houses going up on assembly line (Woodworth & Co./
  Macdonald Bldg. Co., contr.)
TNT 6/7/1942 Mushroom city (il under construction)
T.Times 6/10/1942 Lincoln Heights unofficial name of first project
T.Times 11/10/1942 ... ready Dec. 1st
TNT 11/20/1942 U.S. housing unit ready
TNT 12/5/1942 First family moves into ... (il)
TNT 4/16/1943 ... will have own garden plots
TNT 7/7/1943 Residents in protest
T.Times 4/9/1947 Condemn proposed Army "project grab" ... Lincoln
  Height facing eviction
TNT 2/27/1948 Lincoln Hts. platting begun
TNT 4/22/1951 Duster threat for Lincoln Hts. folk
TNT 5/19/1951 Air views on Heights housing
TNT 11/5/1954 Final house sale made at Lincoln Hts.
TNT 4/19/1955 Lincoln Hts. last unit sold
TNT 5/22/1955 Lincoln Heights project sold
TNT 11/21/1991 Harned parlays hard work, sound values into
  smashing success
331.83 C121
331.83 T11A
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.43
979.72 T114Sh

LINCOLN PARK ADD.
TDL 1/28/1891 p.4 Squatters unite (SEE ALSO: Smith & Fife Add.)
TDL 3/26/1905 p.17 (ad)
TDL 4/2/1905 p.19 New addition is opened up
TDL 4/9/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 4/16/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 4/23/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 5/7/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 5/14/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 5/21/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 5/28/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 6/4/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 6/11/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 6/18/1905 p.21 (ad)

LINDEN MANOR
979.778 Os50 p.155

LINWOOD-ON-THE-LAKE
TDL 6/6/1926 p.G13 Johnstone opens new subdivision
TDL 7/4/1926 p.E6 Suburbs' lure entices many

LIPOMA FIRS (Puyallup)
TNT 5/19/1996 p.MP18 (ad)

LITTLE ITALY
979.778 T119TV p.101

LITTLE RUSSIA
979.5 SCH29V p.174 Volga Germans in Tacoma
979.778 T119TV p.94
LLoyd's Add.
TDL 7/1/1923 p.E8 ("Heale the Builder" completes 40th house in add.)

London & Liverpool Add.
TDL 6/16/1888 p.8 (ad)
TDL 6/20/1888 p.5 New additions
TDL 10/16/1890 p.4 (ad)

Lone Tree Estates (Puyallup)
TNT 5/2/1993 p.H28 (ad)

Longacres (Gig Harbor)
TNT 3/21/1993 p.I8 (ad)
TNT 1/15/1995 p.J13 (ad,il)
TNT 3/12/1995 p.H17 (ad,il)

Lookout (The)
TNT 2/14/1993 p.I13 (ad)

Lookout at Harbor Ridge
TNT 8/16/1992 p.I15 (ad)

Lookout Park
TDL 1/27/1889 p.8 (mention)

Lyndhurst

Lyons Add.
TDL 11/2/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 11/5/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 4/18/1891 p.8 West Tacoma (J.J.Evans called the "father of Lyons Add.")
TDL 7/13/1902 p.21 (ad)
TNT 1/22/1941 p.3 Start work on homes ... new group of 42

Lyons' Tideland Acres
TDL 3/31/1907 p.17 Opening new Tideland tract

Madison Neighborhood
710.5 110 Vol.VI p.43

Madrona Park
TDL 5/9/1909 p.42 (ad)
TDL 5/16/1909 p.42 New addition in South End meets with a ready sale
TDL 8/22/1909 p.38 Residence lots selling briskly
TDL 9/5/1909 p.36 (ad)
TDL 11/7/1909 p.45 (ad)
TDL 11/21/1909 p.46 (ad)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.43 Madrona Park the cheapest "close in"

Maitland's 4th Add.
979.778 0650 p.157
MANITOU
SEE ALSO: individual additions
TDL 6/20/1915 p.35 Seventh Day Adventist in tented city at Manitou (il)
TDL 10/3/1915 p.23 Manitou Grove bought for park (il)
TDL 7/27/1919 p.16 Manitou Park set aside for motor tourists
TNT 6/4/1923 Thousands expected ...
TDL 9/19/1930 p.1 Police riot call ends club meeting (incident at the Manitou Community Hall)
TDL 6/4/1933 Manitou has real workers (first anniversary of the Manitou Unemployed Citizens League) (il)
TDL 11/11/1934 p.81 Officials of Manitou Players
T.Times 12/24/1942 108 more new homes will rise
South Tacoma Star 6/18/1953 Manitou to stage community day Saturday with dedication (new wading pool)
TNT 6/21/1953 Manitou Park pool opened (il)
TNT 6/14/1954 Manitou fete on Saturday
TNT 3/15/1955 Council okays Manitou LID
TNT 3/11/1962 Classes under tree were its inception (il of the Manitou Presbyterian Church c.1908)
TNT 5/20/1992 p.1 Community center, school ride on Manitou plan
TNT 9/9/1992 p.1 Governments OK school, park pact
TNT 10/7/1992 Manitou housing plan opposed
TNT 5/7/1993 Traffic, tidiness key concerns at Manitou forum
352.007 L475G p.9
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.42
979.778 H628H Vol.I p.81
MANITOU ACRE TRACTS
TDL 9/7/1913 p.11 (ad) p.27 Suburban acreage is placed on sale
TDL 9/14/1913 p.12 (ad)
TDL 9/21/1913 p.17 (ad)
MANITOU GROVE ADD.
TDL 5/25/1924 p.E10 New addition is placed on market
MANITOU PARK
-platted 6/28/1907
TDL 6/30/1907 p.16,23 Manitou Park tract placed on market
TDL 7/7/1907 p.16 Manitou Park tract is proving popular p.23 (ad)
TDL 7/14/1907 p.23 (ad)
TDL 7/21/1907 p.22 (ad)
TDL 8/11/1907 p.16 Manitou lots selling fast
TDL 7/19/1908 p.22 (ad)
TDL 7/26/1908 p.22 (ad)
TDL 9/13/1908 p.21 (ad)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 ....sales numerous
979.778 H628H Vol.I p.82
MANITOU PARK ANNEX
TDL 10/6/1907 p.23 (ad)
TDL 10/20/1907 p.22 (ad)
TDL 8/16/1908 p.21 (ad)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)
MANORWOOD VIEW (Puyallup)
TNT 12/18/1994 p.11 (ad,il)
MANUFACTURERS ADD.
TDL 12/25/1909 p.29 (ad)
MAPLE CREEK ESTATES
TNT 10/1/1989 p.H1 Maple Creek Estates cutie is a slice of nature
TNT 3/11/1990 p.H1 MacPherson's Maple Creek is park-like development
TNT 9/16/1990 p.J1 Maple Creek "mid-entry" a beautiful opportunity
MAPLE RIDGE
- "gated community"
TNT 4/28/1996 p.MP20 (ad)
TNT 5/5/1996 p.MP20 (ad)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP17 (ad,il)
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP19 (ad,il)
TNT 6/16/1996 p.MP17 (ad,il) p.NH1 (ad,il)
TNT 9/22/1996 p.MP1, MP7 (ad,il)

MAPLEWOOD ADD. (Puyallup)
TDL 11/27/1889 p. Handy country home (history of Maplewood Farm, which is being subdivided)
TDL 11/29/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 7/16/1890 p.3 (ad and list of purchasers)
TDL 9/5/1890 p.6 (ad and description of the Frank Spinning farm)
TDL 4/15/1891 p.3 Astonishing Maplewood (ad and complete list of purchasers)
TDL 6/23/1891 p.5 More about Maplewood (il)
TDL 6/26/1891 p.3 Homes and gardens (il of Mrs. Georgianna Wilkie Residence)

MARCH-McCANDLESS ADD.
TDL 2/3/1907 p.5 (ad)
TDL 3/17/1907 p.17 (ad)
TDL 3/31/1907 p.23 (ad)
TDL 4/7/1907 p.17 (ad)
TDL 4/14/1907 p.5,17 (ad)
TDL 4/28/1907 p.16 Fine residence district
TDL 5/5/1907 p.16 Ready demand for residence property p.17 (ad)
TDL 6/9/1907 p.16 Many new additions find ready buyers
TDL 7/7/1907 p.17 Spending large sums improving addition (also mention of four new houses in add. by Godfrey & Hart, (builder)
TDL 10/27/1907 p.23 (ad)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 ... is growing
TDL 9/19/1909 p.13 (ad)

MARKET STREET COMMUNITY
SEE: JAPAN TOWN

MARSHALL AVE. FACTORY SITES
TDL 8/29/1909 p.37 (mention)
TDL 11/13/1910 p.44 Elma capitalist buys Tacoma Tideland addition outright

MARSTON TERRACE
-not an official add., Tideflats area
TDL 9/7/1902 p.20 A new Tacoma suburb

MARY LYON NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.47

MASON HEIGHTS
TDL 12/19/1920 p.B7 Mason Heights tracts opened
TDL 2/17/1921 p.B4 Plan many homes on large tracts in Mason Height p.B14 (ad,map)

MASON'S SHORE LINE ADD.
-developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 8/7/1887 p.8 (plat approved)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.355

MASON'S WATERFRONT ADD.
-developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 5/1/1887 p.5 (Mason gives away lots in add. to child named after him)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.355
McCREADY HEIGHTS
TDL 10/18/1908 p.11 (ad)
TDL 10/25/1908 p.2 (ad)
TDL 11/1/1908 p.15 (ad,map)
TDL 11/8/1908 p.15 (ad,map)
TDL 11/15/1908 p.22 (ad)
TDL 11/22/1908 p.20 (ad)
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.293

McGREGOR'S ADD.
TDL 10/8/1887 p.5 Outlying additions

McGREGOR'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 3/4/1888 p.4 The cheapest and best
TDL 2/15/1889 p.4 (ad)

McKENNA MEADOWS (McKenna)
TNT 6/30/1996 p.MP17 (ad,il)
TNT 10/20/1996 p.MP1 (ad,il)
McKINLEY HILL
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
TDL 7/7/1907 p.17 Wonderful growth of new addition (il)
TDL 11/10/1907 p.9 East End Boosters
TDL 3/1/1914 p.19 East End is busy
TDL 3/15/1914 p.19 East End place of pretty homes
TDL 7/19/1914 p.19 City figuring on 7 miles of walks
TDL 2/15/1925 p.A9 Portland Avenue club meets soon
TDL 6/27/1925 p.2 McKinley Avenue will celebrate
TDL 8/10/1927 p.3 McKinley Hill to entertain
TDL 8/20/1927 p.9 McKinley Hill host to crowd
TDL 6/24/1928 p.C1 (il of McKinley Hill Presidents baseball team)
TDL 7/9/1931 Parade to open big fete (Portland Ave. paved from
Fairbanks to Midland)
TDL 7/10/1931 Huge crowd celebrates new paving
TNT 6/17/1940 p.7 Celebrate new paving
TNT 11/13/1955 East 34th Street fill site (il)
TNT 3/19/1966 p.A22 Peaceful McKinley Hill slope has rural charm
TNT 11/19/1981 McKinley Hill male strip show opposed
TNT 7/20/1988 McKinley Hill story told at fest
TNT 8/2/1989 McKinley Hill activist groups' targets differ
TNT 1/24/1990 p.E1 Safe Streets: Award earned by McKinley Hill's
unofficial group
TNT 4/23/1994 p.81 McKinley wants in on aid proposal
352.007 L475G p.8
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.48
979.778 K124K
979.778 N213N p.32
979.778 P433E
979.778 T119TV p.43,85,115,121

McKINLEY HILL REPLAT
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

McKINLEY PARK ADD.
-one of the first additions in Tacoma to sell lots by
the "easy payment plan"
TDL 11/6/1904 p.19 (ad)
TDL 11/13/1904 p.19 (ad)
TDL 11/20/1904 p.19 (ad)
TDL 11/27/1904 p.19 (ad)
TDL 12/4/1904 p.20 (ad)
TDL 12/11/1904 p.30 (ad)
TDL 12/18/1904 p.44 (ad-house will be given away to a lucky
lot purchaser)
TDL 1/1/1905 p.15 (ad)
TDL 1/8/1905 p.15 (ad)
TDL 1/15/1905 p.16 (ad)
TDL 1/22/1905 p.15 (ad)
TDL 2/6/1905 p.4 (il. of house won by Christina Nystrom)
TDL 2/12/1905 p.15 (ad-mentions that school board purchased several
lots in add.)
TDL 2/16/1905 p.15 (ad)
TDL 3/5/1905 p.18 (ad)
TDL 3/12/1905 p.16 (ad)
TDL 3/19/1905 p.19 (ad)
TDL 3/26/1905 p.16 (ad)
TDL 5/14/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 9/24/1905 p.21 (permit for house in add.)
TDL 10/8/1905 p.21 (permit for house in add.)
TDL 4/1/1906 p.17 Shows growth of Tacoma (nearly all of 650 lots
already sold)
TDL 6/9/1907 p.16 Many new additions find ready buyers
TDL 7/7/1907 p.17 Wonderful growth of new addition 300 homes in two
years ("pioneers" payment plan add.)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 ... is a notable addition
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 9/29/1909 p.38 Immense fortunes made in Tacoma real estate
McKINLEY PARK 2nd ADD.
TDL 1/29/1905 p.15 (ad)
TDL 2/5/1905 p.15 (ad)
TDL 2/12/1905 p.15 (ad)
TDL 2/19/1905 p.15 (ad)

McMILLAN'S ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 4/27/1919 p.B7 (mention that Edward D. Murphy built 20 houses in the add. since 1909)

McNAUGHT'S 1st ADD.
-plat filed 3/26/1878
979.778 K963H p.15

McNAUGHT'S 1st ADD. (Roy)
979.778 K963H Appen.D

McNAUGHT'S 2nd ADD. (Roy)
979.778 K963H Appen.E

McNEIL & ELLSWORTH HARBOR VIEW ADD.
TDL 9/25/1910 p.38 New addition platted

MEAD & STANTON ADD.
TDL 12/31/1889 p.5 (plat filed)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

MEADOW PARK
TDL 2/9/1932 p.B8 (ad)

MEADOW PARK TERRACE
TNT 8/13/1995 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 5/5/1996 p.MP16 (ad)

MEADOWS AT SUNRISE (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: SUNRISE
TNT 9/1/1994 p.17 (ad)
TNT 10/16/1994 p.12 Fourth neighborhood broadens Sunrise's market
TNT 11/12/1995 p.H28 (ad,il)

MECHANICS ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

MEEKER'S HALF-ACRE TRACTS
TDL 9/1/1918 p.89 (ad)

MELROSE ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

MENLO PARK ADD.
917.972 T37 p.203 (ad)

MIDLAND
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 11/5/1905 p.19 (Reliance Land Co. of Portland purchases the townsite of Midland from Ellis L. Garretson)
TDL 2/11/1906 p.21 Midland is the logical place for the Union Pacific car shops (ad)
TDL 2/18/1906 p.21 (ad,map)
TDL 11/17/1907 p.21 (ad)

MIDLAND ACRE TRACTS
TDL 3/25/1906 p.18 Plats are filed for record
TDL 7/15/1906 p.21 (ad)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 ....reported in demand
MIDLAND GARDENS
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35...property active

MIDLAND GARDENS ANNEX
TDL 5/9/1915 p.28 Midland Gardens Annex on market
TDL 6/6/1915 p.15 (ad)

MIDLANDERS ADD.
TDL 1/10/1926 p.E5 (ad,map) p.E8 Boyle Co. offers new sub-division

MIDWAY ADD.
TDL 1/20/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 2/27/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 8/10/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 9/17/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 11/23/1889 p.7 (ad,map)
TDL 6/19/1919 p.44 Can suburban streets be used as pasture?

MILLER'S ADD.
TDL 1/27/1889 p.5 (ad)

MILLIKEN ADD.
TDL 9/27/1891 p.4 (mention)

MILLS' HIGHLAND PARK ADD.
TDL 1/16/1889 p.5 (plat filed)

MILTON
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 1/15/1905 p.16 (ad-lots for sale by the Milton Land Co., free excursion trains)
TDL 4/9/1905 Plat of Milton is approved

MILTON HEIGHTS
TDL 5/19/1907 p.20 (ad)

MILWAUKEE TERMINAL ADD.
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 8/29/1909 p.37 Lawler's four additions
TDL 9/26/1909 p.45 Another block of Tideland sold yesterday for $11,000

MILWAUKEE TIDELAND ADD.
TDL 11/15/1908 p.23 (ad)
TDL 12/3/1908 p.26 (ad)
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36

MIRADA ESTATES (Graham)
TNT 1/6/1991 p.H1 Graham's Mirada Estates are well worth the drive
TNT 2/2/1992 p.9 (ad)
TNT 3/22/1992 p.10 (ad)

MONT DOWNING NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.34

MONT VISTA

MONTCLAIR ADD.
TDL 1/20/1889 p.3 (ad)
TDL 1/22/1889 p.4 (plat filed)
MONTEREY ESTATES (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 5/31/1995 Spring Home Tour
TNT 7/2/1995 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 8/13/1995 p.H17 (ad,il)
TNT 6/9/1996 p.MP15 (ad,il)

MONTEREY PARK ADD. (Fircrest)
979.778 Os50 p.154

MONTICELLO PARK
TDL 1/27/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 2/6/1889 p.4 (plat filed)
TDL 2/7/1889 p.2 (ad)
TDL 3/26/1890 p.5 Improvements planned
TDL 3/27/1890 p.5 (ad-to be first add. in Tacoma to include asphalt
sidewalks)
TDL 4/16/1890 p.5 (sidewalk offer withdrawn)
TDL 5/25/1890 p.12 In southern suburbs (70 to 80 houses planned
for add.)
TDL 1/20/1892 p.4 (ad)

MORNINGSIDE WEST
TNT 5/29/1994 p.H7 (ad)

MOTOR LINE ADD.
TDL 2/14/1889 p.5 (plat filed)
TDL 3/9/1889 p.4 Whittier on Tacoma
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.508 (mention)

MOUNT TAHOMA MEADOWS
-addition developed from the "old Portman pasture"
979.778 H628H Vol.I p.82

MOUNT VISTA TERRACE 3rd ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.157

MOUNTAIN SHADOWS ESTATES DIVISION II (Graham)
TNT 6/19/1994 p.J7 (ad)
TNT 7/17/1994 p.114 (ad,il)

MOUNTAIN SUNSET (Graham)
TNT 9/15/1996 p.MP1,MP7 (ad,il)

MOUNTAIN VIEW ADD.
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36

MOUNTAIN VIEW 2nd ADD. (Puyallup)
TDL 8/20/1890 p.5

MOUNTBROOK MANOR
TNT 2/17/1952 p.C12 Open house Sunday ... (il)

MUEHLER'S 1st ADD.
TDL 5/12/1907 p.17 (to be put on market)

MUEHLER-LINDAHL ADD.
TDL 5/15/1910 p.44 Lots only mile out at Wildwood prices

MURRY'S ADD.
TDL 2/22/1889 p.4 (plat filed)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.402

MYRTLE ADD.
TDL 5/15/1910 p.42 Activity at Fern Hill

MYRTLE PARK
TDL 1/1/1891 P.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
NALLEY VALLEY
TNT 9/3/1954 Nalley Valley label means Tacoma-made
TNT 6/22/1958 p.A6 Man recalls childhood days in Nalley Valley
979.778 M823S p.148 Nalley's Fine Foods

NANTUCKET
TNT 3/19/1995 p.H1 (ad,il)

NANTUCKET PLACE
TNT 2/19/1995 p.116 (ad)

NANTUCKET WEST
TNT 7/24/1994 p.132 (ad)

NARROWMOOR
-developed c.1948
331.83 R299R
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.34

NARROWS AREA
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: WEST END
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.31

NARROWS HEIGHTS ADD.
TDL 7/23/1891 p.6 (plat filed)

NARROWS VIEW ACRES
TDL 2/14/1926 p.E4 (ad, sketch)
TDL 6/6/1926 p.E8 (mention)
TDL 10/24/1926 p.E10 Open Hollywood subdivision here

NARROWS VIEW ADD.
-developed by Jos. Meyers and Lt. Governor Victor Meyers
TNT 1/15/1941 p.1 Homes for Sixth Ave.
TNT 2/24/1941 p.1 Sixth Ave. hearing; airport or homes will be aired Wednesday
TNT 2/27/1941 p.1 Opinions vary on airport plan
TNT 3/3/1941 p.1 Sixth Ave. airport is rejected
TNT 3/12/1941 p.1 West End plan O.K'd
TNT 4/20/1941 p.A10 (ad)
TNT 5/17/1941 p.14 "Vic" joins brother
TNT 5/27/1941 p.1 6th Ave. plat is rejected
TNT 6/3/1941 p.9 New plat is approved

NATIONAL CITY
TDL 5/24/1908 p.14 (ad) p.22 Extensive building for National City
TDL 6/28/1908 p.22 Making many sales
TDL 6/12/1910 Prairie acreage being irrigated
917.97 D49 Mar. 1908 p.2 (ad, map)

NATURAL PARK ADD.
SEE ALSO: Foss' 1st Add.
TDL 2/12/1888 p.5 Natural Park Addition
TDL 2/19/1888 p.5

NEWPARK TERRACE (Gig Harbor
GTWY 8/21/1996 p.A3 Neighbors against connecting roadway

"NIGGER TRACT" SEE: ALLIANCE ADD.

NOBLE'S ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

NORTH COTTAGE PLACE
TDL 9/3/1891 p.4 (ad)
NORTH END
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
TDL 2/5/1889 p.4 Pushing northward
TDL 3/24/1889 p.4 Allen C. Mason buys forty acres in the North End (Mason placed many ads in the newspaper in early 1889 for new North End additions)
TDL 3/25/1889 p.5 Great expectations
TDL 4/17/1889 p.3 Improvements in the North End
TDL 5/26/1889 p.4 North End improvements
TDL 6/16/1889 p.4 The effect of a tour of the North End
TDL 6/30/1889 p.2 Some points of interest
TDL 8/2/1889 p.5 North End progress
TDL 8/7/1889 p.2 7920 street railroad ties wanted (for North End street car line)
TDL 9/18/1889 p.5 A boom in building (Allen C. Mason builds 25 houses in the North End)
TDL 10/16/1889 p.5 Slashing the timber; wholesale leveling of the North End forests
TDL 10/27/1889 p.2 (real estate ad)
TDL 12/17/1889 p.5 North End railway
TDL 12/18/1889 p.2 (ad)
TDL 1/2/1890 p.2 (ad)
TDL 1/14/1892 p.5 Slashing the timber; wholesale leveling of the North End forests
TDL 10/27/1889 p.2 (real estate ad)
TDL 5/20/1893 p.5 Whence does it come?
TDL 8/12/1893 p.5 The "hum" in the North End
TDL 6/20/1895 p.3 Rides for bicyclists
(Continued next page)
NORTH END (Continued)
TDL 3/9/1898 p.5 Looking for an oil well
TDL 8/13/1898 p.5 Will prospect for oil
TDL 9/1/1898 p.3 Water company out; city council votes for city mains for the North End
TDL 9/30/1898 p.2 Water for North End
TDL 2/1/1900 p.3 Would call it Carr Hill
TDL 6/19/1900 p.8 Oil discovered within the city
TDN 9/19/1905 p.8 Want to be led out of the woods; North End asks $6,000 for building a direct thoroughfare
TDL 5/26/1907 p.22 Years work of the North End Improvement Club
TDL 8/4/1907 p.10 North End Improvement Club has accomplished much good (il)
TDL 5/31/1908 p.24 Reviews work on North End Improvement Club
TDL 3/16/1913 p.20 Many homes going up in North End
TDL 11/30/1913 p.21 Moderate-priced homes make building hum in North End
TDL 2/15/1924 p.22 Plan new North End water mains
TDL 8/26/1917 p.24 First wave of building booms in the North End
TDL 5/4/1919 p.87 Progress shown in the North End
TDL 1/25/1925 p.22 Proctor business district is index to city's growth (il)
TDL 4/3/1925 North Enders boost Tacoma
TDL 11/25/1928 p.87 Seminary area growing fast
TNT 1/24/1928 p.11 Stately homes, view lure buyers
333.7 T11NP
333.7 T11NR
333.7 T11NS
979.778 H628H Vol.I p.79
979.778 N316N p.10

NORTH END ADD.
developed by Allen C. Mason
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.355

NORTH END ADD. (Stellicacoom)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.282

NORTH LAKE SUBDIVISION NO.1
TDL 7/20/1919 p.816 (ad, map)

NORTH SHORE GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES
TNT 7/18/1956 Golf links tied into program; huge development plat (map)

NORTH SLOPE HISTORIC DISTRICT
-added to Tacoma Register of Historic Place by Ordinance No.33128, 8/22/1995
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in Carr's 2nd Add.)
TDL 2/1/1900 p.3 Would call it Carr Hill
TDL 10/30/1910 p.41 Carr's Second squaring away (realigning streets in Carr's 2nd Add.)
333.7 T11NP
333.7 T11NR
333.7 T11NS

NORTHBRIDGE (Puyallup)
TNT 5/22/1994 p.11,112 (ad, il)
TNT 10/30/1994 p.122 (ad)
TNT 6/23/1995 p.11 (ad, il)
NORTHEAST TACOMA
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
TDL 10/6/1889 p.4 (ad - lots for sale in "East Tacoma") (map)
TDL 10/16/1889 p.4 A historical trip
TDL 10/20/1889 p.6 (ad)
TDL 10/16/1889 p.4 (ad - Counter Hop Ranch purchased, to be platted)
TDL 10/4/1908 p.35 Road opens up rich territory
TDL 3/20/1910 p.41 Few boulevards to surpass it (new Brown's Point Boulevard)
TDL 8/7/1910 District across bay due to grow
TDL 11/3/1913 p.22 (il of Julia's Gulch Rd.)
TDL 3/9/1915 p.28 Northeast Tacoma starts boom; 10 cottages to be built this year
TDL 5/16/1915 p.15 (ad) p.28 Scenic drives to Northeast Tacoma, now getting ready for the builders (il)
TNL 2/18/1917 p.27 (il of new East Side Dr. under construction, later renamed Marine View Dr.)
TNL 3/4/1917 Human bones uncovered by steam shovel on new road
TNL 3/11/1917 p.1 Mystery in finding skulls harks back to tale of 1877 (smallpox victims)
TNL 4/15/1917 p.24 New road to open factory locations (construction of Marine View Dr.)
TNL 6/24/1917 p.17 (il of road "skirting along Julia's Gulch") p.21 Scenic Brown's Point boulevard on which work has stopped (il of Marine View Dr.)
TNL 8/19/1917 p.24 "Cook's City View" new addition name
TNL 9/16/1917 p.21 (school district provides portable buildings for Northeast Tacoma)
TNL 12/30/1917 p.15 Northeast Tacoma is growing suburb (also mentions Hylebos" post office in Northeast Tacoma)
TNT 3/3/1918 p.86 Pioneer of other residences to be built on bluff above Foundation yards (E. Hatfield proposes building several houses on bluff)
TDL 5/2/1927 p.3 This district is seeking admission to city (map)
TDL 5/7/1931 p.14 East Side Drive is "Marine View"
TDL 4/22/1932 p.5 Time turns backwards in N.E. Tacoma (PTA school play) (il)
TNT 4/24/1948 NE Tacoma boom seen
TNT 2/20/1955 Highline Road hill coming down; dirt helps build Milwaukee Way (il)
TNT 4/10/1955 Hylebos hill fast going into Milwaukee Way (aerial il)
TNT 7/18/1956 Golf links tied into program (map of proposed North Shore Golf & Country Club Estates)
TNT 2/17/1959 King County citizens would join Tacoma (map of proposed annexation area)
TNT 3/11/1959 Annexation idea meets with hostility
TNT 11/23/1977 "Northeasterners" unite against a changing world
TNT 11/28/1977 N.E. Tacomans banding together; orderly development their goal
TNT 12/15/1977 Northeast Tacoma unit to keep eye on city
TNT 3/28/1977 Northeast area to discuss development
TNT 3/30/1978 NE Tacomans ask better downtown access
TNT 4/25/1978 Northeast Tacomans say "no way" to apartments
TNT 9/12/1978 Norpoint unit picks leader
TNT 1/14/1979 Boom coming to NE Tacoma; woods giving way to home sites (il)
TNT 4/23/1980 Northeast Tacoma residents request use of junior high
TNT 5/11/1980 Northeast Tacomans eye Tideflats with fear
TNT 1/14/1981 Subdivision appeal rejected
TNT 6/5/1983 p.03 NE Tacoma could get park, school
TNT 9/9/1987 p.87 Northeast Tacoma group seeks outlets for teens
TNT 9/13/1987 p.81 Northeast Tacoma builds a missing link; arterial connection expected to support a burst of growth and development (il)
TNT 9/21/1987 Northeast Tacoma road link to open; FWay residents worried about increased traffic
(Continued next page)
NORTHEAST TACOMA (Continued)
TNT 1/18/1989 p.A1 Revolt? NE Tacoma considers its options
TNT 7/5/1989 p.E1 Northeast Tacoma awakens to activism (il)
TNT 4/14/1993 A seven-year promise is being kept; Northeast Tacoma
sees community center taking shape
TNT 12/20/1994 p.D1 Company hopes to change "scar on hillside" to
homes (proposed development by Woodworth & Co.)
TNT 1/12/1997 p.B1 N.E. Tacoma: Separate and unequal?
TNT 1/19/1997 p.B1 The commute just won't be the same; with the
opening of the 509 corridor, the Blair Bridge is set for demolition
TNT 1/24/1997 p.B1

307.76 T11NED
333.7 T11N
333.7 T11NE
333.7 T11NES
333.7 T11NT
333.7 T119N
333.7 T119NG
335.007 L475G p.B
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.51
979.778 H628H Vol.I p.81
979.778 N316N p.27

NORTHEAST TACOMA ADD.
TDL 3/25/1906 p.18 Plats filed for record p.19 (ad)
TDL 4/1/1906 p.19 (ad-"The Brooklyn of Greater Tacoma")
TDL 4/8/1906 p.24 (ad-free excursions)

NORTHEAST TACOMA OVERLOOK
333.7 D783DN
333.7 D783DN2

NORTHSHORE GLEN
SEE: BROOKFIELD AT NORTHSHORE GLEN

NORTHWEST LANDING (Dupont)
SEE ALSO: BAY COLONY AT NORTHWEST LANDING
TNT 9/15/1993 Community bracing for Northwest Landing (il)
TNT 9/17/1994 Northwest Landing takes shape near DuPont (il)
TNT 12/18/1994 p.14 Centex Homes set for grand opening of newest
neighborhood in Dupont (sketch)
TNT 1/15/1995 p.13 (ad,sketch) p.18 Centex Homes' has grand opening
at Northwest Landing this weekend
TNT 9/10/1995 p.11B (ad,il)
TNT 9/17/1995 p.NH2 ... coming right along p.NH6 (ad,il)
TNT 1/11/1996 p.F1 Quality is builders' ticket into Northwest Landing
TNT 4/14/1996 p.MP19 (ad,il)
TNT 4/19/1996 p.MP18 (ad,il)
TNT 9/8/1996 p.MP11 (ad,il)
TNT 9/15/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)
TNT 10/6/1996 p.MP19 (ad,il)
TNT 10/27/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)
TNT 11/17/1996 p.MP16 (ad,il)

NORTHWESTERN ADD.
979.72 H91 Vol.II p.509 (mention)

NYANZA PLACE
TNT 12/17/1995 (ad,il)
OAKBROOK
SEE ALSO: STONEBRIAR AT OAKBROOK
TNT 12/25/1963 p.1 $50 million project announced; 923-acre tract will be opened for building 2,300 houses in Lakes District
TNT 9/17/1967 New model homes go on display
TNT 9/20/1969 United Homes adds tract to Oakbrook
TNT 6/5/1988 p.H1 Aspirations of prestige

OAKBROOK 7th ADD.
TNT 9/18/1996 p.A6 Park levy

OAKBROOK PLACE
TNT 12/30/1990 p.G1 New Oakbrook subdivision offers best of all worlds

OAKES ADD.
-plat filed 6/5/1888
-platted from the former Thomas Kenevan Farm
-platted by Thomas F. Oakes, vice president of the Northern Pacific Railroad, with partners Geo. Browne & R.F. Radebaugh
-200 acres
TDL 9/24/1887 p.5 (surveying) p.8 Oakes Addition
TDL 10/9/1887 p.8 Oakes Addition
TDL 6/9/1888 p.5 The Indian names of the streets...
TDL 7/22/1888 p.4 Oakes Addition
TDL 8/5/1888 p.8 (ad)
TDL 9/16/1888 p.8 (ad-list of those "soon to build" in add.)
TDL 10/2/1888 p.4 Improvements south
TDL 12/20/1888 p.4 (ad)
TDL 12/29/1888 p.4 An unusual demand
TDL 1/30/1889 p.5 Consider it well
TDL 2/12/1889 p.3 South End
TDL 9/18/1889 p.5 (Wapato Mills builds house factory in add.)
TDL 12/16/1889 p.3 (ad)
TDL 12/17/1889 p.5 Oakes Addition; how things are growing there
TDL 12/18/1889 p.3 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 5/12/1890 p.5 (three churches to be built in add.)
TDL 8/27/1890 p.5 Some big potatoes
TDL 12/3/1890 p.3 After long waiting list (post office for add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs in add.)
TDL 3/26/1891 p.3 Favor annexation
TDL 4/18/1891 p.5 It is for annexation
TDL 4/26/1891 p.3 Question of salary
TDL 7/20/1895 p.5 A case of "wolf, wolf"
TDL 2/11/1906 p.10 Buys big Oakes Addition tract
TDL 9/26/1909 p.38 Immense fortunes made in Tacoma real estate...
TDL 6/25/1922 p.A11 (ad,map)
TNT 12/9/1922 Tells of forming real estate firm
TNT 2/24/1923 Foundation of the Oakes District
TDL 8/10/1924 p.84 Oakes Addition lots to be sold
TDL 11/21/1926 p.E10 Man from Florida backs faith in city by buying 325 lots (to build "Mission insulated bungalow" houses); Oakes Addition coming back (brief history of add.)
TDL 11/28/1926 p.E10 Deal for large parcel of lots now completed
OAKLAND ADD.
TDL 2/19/1888 p.4 (ad) p.5 (mention)
TDL 11/20/1888 p.5 Investors, attention - An opportunity for
homeseekers
TDL 11/25/1888 p.4 (ad) TDL 5/20/1906 p.10 Oakland Addition advancing
TDL 8/18/1907 p.3 (ad) p.17 New addition will be put on market
TDL 8/25/1907 p.16 Oakland Addition finds ready sale
TDL 9/8/1907 p.25 (ad)
TDL 2/2/1908 p.21 Improving addition
TDL 4/19/1908 p.21 Oakland Addition lots selling well
TDL 8/9/1908 p.20 Contestants try for Oakland lot
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 ...sales numerous
TDL 8/10/1913 p.9 Workingmen here do not pay rent
TDL 5/2/1926 p.E10 Firm to develop Oakland district
TDL 3/18/1928 p.A6 Oakland Club to discuss building
TDL 12/9/1928 p.D5 Plan for club house building (Oakland Improvement
Club - "oldest improvement club in the city")
TDL 6/16/1929 p.A8 How Oakland Addition looked in 1893 (il)
TDL 6/25/1929 Oakland Improvement Club plans new community home
TDL 5/7/1931 p.14 (proposal to change Jefferson Ave. and
Center St. to Oakland Blvd.)

TNT 11/8/1977 p.A16 Planners label Old City Hall area historic
917.97 W851G p.265

OLD TACOMA
SEE: OLD TOWN
OLD TOWN
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File

TDL 3/7/1886 Proposed city dock
TDL 7/18/1886 p.4 Old Town dock plans submitted
TDL 1/9/1887 The city wharf (H.D. Geiger, contr.)
TDL 3/13/1887 p.4 City wharf completed
TDL 8/12/1887 p.4 The dead pioneer; laid away in Tacoma cemetery ... the busy life of the first permanent settler of Tacoma (death of Job Carr)
TDL 7/10/1888 p.8 First Ward improvements
TDL 8/2/1888 p.4 First Ward scenes
TDL 6/27/1889 p.5 A building boom
TDL 7/25/1889 p.6 Picturesque Old Town
TDL 4/14/1893 The Duke of Tacoma
TDL 1/9/1898 p.9 Life and work of Tacoma longshoremen
TDL 4/8/1900 p.3 Old Town colony is in a turmoil
TDL 12/13/1901 p.8 Wharf is unsafe
TDL 7/12/1903 p.20 Thirty years ago, Tuesday, Tacoma was born (il)
TDL 2/10/1905 p.5 Old Town storm drain has been completed
TDL 5/13/1906 p.19 Old Town shacks to be demolished (il)
TDN 5/25/1907 p.22 (aerial il of residence section)
TDL 12/21/1907 p.7 Strange lives lived in a shack town; squalid cabins will soon be memory
TDL 12/2/1908 Last Old Town shack must go
TDL 11/6/1908 Tunnel to drain Old Town gulch
TDL 1/1/1911 Historical Tacoma Supplement (il)
TDL 4/6/1912 p.17 Tells of "good old days" here
TDL 12/21/1913 p.32 Old Town Police Station soon to be razed (il)
TDL 3/8/1914 p.42 (organizational meeting of the Old Town Improvement Club)
TDL 5/24/1914 p.32 Cement sidewalks for Old Town folks
TDL 6/21/1914 p.28 Wood plans repairs for two city docks
TDL 9/19/1915 p.5 Historic tree that was planted in the pioneer days of Tacoma (il)
TDN 11/17/1915 p.5 "Mayor Forgets" say Old Town fishermen; they complain of lack of sheltered moorage, other problems ...
TDL 3/19/1916 p.4 Breakwater question to be taken up again
TNL 9/3/1916 p.4 Old Town to have regular calaboose
TNL 1/6/1918 p.19 Old Tacoma gets new boom and forges ahead (also mention of proposed Old Town breakwater)
TDL 11/19/1929 p.4 City to repair Old Town dock
TDL 9/20/1932 p.3 Lease of Old Town dock for fish market
TDL 6/29/1937 Old Town fishing craft steam north on annual summer cruise (il)
TNT 2/18/1940 p.47 Its waters are stilled; close popular Old Town springs to public
TNT 9/15/1940 p.46 He trimmed phone poles for line from Old Town
TNT 7/31/1953 Dock at Old Tacoma closed as dangerous
TNT 12/6/1953 New dock for Old Town (aerial il)
TNT 10/21/1957 Mayor wants hulk removed
TNT 6/17/1958 p.1 Raise sunken vessel (aerial il)
TNT 10/10/1963 Old Tacoma no longer sleepy area
TNT 10/25/1964 Apartments buildings to rise in "Old Town" (aerial il)
TNT 1/1/1967 The Old Town Dock is something special
TNT 8/24/1975 Was a wanderer who founded Tacoma (article on Morton Matthew McCarver)
TNT 4/24/1977 The old and the new reside together; in Old Tacoma (il)
TNT 4/16/1978 Old Town Dock rooted in city's history
T.Review 9/15/1978 p.12 Old Tacoma playfield 40 years in the making
Sunset Magazine July 1981 p.32 Change coming to Old Town (il)
TNT 8/8/1982 p.4 Old Tacoma's "potluck" balloons into a festival
TNT 6/19/1983 p.47 Second growth sits uneasy with Old Town folks; they worry that new developments may destroy charm of waterfront area (Continued next page)
OLD TOWN (Continued)
TNT 7/10/1991 Once-controversial floating dock due open in August
305.8 P448Y
353.4 K1419P
387.5 SE11S Sept. 1985 p.2 My working life at sea
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.36
979.7 C189S Early landowners on Commencement Bay (map)
979.72 H91
979.72 M12P
979.778 B216T
979.778 H628H Vol.I p.80
979.778 M364T
979.778 M823S
979.778 N316N p.10
979.778 T119TV p.71 The Slavs and Old Town

OLD TOWN ADD.
SEE: TACOMA LAND & IMPROVEMENT CO.'S OLD TOWN ADD.

OLD WOMAN'S GULCH
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File (Tacoma Stadium)
T.Times 6/16/1920
T.Times 5/24/1934
979.72·H91 Vol.II p.246,247

OLYMPIC HEIGHTS ADD.
TDL 7/16/1922 p.B10 (ad) p.C8 Dash Point-Olympic Heights highway completed (il)
TDL 7/23/1922 p.B4 Residence addition opened on East Side
TDL 12/13/1923 p.E5 (ad,map)
TDL 5/20/1928 p.A8 ... tract is opened p.E1 (ad)
TNT 3/30/1941 p.B11 Fine view had from Olympic Heights tract

OLYMPIC HIGHLANDS ADD.
TNT 10/5/1941 p.B11 (plat filed)

OLYMPIC HILLS (Gig Harbor)
TNT 6/25/1995 p.11 (ad, il)

O'MALLEY'S LANE
TNT 12/17/1995 p.H1 (ad, il)

OPIE'S TACOMA AVE. ADD.
TDL 2/28/1891 p.6 Will replat the addition
979.972 T37 p.105

ORCHARD GREEN ESTATES
1/2/1994 p.H10 (ad)

ORCHARD'S ADD.
TDL 11/11/1883 (ad)
TDL 11/13/1883 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 3/22/1923 p.1 Pioneer real estate dealer of Tacoma ides
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.508 (mention)

ORCHARD'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 9/2/1888 p.4 (plat submitted)
OUIMETTE'S ADD.
TDL 3/28/1886 p.3 (ad) p.5 (mention)
TDL 1/16/1887 p.1 (ad)
TDL 1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

OUIMETTE'S 5th ADD.
TDL 1/5/1890 p.3 (ad)
TDL 1/15/1890 p.6 (ad)
TDL 3/4/1890 p.6 (ten houses to be built in add.)

OYSTER ROCK (Gig Harbor)

PACIFIC ADD.
TDL 11/18/1888 p.4 (ad)
TDL 11/20/1888 p.6 (plat filed)
TDL 2/27/1889 p.2 (ad)
TDL 4/3/1893 p.2 (mention of new houses in add.)
TDL 5/27/1906 p.19 Old deed recorded

PACIFIC AVE. ADD.
TDL 7/22/1888 p.5 (plat filed)

PACIFIC AVENUE HISTORIC DISTRICT
TNT 8/10/1983 p.A12 Pacific Avenue clean-up law likely
TNT 3/10/1984 Lower Pacific Avenue signs performing a vanishing act
TNT 6/1/1984 Brainstorm; dentist tackles city development
TNT 5/30/1985 p.B1 Save "the strip" preservationist urges council
TNT 8/5/1986 Panel wants district off the "historic" list
TNT 9/17/1986 Drive to clean up Lower Pacific wins
TNT 12/21/1986 Doomed buildings' history probed

PACIFIC HEIGHTS
TDL 1/13/1907 p.19 Pacific Heights residents organize improvement club
TDL 7/21/1907 p.16 Pacific Heights active place

PALISADE (THE) (Dupont)
TNT 5/21/1995 p.11 (ad, il)

PALMER HEIGHTS
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

PALMER'S ADD, (Steilacoom)
-platted in July 1889 by Orman C. & Sarah Palmer
979.72 Os5S Fall 1989 p.8

PALMER'S 1st ADD,
-plat filed in Jan. 1889
979.77 Os5F (mention)

PARADISE VALLEY RD. GARDEN TRACTS
TDL 11/7/1909 p.43 New homes on prairie

PARADISE WEST
979.778 Os50 p.155

PARCEL'S ADD
TDL 12/19/1889 p.3 Eastern visitors
PARK & BOULEVARD ADD.
developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 2/27/1886 p.2 (ad)
TDL 4/1/1888 p.2 (ad)
TDL 6/24/1888 p.3 (ad)
TDL 5/26/1889 p.4 North End improvements
TDL 6/30/1889 p.2 (ad)
TDL 11/2/1889 p.5 Mason's munificence
TDL 3/12/1890 p.2 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 5/15/1893 p.7 The North End whistling well is blowing hard again
TDL 5/20/1893 p.5 Whence does it come?

PARK AVE. ADD.
developed by E.F. Gregory
TDL 6/4/1905 p.20 (ad - formally opened for sale)
TDL 6/11/1905 p.17 (ad, il)
TDL 6/18/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 6/25/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 7/2/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 7/9/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 7/16/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 7/23/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 7/30/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 8/6/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 8/13/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 8/20/1905 p.17 (houses to be built on So. 58th & 59th Sts.)
TDL 9/17/1905 p.21 (permit for house in add.)
TDL 9/24/1905 p.21 (permit for house in add.)
TDL 12/10/1905 p.20 (permit for house in add.)
TDL 12/17/1905 p.20 (permit for house in add.)
TDL 1/14/1906 p.17 (ad featuring the poem "Ballad of Silas Brown" extolling the virtues of the add.)
TDL 11/4/1906 p.20 Sales nets $16,541 (sale of 198 lots)
TDL 8/9/1907 p.16 Many new additions find ready buyers
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 ...has advanced rapidly
TDL 9/29/1909 p.38 Immense fortunes made in Tacoma real estate
TDL 6/12/1910 Real Estate Edition

PARK AVE. NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol. VI p.45

PARK HEIGHTS
TDL 6/30/1907 p.25 Tacoma, the city of roses ... (il)

PARK PLACE
TNT 4/18/1993 p.H1 (ad, il)
TNT 10/31/1993 p.11 (ad, il)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.112 (ad)
TNT 11/20/1994 p.L15 (ad, il)

PARK PLACE ADD.
TDL 2/24/1889 p.8 (plat filed)

PARKER & TOPPING ADD.
TDL 9/27/1891 p.4 (mention)
TDL 12/29/1907 p.20 (ad) p.22 Sells 122 lots

PARKER COURTE
TNT 9/3/1995 p.115 (ad, il)

PARKER'S FIVE-ACRE TRACTS
TDL 8/28/1910 p.36 "Beaver Dam" tract brings fancy price

PARKLAND ADD.
TDL 1/4/1891 p.8 (ad)
PARKSIDE
TNT 4/19/1979 p.A12 Parkside development approved
TNT 5/1/1996 p.B3 Trees make "Scenic View Lane" a misnomer

PARKVIEW
TNT 2/8/1970 New home payments low at Parkview (sketch)
TNT 2/28/1971 p.A10 When home, sweet home turns sour (il)

PARKVIEW MANOR

PARKVIEW POINT (Partridge Glen)
TNT 7/22/1990 p.J1 (ad)
GTWY 8/15/1990 "Galaxy" show debuts Friday in Gig Harbor

PARTRIDGE GLEN
TNT 8/26/1990 p.H1 Steilacoom subdivision has small-town charm
TNT 9/18/1996 p.A25 Steilacoom annexation plan lagging

PAXTON & McMILLAN ADD.
-Platted in 1889 by J. Wilson
-113 lots
TDL 3/6/1927 p.E10 Tract in West End is showing much activity

PEAK AT NORTHSHORE

PEARSON'S 1st ADD.
TDL 12/31/1889 p.5 (plat filed)
TNT 1/16/1938 p.A7 New home construction in Stewart district

PEBBLE BEACH ESTATES (Fox Island)
GTWY 8/3/1994 Two lots taken from Fox housing project

PENTECOST & LAWLER ADD.
-Add. includes the "Woolsey Add."
TDL 9/27/1903 p.15 (ad)
TDL 3/19/1911 p.13 (ad) p.40 New subdivision awaits buyers
TDL 4/2/1911 p.9 (ad)
TDL 4/9/1911 p.44 (ad)
TDL 4/16/1911 p.31 (ad)
TDL 3/9/1913 p.22 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

PETERS ADD.
TDL 5/18/1890 p.5 (mention)

PETERS 2nd ADD.
TDL 4/7/1907 p.18 (ad)
TDL 6/9/1907 p.16 Many new additions find ready buyers

PHOENIX ADD.
TDL 9/11/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

PIERCE'S 1st ADD.
TDL 3/18/1889 p.5 (plat approved)
TDL 12/30/1889 p.4 West End activity
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 7/17/1890 p.6 Suing the City

PIONEER PLACE (Puyallup)
TNT 10/30/1994 p.A12 (ad)

PLEASANTVILLE
-Plat filed April 1890
979.77 Os5F p.11
PLUME'S 1st ADD.
TDL 3/4/1888 p.3

POE'S FIRCREST MEADOWS
979.778 0650 p.155

POINT DEFIANCE AREA
SEE: individual additions/areas
SEE: NORTH END
SEE: TPL Catalog/Clipping File

POINT DEFIANCE PARK ADD.
TDL 2/15/1890 p.3 New additions
TDL 11/21/1890 p.3,43,52 (ad)
TDL 11/28/1890 p.43 More platting to follow sale
TDL 12/12/1909 p.47 (ad)
TDL 12/26/1909 p.34 (ad)
TDL 1/2/1910 p.37,38 (ad,il)
TDL 3/13/1910 p.45 (ad)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.43 (ad) Like living in the park itself
TDL 6/12/1910 (ad)
TDL 10/23/1910 p.37 (ad)
TDL 10/30/1910 p.40 (ad)
TDL 11/6/1910 p.40 (ad)
TDL 11/13/1910 p.42 (ad)
TDL 11/20/1910 p.42 (ad)
TDL 3/3/1912 p.31 (replat approved)

PONDERS
-also known as Ponder, Ponder's Corner, Ponders Corner, Ponder's Station, Ponders Station
TDL 1/21/1923 p.B4 Plan to rebuild plant at Ponder; old building recently burned will be replaced by $25,000 structure (Ponder Ice Co.)
TDL 5/12/1929 p.D10 New Sunday school chapel for Ponder neighborhood (sketch by Sutton, Whitney & Dugan, arch.)
TNT 1/3/1945 p.1 (obituary of Amos F. Ponder)
TNT 5/27/1951 Mrs. Belle Ponder taken by death

PONDEROSA ESTATES (Bonney Lake)

PORTLAND AVE. 3rd ADD.
TNT 4/17/1962 Planners OKay development at Salishan

POWERS ADD.
TDL 9/26/1909 p.39 (ad)

PRAIRIE PARK ADD.
TDL 9/15/1888 p.5 (plat approved)

PRAIRIE RIDGE
TNT 8/25/1980 Prairie Ridge residents may look to vigilante action
TNT 3/29/1981 p.9 It's neighbor against neighbor in Prairie Ridge (il)
TNT 12/15/1982 Prairie Ridge folk seek to eliminate self-governing unit (il)

PRAIRIE SIDE
TDL 12/13/1889 p.3 Prairie Side items
TDL 1/1/1890 p.13 Prairie Side
PRESCOTT PARK
TDL 1/15/1889 p.4 A magnificent scheme afoot
TDL 1/18/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 1/22/1889 p.4
TDL 1/23/1889 p.8 (90 lots sold on first day of sales)
TDL 1/27/1889 p.3 (sales)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

PRESCOTT'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 2/1/1889 p.3 A new addition
TDL 2/12/1890 p.3 (a mill and new houses planned for add.)

PRICHARD'S 1st TIDELAND ADD.
TDL 10/24/1909 p.46 (ad)
TDL 10/31/1909 p.39 (ad)
TDL 11/7/1909 p.43 (ad)
TDL 11/14/1909 p.46 (ad)
TDL 11/21/1909 p.47 (ad)
TDL 12/5/1909 p.44 (ad)
TDL 12/12/1909 p.48 Tidelands in demand
TDL 11/9/1910 p.37 Contract to sell addition in 60 days (?)

PRICHARD'S 2nd TIDELAND ADD.
T.Tribune 12/3/1916 p.20 Tideland property sale is announced

PRIMLEY'S REPLAT

PRINCETON PLACE (Fircrest)
TNT 11/20/1994 p.K1 (ad,il)
TNT 11/19/1995 p.J1 (ad,il)

PROCTOR DISTRICT
SEE ALSO: individual additions
TDL 1/25/1925 p.E8 Proctor business district is index of city's growth (ill of area in 1911 and 1925)
TDL 8/26/1928 p.A5 North End pets vie for honors (ill)
TDL 5/26/1931 26th & Proctor Street bids for your business (ad)
TDL 10/22/1934 In the wake of Tacoma's 83 miles per hour hurricane (ill near No. 26th & Proctor St.)
TDL 10/31/1934 Parade feature tonight
TNT 12/3/1978 Proctor group forms a new association (Proctor Merchants Assoc.)
TNT 5/20/1993 Proctor Pride is key to resurgence
TNT 3/18/1995 Angels of commerce will be descending on Proctor District
T.Voice 7/4/1996 The district that Bill built; a look inside the world of Proctor (article on Bill Evans and the Proctor District)
287 P76Ep p.253,254 (ill of No. Proctor St.)
PROSPECT HILL
TDL 1/1/1890 (permit for house taken by F. F. Gray)
TDL 3/25/1900 p.9 All around Tacoma in early Spring
TDL 11/15/1903 p.19 Plat Prospect Hill (first street improvements in the area planned)
TDL 5/29/1904 p.19 (property owners support new road)
TDL 17/1/1906 p.16 Five new Prospect Hill residences (il)
TDL 1/28/1906 p.19 Building beginning to become active... (G.A. Morrison to arrange platting agreement among Prospect Hill property owners)
TDL 4/1/1906 p.17 (permit for two houses taken by F.F.Gray)
TDL 6/10/1906 p.18 (mention of a property owner's difficulty in obtaining a roadway to his property)
TDL 6/17/1906 p.7 City starts suit to open a new street; condemnation instituted for proposed Prospect Hill road
TDL 10/14/1906 p.21 (ad-house for sale in Prospect Hill)
TDL 12/27/1908 p.15 (mention)
TDL 9/26/1909 p.37 E.M. Badgerow (mention)
TDL 6/19/1910 p.44 (alley in Prospect Hill vacated)
TDL 7/3/1910 p.34 (five new houses built in Prospect Hill at a total cost of $50,000)
TDL 4/6/1913 p.3 (Orchard Rd. Ext. to be widened to 20 feet)
TDL 9/16/1934 p.812 (ad - house for sale - "the supreme experience in living")
TDL 5/23/1937 p.88 Gardens in Tacoma beautiful
TDL 9/28/1975 Prospect Hill's hospitable houses
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.36
917.97 W15 p.91 (mention)
917.972 Av3 p.10 (il)
917.972 N81 (il)
917.972 T11Ct p.18 (il)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.211 (mention)
979.72 T1258 (il)
City of Tacoma Ordinance #3063 (8/7/1907) (names streets in Prospect Hill)
City of Tacoma Ordinance #3248 (numbering bldgs. in Prospect Hill)

PROSPECT PARK ADD.
developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 7/12/1888 p.4 (plat submitted)
TDL 12/18/1889 p.2 (ad)
TDL 6/27/1891 p.4 Clearing Prospect Park

PROSPERITY ADD.
TDL 6/19/1910 p.46 Four new additions ready for market

PUGET PARK ADD.
developed by Allen C. Mason
TDL 11/20/1888 p.6 (plat filed)
TDL 11/21/1888 p.2 (ad)
TDL 6/16/1889 p.4 The effect of a tour of the North End
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 11/18/1906 p.19 Another fine residence district is attracting much attention (?)
979.72 H91 Vol. I p.476, 508; Vol. III p.355

PUGET PARK NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: NORTH END
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.31
REUTER'S 1ST TIDELAND ADD.
TDL 5/29/1910 p.40 (ad,map)

RIDGE (THE) (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 1/9/1991 p.A7 (ad,sketch)

RIDGECREST II (Puyallup)
TNT 12/27/1992 p.I1,I8 (ad)

RIDGEDALE ADD.
TDL 12/2/1888 p.3 Two new additions
TDL 7/7/1892 p.3 Looking at real estate (bear spotted in add.)
TDL 9/2/1892 p.16 (ad)
917.972 T37 p.186 Thompson Saw Mill
979.72 H91 Vol. II p.59

RIM AT DEER CREEK (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: DEER CREEK
TNT 5/7/1995 p.K32 (ad)
TNT 9/3/1995 p.128 (ad,il)

RIM AT SUNRISE
SEE ALSO: SUNRISE

RIVERFRONT
TNT 4/1/1995 p.H1 (ad)

RIVERWALK (Sumner)
TNT 10/24/1993 p.129 Crest Builders opens Riverwalk (il)
TNT 11/21/1993 p.J1 (ad,il)
TNT 1/15/1995 p.J1 (ad,il)
TNT 8/20/1995 p.J1 (ad,il)

ROBIN HOOD ESTATES
-developed by the S.L. Rowland Construction Co.
-"Dutch Colonial" homes with ceiling radiated heat
TNT 9/25/1960 Robin Hood Estates to open four homes

ROEDER'S ADD.
TDL 5/23/1909 p.43 (ad)
TDL 6/13/1909 p.38 (ad)
TDL 9/26/1909 p.48 (ad)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.43 (ad) p.44 Caters to railroad and factory workers

ROGERS RIDGE (Puyallup)
TNT 11/13/1996 p.B1 Faulty septic system may force South Hill families from homes

ROLLING HILLS
979.778 Os50 p.155
ROOSEVELT ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)

ROOSEVELT HEIGHTS
SEE ALSO: INDIAN ADD.
TDL 7/19/1914 p.19 City figuring on 7 miles of walks
TDL 11/25/1917 p.7 City should furnish tools for community war gardens, says Roosevelt Heights men
TDL 10/24/1928 p.14 Club celebrates paving opening (improvement of Grandview Ave.) (hard copy only)
TDL 5/25/1930 p.A6 Club proud of record in city
TDL 5/3/1931 p.A2 Roosevelt Heights plans big bon fire evening of May 8
TNT 1/14/1940 p.A10 New club house plans speeded

ROOSEVELT NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: EAST SIDE
SEE ALSO: MCKINLEY HILL
SEE ALSO: ROOSEVELT HEIGHTS
710.5 T110 Vol.VI

ROSE HILL (Puyallup)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.117 (ad,il)

ROSE PARK
TDL 6/9/1918 p.B5 (six houses started in add.)
TDL 7/14/1918 p.B5 Rose bushes planned for new addition
TDL 8/18/1918 p.B4 New addition in North End will have only modern houses

ROSE PRAIRIE
TNT 3/1/1992 p.H8 (ad)

ROSEDALE
TDL 6/12/1896 p.6 Advantages of Rosedale
TDL 1/27/1900 p.3 Shoot three black bears
TDL 10/6/1907 p.23 (real estate ad)
TDL 6/29/1913 p.6 Tacoma women are guests at Rosedale
TNL 10/22/1916 Home made thresher is used by Rosedale farmer (Jesse Foutch) (il)
Pacific Northwest Olympiad Magazine Feb. 1926 p.21 Natchaug – a pioneer educational project at Rosedale
GTWY 11/18/1966 Picnic and care of cemetery
GTWY 11/18/1981 Mrs. Eide: Rosedale's first lady
917.972 H22
979.778 AL72A

ROSEDALE FIVE-ACRE TRACTS
TDL 10/6/1907 p.23 (ad)

ROSEDALE RIDGE (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 12/13/1995 p.A10 Ruling: Developer can build wider road

ROSELAWN
TDL 1/15/1889 p.5 (ad) (?)
TDL 3/5/1891 p.5 Replating additions
TDL 9/26/1891 p.5 (plat filed)
TDL 7/11/1917 p.21 Addition disposed of (mentions that add. once proposed for site of county poor farm)
979.7 F39f p.9 (mention)
ROSS ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol. II p.308

ROSS 2nd ADD.
979.72 H91 Vol. II p.311

ROSTEDT'S SUBDIVISION
-plat filed Aug. 1891
979.77 Os5F p.12

RUSSELLWOOD (Bonney Lake)
TNT 7/7/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)
TNT 9/22/1996 p.MP17 (ad,il)

RUST ADD.
TDL 9/26/1909 p.47 Addition sells for $13,000
RUSTON
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 12/2/1890 No town of Swansea (incorporation effort fails)
TDL 10/3/1894 p.2 Still alarmed at Swansea (explosion danger from stored dynamite)
TDL 11/15/1894 p.5 Another meeting at Swansea
TDL 12/7/1894 p.3 Citizens of Swansea win
TDL 8/12/1906 p.5 Incorporate a new town
TDL 9/2/1906 p.12 Smelter citizens plan big meeting; women invited to Monday night gathering
TDL 10/14/1906 p.18 Ruston's first election takes place next Friday (il of candidates)
TDL 6/1/1908 p.22 Ruston is prospering (feature article) (il)
TDL 3/1/1913 p.1 $35,000 damage in Ruston fire
TDL 3/6/1913 p.1 (new hotel to be built by Pacific Brewing & Malting Co.)
TDL 9/14/1913 p.21 (new hotel completed)
TDL 11/15/1914 p.17 Another route to waterfront opened
TDL 12/6/1914 p.19 New Ruston bridge and tunnel entrance (il)
TDL 9/5/1915 p.2 Ruston's oldest house destroyed (fire destroys the Pierman Mansion, built c.1885)
TDL 2/5/1925 p.1 Ruston explosion is laid to irate women (local wives blow up suspected "beer joint")
TDL 8/5/1927 p.1 Smelter fuse parley held
TDL 10/30/1927 p.A6 Ruston looks to future
TDL 11/23/1927 Ruston looks to future
TDL 6/11/1933 p.B1 This policeman frowns on jail
TNT 9/5/1940 Dedicate Ruston hall
T.Times 3/19/1942 Ruston will pay for span in '43 (new concrete bridge on Winnifred St.)
TNT 6/17/1956 p.A12 Ruston's 759 make it little city within a city; "Rustics" claim clean town with low taxes (il)
TNT 1/21/1959 Ruston acts on peddlers (passes a "Green River Ordinance" regulating solicitors)
TNT 2/17/1959 Man charges "Gestapo trial" at Ruston
TNT 11/22/1960 Playfield progressing at Ruston
TNT 1/29/1966 Tiny Ruston facing new threat against its independent status
TNT 7/7/1971 Crusade launched to save landmark (old Kriilich Grocery)
TNT 9/8/1971 p.A4 Ruston continues its face-lifting
TNT 1/9/1977 Ruston: Memorial to a gifted man with vision
TNT 12/7/1977 p.B10 Election loser claims ballot was misplaced
TNT 9/21/1978 Charlie's the candy man for the children of Ruston
TNT 12/27/1980 Ruston - the town a smelter built (il)
TNT 11/19/1982 Retired mayor has his heart in Ruston (il of former mayor Owen Gallagher)
TNT 4/6/1982 p.A7 Ruston honors Gallagher name; street near smelter named for a leading citizen, ex-mayor Owen
TNT 6/27/1984 Smelter shutdown planned; 500 jobs will be lost at Asarco plant here
TNT 6/28/1984 Some fear company town may become Tacoma annex
TNT 10/22/1986 p.B1 Suit adds new wrinkle to old dispute in Ruston
TNT 11/20/1987 Asarco's 75 cent tax bill leaves Ruston short
TNT 1/18/1988 p.A1 Mayor of Ruston killed; friends fear mayor's "kind heart" led to tragedy
TNT 9/7/1988 Light at the end of the tunnel; Ruston would prefer to replace roadblock
TNT 4/23/1992 The best view in town; Asarco past, present and future
TNT 8/5/1992 Raging Ruston feud stems from tree cutting
TNT 1/18/1993 p.A1 Boom with a view; with elegant bow, Asarco stack goes down in smoke (il)
TNT 2/13/1994 p.H15 There was a boom in Ruston's real estate roots
TNT 12/12/1996 p.A1 Settlement from Asarco in mail soon ... lawsuit money for residents living near Tacoma's old copper smelter site
979.778 H628H Vol.1 p.81
979.778 Z42S
SAHM'S ADD.
TDL 12/30/1883 (107 out of 140 lots sold on first day of sales)

ST. ANGELO'S ADD.
TDL 5/6/1889 p.3 A fortune in land
TDL 12/31/1889 p.3 Henderson's musical well
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 3/10/1890 p.3 (ad)
TDL 11/5/1893 p.3 ...vacating of additions to the city

ST. CLEMANTINE ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.155

ST. LEO'S NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.40
SALISHAN
-federally funded war housing development constructed to provide shelter for defense workers during World War II
-Tacoma Housing Authority, builder
-Tacoma Architects Assoc., arch.
-partial plans at TPL (Sutton, Whitney & Dugan Coll. #22-W)
-curved line street plan
-named for the Salishan Indian tribes (Northwest Indians of the Salishan Language Group)
-opened to the first ten families 5/1/1943
-dedicated 2/20/1944
-converted into low income housing after the war ended
TNT 4/28/1942 Portland Ave. site definite
TNT 5/4/1942 County sells land to U.S.
TNT 7/22/1942 Salishan decision awaited
T.Times 7/23/1942 Will revise Salishan plans at once and call new bids
T.Times 10/3/1942 Charges his bid unopened
TNT 5/28/1942 Mass production housing (J.C. Boespflug Construction Co., contr.) (il under construction)
T.Times 1/19/1943 Good old red tape ties up war housing
T.Times 5/1/1943 Start moving into Salishan today
T.Times 8/13/1943 One-third of Salishan is occupied
T.Times 8/26/1943 Salishan Housing Project opens for war worker families (feature articles) (il)
TNT 2/26/1944 Rite today at Salishan
T.Times 9/26/1944 Salishan talent show Wednesday
T.Times 1/23/1949 p.36 Salishan represents lesson in enterprise and thinking
TNT 1/31/1951 200 homes at Salishan thaw out frozen pipes
TNT 1/28/1954 Hearing on Salishan housing draws crowd
T.Star 2/21/1953 Sale of 700 Salishan units approved by city
TNT 12/5/1954 City agency buys third of Salishan; Tacoma Housing Authority takes over 512 units ...
TNT 4/17/1962 Planners Okay development at Salishan
TNT 10/13/1968 Like Phoenix, Salishan Youth Center rises from the ashes
TNT 7/3/1969 Salishan project gets federal grant
TNT 6/12/1975 City to renovate Salishan housing
TNT 6/15/1978 Salishan residents protest dogs
TNT 6/29/1978 Salishan, officials, to meet
TNT 6/28/1979 "T Street Gulch" group target (il)
TNT 5/7/1908 p.6 Salishan center faces cutback
TNT 5/28/1982 Board threatens Salishan evictions
TNT 11/11/1988 Salishan striving for quieter times
TNT 11/18/1992 Salishan mural is a window to East Side pride (il)
TNT 5/31/1995 p.B1 Historic listing proposed for Salishan
TNT 4/29/1996 p.B1 Renovations putting a new face on Salishan (il)
TNT 8/24/1996 p.C9 Public housing center opens (Family Investment Center)
TNT 9/7/1996 p.B1 Public housing demolition plan Ok'd
331.83 C12T
331.83 R299R
331.83 T11A
331.83 T88S
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.50
720.28 Su87A
979.72 T114Sh
979.778 SH9S
SALMON BEACH
-area home to fishing shacks, beach cottages and waterfront residences since the turn of the century
-land titles disputed in court battles during the 1940s and 1950s
-major landslides in 1919, 1933, 1949, 1951, 1972
-Salmon Beach Improvement Club organized in Apr. 1949
-district added to the Washington State Register of Historic Places in Nov. 1977
-Cabin No. 97 added to the National Register of Historic Place in Dec. 1977
-land purchased by residents in 1977
-additional land owned by the Metropolitan Park District sold to residents in 1985

SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TNT 8/11/1907 p.33 The Narrows (feature article) (il)
TNT 3/5/1923 p.1 Mrs. Luvina Hause, Salmon Beach resident, tells thrilling stories of almost daily battles with octopus
TDL 4/4/1926 Destroy big still on beach
TNT 4/17/1949 p.A1 Disaster narrowly misses Salmon Beach (il after landslide)
TNT 4/20/1949 p.A1 Families must quit beach
TNT 4/21/1949 p.A1 No forced removal planned; state has no right to compel evacuation of folks at Salmon Beach (il)
TNT 4/29/1949 Delay moving beach cottage
TNT 2/11/1951 Slide damaged Salmon Beach homes looted (il)
TNT 2/5/1953 Heavy toll taken by fire at Salmon Beach (il)
TNT 3/21/1954 Salmon Beach "city" up for auction; "What about us?" irked dwellers ask (il)
TNT 6/6/1955 Salmon Beach sale delayed
TNT 9/17/1958 Salmon Beach ruling upheld
Seattle P.I. 5/24/1969 Remote Salmon Beach; a seaside sub-city on Tacoma's shore (il)
TNT 1/13/1974 p.F9 Salmon Beach --- a fearless community survives (il)
TNT 2/2/1975 Salmon Beach history is hobby of one of its residents (Roger Cushman Edwards)
TNT 5/4/1975 Salmon Beach honors 4 men
TNT 6/8/1975 Salmon Beach photo legacy (il)
TNT 6/12/1976 Salmon Beach; a special place (il)
TNT 10/6/1977 Salmon Beach homeowners get land
TNT 10/31/1978 Salmon Beach folk mobilize for battle (opposition to proposed subdivision south of Point Defiance Park)
TNT 12/12/1978 Salmon Beach raided; drugs police target
Seattle P.I. 5/20/1979 New life on an old beach (il)
TNT 11/9/1979 Beer foam christens Salmon Beach park (dedication of Richard Harkness Memorial Mini-Park) (il)
TNT 4/8/1982 $100 reward posted for return of plaque
TNT 7/10/1983 Beach cabin; from the begining, Salmon Beach has been a haven for individuality (il)
Northwest Edition Dec. 1984 p.46 Salmon Beach; isolation surrounded by a city (il)
TNT 12/11/1984 Beach dwellers to realize a dream; park board OKs sale of Salmon Beach land
TNT 7/22/1985 Memories: Reunion at Salmon Beach triggers them
TNT 11/17/1985 p.82 Salmon Beach sewer system: out with the tide
TCC Collegiate Challenge 5/22/1986 p.4 Salmon Beach is visited by few
TNT 12/14/1987 Council votes for sewage study
TNT 10/9/1988 From tidal pool to cesspool
TNT 9/13/1989 Salmon Beach sewers may be on way at last
TNT 3/10/1990 The Beachers; civilization closes in on Salmon Beach (il)
TNT 7/25/1990 Salmon Beach sewers Ok'd (il)
Foss Tow Bitts Aug. 1990 p.4 Delivery; Foss tug and barge deliver equipment, supplies for sewer system (il)
(Continued next page)
SALMON BEACH  (Continued)
TNT 11/27/1991 Salmon Beach sewers moving after cliffhanger delay
TNT 2/24/1996 p.83 US West will fix Salmon Beach phones ... someday
TNT 12/28/1996 p.82 Propane-caused fire destroys home
333.7 SA35S
386 F112S p.168 (il)
979.778 N316N p.34,35

SALTER'S 1st ADD. TO STEILACOOM
TDL 8/25/1891 p.5 (plat filed)

SAMSON PLACE

SANDER'S ACRE TRACTS
TDL 11/28/1909 p.43 New suburban plat

SAWYER & BOWEN ADD.
TDL 2/5/1888 p.4 New additions
TDL 2/7/1888 p.8 (ad)

SAWYER'S ADD.
TDL 8/9/1888 p.8 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

SAWYER'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 2/8/1889 p.7 (plat filed)

SCANDIA HEIGHTS (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 4/27/1994 Spring Home Tour

SCAVERN'S ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

SCENIC VIEW HEIGHTS
TNT 1/13/1959 Dash Point area annexed
SCHOOL LAND 1st ADD.
TDL 9/26/1889 p.5 The capture of sixteen
TDL 12/31/1889 p.3 Gold in section sixteen
TDL 7/14/1890 p.5 In section sixteen
TDL 7/24/1890 p.3 On that gold mine
TDL 7/25/1890 p.4 Evidently a suicide
TDL 8/10/1890 p.11 That school section
TDL 9/10/1890 p.4 Section sixteen
TDL 10/16/1890 He got cold comfort (court ruling)
TDL 11/19/1890 p.3 Got a bargain (timber sales)
TDL 1/7/1893 p.5 Worth five million (claimant McBride wins court case over mining claim)
TDL 1/10/2893 p.5 Was the mine salted?
TDL 1/28/1893 P.5 (McBride sells claim for $10,000)
TDL 9/2/1894 p.5 Section sixteen examined
TDL 9/7/1894 p.1 McBride needed salt
TDL 11/18/1894 p.1 Ruled in McBride's favor
TDL 2/13/1895 p.5 Says little gold was found
TDL 3/6/1895 p.3 Filing on section sixteen
TDL 6/27/1895 p.3 Another test is ordered
TDL 7/28/1895 p.5 Prospector's final work
TDL 7/30/1895 p.1 McBride et al, knocked out
TDL 1/11/1896 p.1 School section sixteen safe
TDL 8/28/1897 p.1 McBride case settled
TDL 10/22/1897 p.5 Lease of school lands
TDL 3/23/1899 p.8 To plat school sections
TDL 10/15/1899 p.5 School land for lease (plat filed)
TDL 11/4/1899 p.7 Bridges act will menace to city (health concerns over platting of add.)
TDL 11/9/1899 p.8 Bridges plat
TDL 11/11/1899 p.6 Leases would be dangerous to the city
TDL 11/14/99 p.5 State law may yet block Bridges plan
TDL 11/15/1899 p.3 To be offered for lease
TDL 11/18/1899 p.3 Bridges made to stop
TDL 12/20/1899 p.3 City loses its pure water fight
TDL 12/28/1899 p.8 Will not lease the Tacoma school land
TDL 12/31/1899 p.11 Only squatters ask for school lands

SCHOOL LAND 2nd ADD.
TDL 3/23/1899 p.8 To plat school sections
TDL 11/2/1899 p.3 Intends to plat the land
TDL 1/18/1900 p.3 Want the city to buy (proposed for a park)
TDL 1/24/1900 p.4 Wishes city to buy school land (proposed by the Chamber of Commerce)
TDL 4/8/1900 p.3 To confer with Bridges
TDL 5/7/1900 p.5 Plan is formed for a boulevard
TDL 11/30/1913 p.21 Moderate-priced homes make building hum in North End
TDL 2/15/1914 p.22 Plan new North End water mains
TNT 8/2/1939 p.8 (Gunnar Dahlquist purchases block 239, to build)

SEA SHORE ADD.
TDL 10/24/1926 p. E10 Titlow's West End dream comes true (mention)

SEA VIEW ADD.
TDL 8/19/1888 p. 4 (mention)
TDL 5/23/1920 p.A10 (auction sale of 89 lots)

SEACALL
TNT 3/1/1992 p.H9 (ad)
TNT 3/29/1992 p.19 (ad)
TNT 7/5/1992 p.11 (ad,il)
TNT 11/1/1992 p.11 (ad,il)

SEAVIEW ESTATES (University Place)
TNT 7/9/1995 p.H19 (ad,il)
TNT 2/4/1996 p.H17 (ad,il)
SEAVIEW PARK SEE: GILL'S SEAVIEW PARK

SEELEY & CO.'S 1st TIDELAND ADD.
TDL 12/5/1909 p.43 (ad)
TDL 12/12/1909 p.46 (ad)

SEMINARY DISTRICT
SEE: STADIUM-SEMINARY HISTORIC DISTRICT

SHAW TRACTS
TDL 5/27/1928 p.E2 (ad)

SHERIDAN GARDEN TRACTS
TDL 4/30/1916 p.16 (ad)

SHERIDAN PLACE
TNT 1/30/1994 p.J1,J21 (ad,il)
TNT 10/3/1993 p.128 captures MAME "best product"
TNT 10/24/1993 p.125 (ad,il)
TNT 11/21/1993 p.J1,J21 (ad,il)
TNT 11/7/1994 p.113 (ad,il)
TNT 11/7/1994 p.110 (ad,il)
TNT 11/13/1994 p.11,112 (ad,il)
TNT 2/5/1995 p.115 (ad,il)
TNT 6/11/1995 p.113 (ad,il)
TNT 7/9/1995 p.H22 (ad,il)
TNT 10/15/1995 p.115 (ad,il)
TNT 10/2/1995 p.114 (ad,il)
TNT 2/18/1996 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 5/21/1996 p.NH1 (ad,il)
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP11 (ad,il)
TNT 11/3/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)

SHISSLERVILLE
TDL 2/8/1885 p.4 Shisslerville - the Oakland of the Sound

SHERIDAN PLACE
TNT 1/30/1994 p.H20 (ad)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP14 (ad)

SHISSLERVILLE
TDL 2/8/1885 p.4 Shisslerville - the Oakland of the Sound

R.D. SHUTT ADD.
TDL 6/10/1906 p.19

SILVER BEACH ADD. (Steilacoom)
T.Morning Globe 6/1/1889 (ad,sketch)

SILVERWOOD AT SUNRISE (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: SUNRISE
TNT 6/13/1993 p.H14 (ad)
TNT 6/27/1993 p.125 (ad,il)
TNT 7/16/1993 p.113 (ad,il)
TNT 10/3/1993 p.128 captures MAME "best product"
TNT 10/24/1993 p.125 (ad,il)
TNT 11/21/1993 p.J1,J21 (ad,il)
TNT 11/7/1994 p.113 (ad,il)
TNT 11/7/1994 p.110 (ad,il)
TNT 11/13/1994 p.11,112 (ad,il)
TNT 2/5/1995 p.115 (ad,il)
TNT 6/11/1995 p.113 (ad,il)
TNT 7/9/1995 p.H22 (ad,il)
TNT 10/15/1995 p.115 (ad,il)
TNT 10/2/1995 p.114 (ad,il)
TNT 2/18/1996 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 5/21/1996 p.NH1 (ad,il)
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP11 (ad,il)
TNT 11/3/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)

SIXTH AVE. BUNGALOW PARK
TDL 4/7/1912 p.33 $33,000 deal made in Tacoma acreage
TDL 10/20/1912 p.15 (ad)
TDL 2/9/1913 p.15 (ad)
TDL 3/9/1913 p. 18 (ad)
TDL 3/16/1913 p.15 (ad)
TDL 5/4/1913 p.18 (ad)
TDL 5/18/1913 p.19 (ad)
TDL 7/6/1913 p.15 (ad)
SIXTH AVE. DISTRICT
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: WEST END
TDL 12/30/1889 p.4 West End activity
TDL 10/6/1890 p.5 In the suburbs
TDL 11/6/1890 p.3 Over the new line
TDL 11/7/1890 p.5 Wants it Sixth Avenue
TDL 3/2/1892 p.7 Didn't deed the land
TDL 11/19/1905 p.9 Seattle parties are buying Sixth Avenue property (describes growth of West End)
TDL 9/20/1908 p.42 Much interest is evidenced in West End
TDL 5/15/1910 p.43 Water to water boulevard starts metamorphosis of entire West End
TDL 11/16/1913 p.5 Car line on Sixth Avenue is demanded
TDL 2/20/1914 Out today to cut Christmas trees (Sixth Ave. popular site for cutting your own tree)
TDL 10/22/1922 p.B2 Sixth Avenue has rapid development
TDL 3/30/1924 p.E10 "Loop" lots are on sale
TDL 11/2/1924 p.E8 District has rapid growth
TDL 11/12/1924 p.E9 Sixth Avenue gets another home project
TDL 10/10/1926 p.E10 Sixth & Proctor building is active
TDL 7/29/1928 p.E8 West End corner 40 years ago and today (il at Oakes St.)
TDL 2/13/1934 p.5 (il of Sixth Ave. Businessmen's Club)
TNT 8/27/1937 p.7 Sixth Ave. district is stepping ahead (il)
TNT 12/3/1937 p.9 Many factors aid 6th Ave. district (il)
TNT 9/2/1938 p.9 Scene shows active community (il near Pine St.)
TNT 10/25/1938 p.14,14 Sixth Avenue district joins in celebration of Narrows Bridge (il)
TNT 12/7/1938 p.5 Avenue ready for Christmas rush (il)
TNT 12/8/1939 p.13 Sixth Avenue merchants are ready ... (il)
TNT 4/25/1939 p.7 They worked for Narrows Bridge (il of Sixth Ave. Businessmen's Club)
TNT 7/19/1939 p.31 Sixth Avenue invites bridge spectators (il)
TNT 2/11/1940 p.A1 Bergersen planning Narrows boulevard (il)
TNT 2/27/1940 Sixth Avenue backs plans for Narrows Bridge (aerial il)
TNT 4/30/1940 p.7 Sixth Avenue merchants looking forward to reconditioning of district's "artery"
TNT 7/1/1940 p.7 Sixth Avenue, artery to Narrows, gaily decorated for opening of big span
TNT 4/22/1941 p.21 The crooked made straight (il)
TNT 4/25/1941 p.20 Straighten Sixth Ave.
TNT 7/30/1941 p.41 Sixth Ave. club backs new Narrows span
TNT 9/30/1941 p.11 Before and after (il near Pine St.)
TNT 10/3/1941 p.11 It's a big milestone for Sixth Avenue (il)
TNT 12/6/1941 p.15 District prepared for Christmas rush (il)
TNT 11/17/1953 (Fred C. Diamond elected president of the newly organized Greater Sixth Avenue)
TNT 6/30/1964 Sixth Avenue sale to mark state birthday (il)
TNT 2/7/1980 p.A6 Sixth Avenue shops defy the currents of time
TNT 5/21/1992 p.C1 New UPS study on Sixth Avenue offers some lessons for all
TNT 5/30/1992 p.B4 UPS study of Sixth Avenue doesn't tell the whole story
TNT 6/13/1992 p.B6 Sixth Avenue upgrades
TNT 5/18/1993 Sixth Avenue/University District; vow to beat blight on Sixth Avenue
TNT 10/31/1995 p.C1 Young go-getters are dressing up Tacoma's Sixth Avenue
287 P76Ep p.250,251,252,257
307.76 SI98S
979.778 T119TV p.49 Sixth and Proctor; the end of the line p.87 Along Sixth Avenue from Steele Street to Pine
SIXTH AVE. PARK
TDL 9/13/1903 p.10 (ad)

SIXTY-SIXTH AVE. ESTATES
TNT 1/15/1995 p.11 (ad, il)

SKOOG'S ADD.
979.778 Os50 P.155

SKYLINE AREA
TNT 8/16/1954 Skyline group to clear for playground
710.5 1110 Vol.VI p.34

SKYLINE TERRACE
TNT 3/11/1956 Hundreds of homes to be built in West End (aerial il)

SMITH & DENTON ADD.
TDL 5/20/1888 p.4 (corrected plat submitted)

SMITH & FIFE ADD.
TDL 7/27/1884 (ad)
TDL 9/5/1888 p.5 (land dispute over add.)
TDL 4/9/1890 p.2 Indignant citizen's petition
TDL 8/7/1890 p.3 The old Carr-Fife case
TDL 11/22/1890 p.4 A celebrated case
TDL 11/23/1890 p.7 Still on trial (rumor of add. being reopened to settlers causes flood of squatters to add.)
TDL 11/24/1890 p.4 Pouncing on the squatters
TDL 11/28/1890 p.7 Resisting arrest
TDL 1/1/1891 p.13 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/28/1891 p.4 Squatters unite (form the Lincoln Park Townsite Assoc.)
TDL 9/27/1891 p.3 Squatters must get out
TDL 10/7/1891 p.5 The squatters case
TDL 10/18/1891 p.3 Squatters must go
TDL 10/24/1891 p. Squatters raising sinews of war
TDL 10/25/1891 p.3 The Smith-Fife case
TDL 1/24/1892 p.5 Restitution granted
TDL 12/28/1892 p.3 Squatters must go (court ruling)
TDL 4/7/1896 p.8 Squatters are organizing
TDL 9/20/1900 p.7 An old case again in court
TDL 6/26/1904 p.19 Will be placed on the market p.20 (ad)
TDL 5/28/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 9/23/1906 p.21 (ad)
TDL 9/30/1906 p.20 (ad, map)
TDL 1/6/1907 p.21 (ad, map)
TDL 1/27/1907 p.21 (ad, map)
TDL 6/9/1907 p. 21 (ad)
979.72 H91 Vol.II p.52; Vol.III p.329

SMITH & ROOT'S 1st ADD.
TDL 12/30/1888 P.4 (plat submitted)
TDL 2/19/1889 p.3 (plat filed)
TDL 7/31/1927 p.8B (mention that add. was first platted by Mrs. Matilda McNeil)

SMITH, ROOT & JORDAN'S TACOMA AVE. ADD
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.) (?)

SMITH'S ADD.
TDL 10/19/1888 p.6 One more addition
917.972 T11Cts p.56
SNAKE LAKE NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.42

SOUNDVIEW ADD.
-engineered by L.A. Nicholson & Sons
-390 lots
TNT 5/2/1939 p.19 (ad)
T.Times 5/13/1939 p.5 Building starts in Soundview Addition
TNT 5/14/1939 p.A8 Begin building at Soundview p.B14 (ad)
TNT 5/21/1939 p.A8 Many sales at Soundview
TNT 5/24/1939 p.31 (ad)
TNT 5/28/1939 p.B12 (ad) (includes list of purchasers)
TNT 7/30/1939 p.B14 (ad) (il of house in add. under construction)
TNT 8/27/1939 p.B14 (ad) (il of house in add. under construction)
TNT 10/29/1939 p.B1 Sound suburban homes under construction (il of
first house build in Soundview for E.F. Taylor)
TNT 12/10/1939 p.A8 Contest winners are announced (il)
TNT 12/13/1939 p.6 Essay contest comes to end
TNT 3/17/1940 p.A9 (il of three houses in add. under construction)
T.Times 5/11/1940 Seven new Soundview homes open for inspection
Sunday (il)
TNT 9/22/1940 p.B14 (ad) (il of house in add. for sale)
TNT 3/30/1941 p.A17 Soundview agents now; Comfort & Davis appointed
by Tacoma Improvement Co. p.B17 (ad)
TNT 4/13/1941 p.9 New homes for Soundview Add. p.B16 (ad)
TNT 8/24/1941 p.B12 (ad)
TNT 11/9/1941 p.B16 (il of house in add. for sale)

SOUTH COTTAGE PLACE
TDL 9/6/1891 p.5 (ad)

SOUTH CREEK ESTATES
TNT 2/18/1990 p.61 (ad)

SOUTH END
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: LINCOLN DISTRICT, SOUTH TACOMA
TDL 5/25/1890 p.12 in southern suburbs
TNT 9/19/1958 Tacoma neighborhood proud of improvement; ceremonies
complete paving project (il)
TNT 12/25/1977 p.A12 South End residents request neighborhood
council funds
TNT 8/13/1978 Work starts on $500,000 center (new South End
Neighborhood Center)
TNT 8/17/1978 Survey to probe South End needs
TNT 12/20/1981 p.63 A South End neighborhood's uneasy truce;
residents keep wary eye on encroachment of businesses
352.007 L475G p.9
979.778 N316W p.24

SOUTH END GARDENS
TDL 4/9/1905 p.20 (ad)
TDL 5/7/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 5/21/1905 p.20 Plat now filed
TDN 5/5/1905 p.20 Acreage in demand
SOUTH PARK ADD.
TDL 1/25/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 1/29/1889 p.5 (sales)
TDL 2/27/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 8/3/1901 p.5 (part of add. vacated)

SOUTH PARK AVE. ADD
TDL 3/1/1891 p.5 (ad)

SOUTH SIDE ADD.
TDL 2/19/1893 p.5 Money in Tacoma lots
TDL 2/26/1899 p.6 350 lots sold in one addition
TDL 6/17/1899 p.5 Many building new homes
TDL 6/25/1905 p.21 (ad)
TDL 7/29/1906 p.20 (permit for two houses in add. by R.C. Oeder, builder and R.S. Tuttle, contr.)
TDL 6/9/1907 p.16 Many new additions find ready buyers
SOUTH TACOMA
-originally known both as Edison (the name chosen by the
Northern Pacific Railroad) and Excelsior (the name chosen
by the post office)
-most local residents preferred "South Tacoma", which
eventually prevailed
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 4/26/1890 p.5 To be built at the edge of the prairie (new
Northern Pacific Car Shops)
TDL 7/6/1890 p.3 At the new car shops
TDL 5/30/1891 p.5 Edison sayings (mention of name controversy)
TDL 6/16/1891 p.4 Edison
TDL 8/9/1891 p.6 Excelsior Park Land Co. (ad)
TDL 9/27/1891 p.4 Fire in the furnaces
TDL 10/14/1891 p.3 At the Edison shops
TDL 10/17/1891 p.3 Building boom at Edison
TDL 11/1/1891 p.3 (grand opening of the Northern Pacific Car Shops)
TDL 12/18/1891 p.5 Mammoth house warming
TDL 5/3/1892 p.5 The first car built
TDL 11/13/1895 It is South Tacoma now (official name change)
TDL 3/7/1899 p.5 Home titles are at stake
TDL 11/9/1899 p.8 Drain South Tacoma pond
TDL 11/23/1899 p.3 Will drain the big South Tacoma pond
TDL 4/1/1906 p.25 South Tacoma owes much to its progressive
improvement club
TDL 2/18/1912 p.40 Part of South Tacoma's main street ... (il)
T.Tribune 5/10/1914 p.86 Development of South Tacoma slow but
sure (il)
T.Times 6/16/1920
TDL 10/20/1923 p.12 Plan permanent home for fair
TDL 2/11/1926 p.10 Names of streets are changed here (Edison Ave.
becomes South Tacoma Way) (So. Union Ave. was changed to
South Tacoma Way in 1931)
TDL 3/14/1926 p.61 Recalls early days near South Tacoma
TDL 5/16/1926 p.46 Couple married at public ceremony
TDL 6/30/1926 Official opening of South Tacoma Way celebrated
Tuesday (il)
TNT 4/27/1927 p.6 Old and new in South Tacoma residences (il)
TDL 3/6/1928 Trunk sewers and route of highway are bond problems
TDL 6/24/1928 p.7 South Tacomans uniting efforts on development
TDL 7/1/1928 p.8 (il of South Tacoma Way in 1908 and 1928)
TDL 7/18/1928 Hundreds of autos in parade; Union Avenue dedication
this morning
TDL 4/30/1929 South Tacoma boosts sewer
TDL 1/12/1930 p.48 Realtors back park plan for South Tacoma
T.Times 11/7/1930 Garland tells plans for making swamp into park
TDL 4/8/1934 p.88 Improvement in So. Tacoma
TDL 5/29/1934 p.86 Ten years of progress in South Tacoma
TDL 2/27/1935 p.1 Bird sanctuary hopes center here (il of the
South Tacoma Swamp)
TDL 6/9/1935 So. Tacoma car parking fight grows
South Tacoma Star 4/17/1936 Griffin Wheel Co. foundry was here
before N P Shops
South Tacoma Star 4/24/1936 South Tacoma once served by street
railway branch
South Tacoma Star 5/8/1936 Growth of pioneer firms in South Tacoma
related
T.Times 7/9/1936 After many years
TNT 2/9/1938 p.1 New bus service Sunday (street cars replaced on
South Tacoma line)
(Continued next page)
SOUTH TACOMA  (Continued)
TNT 4/30/1940 p.8 Active civic organizations aid expansion of growing South Tacoma community
TNT 7/1/1940 p.B6 South Tacoma joins in celebration opening Narrows Bridge and McChord Field
TNT 1/26/1941 p.1 One bottleneck soon to go; traffic "islands" at Seven Mile House explained (il)
TNT 4/22/1941 p.10 Business booming (il)
TNT 7/30/1941 p.15 Growing community continues progress (il)
T.Times 8/27/1941 Activity in South End finds district meeting challenge ... rapidly growing trade
TNT 2/2/1943 Tells of early days in Edison, now South Tacoma
T.Times 1/29/1945 South Tacoma Swamp to be cleaned up; warning given
T.Times 2/16/1945 Swamp dump cleaning up is near end
TNT 3/31/1946 "Serve Yourself" ends bad bottleneck (Improvements at So. 38th St. & South Tacoma Way) (map)
T.Times 10/2/1946 Industry looks to continued growth of South Tacoma Way
T.Times 12/10/1947 South Side growth has been steady
South Tacoma Star 2/23/1950 Expansion Edition sets new record; largest Star in history traces district's growth (il)
South Tacoma Star 12/4/1952 South Tacoma to have yule lights
TNT 7/7/1954 p.B,9 Gay days are back (grand opening of the new Cable Car Room at Steve's Gay '50s Restaurant)
TNT 6/10/1959 p.012 Baskets of blooms hung in South Tacoma (il)
TNT 12/20/1959 p.810 Stroll down memory lane; barber fought price of mortarmuy plunge
TNT 5/8/1962 South Tacoma has long interesting history
TNT 11/30/1962 p.12 South Tacoma stores face bright future
TNT 7/18/1963 Excelsior! South Tacoma still keeps growing
TNT 7/15/1967 NP to close shops here "temporarily" (shops closed in 1978 after the Northern Pacific merged into the Burlington Northern Railroad)
TNT 11/15/1970 Bank, business park under construction
TNT 10/3/1975 Old railroad shops go tumbling (il)
TNT 2/6/1977 p.A3 End of an era for Steve and South Tacoma
T.Review 5/23/1978 South Tacoma was a haven for youthful appetites
T.Review 6/20/1978 Don't miss the fun in South Tacoma (third annual South Tacoma Fun Days)
T.Review 6/27/1978 South Tacoma fun (il)
TNT 8/13/1978 Work starts on $500,000 center (new South End Neighborhood Center)
TNT 8/17/1978 Survey to probe South End needs
T.Review 8/18/1978 Feds, local funds give boost to South Tacoma
T.Review 12/24/1978 Neighborhood fix-up set in South Tacoma
T.Review 3/22/1979 Feasibility study due in South Tacoma
TNT 3/28/1979 S. Tacoma business seeks ideas
T.Review 4/5/1979 Ceremony opens So. Tacoma study
TNT 6/29/1979 South Tacoma eyes revitalization plans
TNT 10/12/1980 South Tacoma renewal project ready to roll (sketch)
TNT 3/7/1982 Hearing to focus on South Tacoma land use
TNT 7/14/1982 South Tacoma Streetscape project to start ...
TNT 7/17/1982 South Tacoma Way spruces up
TNT 7/18/1982 p.E7 South Tacoma gives signs of tidying its act (il)
TNT 11/24/1982 South Tacoma residents organize to have voice in future of their area
TNT 4/27/1983 South Tacoma Streetscape dedication set
TNT 5/1/1983 p.E5 South Tacoma's new face looks ahead toward brighter future (il)
TNT 10/11/1987 p.11 South Tacoma embraces tradition
(Continued next page)
SOUTH TACOMA (Continued)
TNT 12/17/1991 p.82 Steve Pease, "Mayor of South Tacoma", dead
at 84
P.C. Business Examiner 1/23/1995 p.5 South Tacoma - waiting for
business leadership for next century (il)
333.7 T11STP
333.7 T11STP2
333.7 T11STT
355.4 R141PP
367 SO87S
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.41
979.72 B45
979.72 H91 Vol.II p.8
979.72 SO87S
979.778 H628H Vol.1 p.79,82
979.778 N123M
979.778 N316N p.20

SOUTH TACOMA ACRES
TNT 1/23/1947 South Tacoma Acres sale set for April 23

SOUTH TACOMA ADD.
TDL 8/10/1884 A wild cat addition
TDL 8/14/1888 p.8 (plat filed)

SOUTH TACOMA GARDENS
TDL 4/1/1906 p.20 (ad)
TDL 9/2/1906 p.2 (ad, map)
TDL 9/23/1906 p.19 (sales)
TDL 10/7/1906 p.9 (ad, map)

SOUTHEAST TACOMA ADD.
TDL 2/19/1888 p.5
TDL 10/18/1888 p. A plat of Southeast Tacoma

SOUTHWEST TACOMA ADD.
TDL 7/18/1895 p.5 Vacated the plat

SPENCER'S 1st ADD. (Puyallup)
TDL 11/27/1890 p.10

SPINNING'S ADD.
TDL 9/16/1888 p.1 (title dispute)

SPOONER'S ACRE TRACTS
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
SPRINGFIELD ESTATES (Key Peninsula)
- Wauna area
- developed by R.C. Barrett Development
- "gated community"
- also known as Springfield Terrace
TNT 12/12/1993 p.H1 (ad, il)

SPRINGFIELD TERRACE
SEE: SPRINGFIELD ESTATES

SPRINGTREE (Gig Harbor)
TNT 8/21/1994 p.11 (ad, il)

SPRINGWOOD (Graham)
TNT 5/22/1994 p.113 (ad)
TNT 2/12/1995 p.H1,H12 (ad, il)
TNT 2/19/1995 p.115 (ad)
TNT 7/16/1995 p.15 (ad, il)

SQUIRE'S SUBDIVISION
TDL 9/15/1888 p.5 (plat recorded)

STACY'S ADD.
TDL 7/3/1887 p.4 (ad) p.5 (mention)
TDL 3/18/1889 p.5 (plat approved)
TDL 3/22/1889 p.4 (ad)

STADIUM-SEMINARY HISTORIC DISTRICT
- added to National Register of Historic Places 5/26/1977
TDL 6/10/1888 p.4 Buckley's Hill
TDL 6/29/1907 p.23 Improvements in North End residence district
TDL 12/24/1911 p.25 Filling gulch to form street (il)
TDL 3/10/1912 p.37 Close-in section develops rapidly
TDL 11/25/1928 p.88 Seminary area growing fast
T.Times 3/27/1949 Stadium District shows unusually large growth; Stores offering plenty of variety for shoppers
TNT 3/3/1973 Old Tacoma preservers organize
TNT 4/18/1976 Historic district is alive and well
TNT 6/21/1989 Tacoma's golden oldie; Stadium area serving up a mix of history and spirit (il)
TNT 5/19/1993 Tacoma offers Stadium District a hand its search for feet
TNT 11/2/1995 p.D8 Stadium District gets boost from benefits, businesses (mention of new historical mural on No. Tacoma Ave.)
TNT 7/3/1996 p.B3 Stadium "Minuteman" to end watch; newsletter knits neighborhood with gossip, cautions
352.007 L476G p.8
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.36

STANDARD ADD.
TDL 9/2/1909 p. 38 Immense fortunes made in Tacoma real estate...
TDL 6/12/1910 Real Estate Edition

STANLEY NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.39

STARR ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

STEELE'S ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
STERLING ADD.
TDL 6/6/1909 p.38 Plat is approved
TDL 7/11/1909 p.36 (ad)
TDL 7/28/1918 p.84 New addition put on market

STEWART HEIGHTS
TDL 2/4/1934 p.810 (ad - lots for sale by the Subsistence Homestead Co.)
TDL 3/11/1934 p.87 Briggs Company new tract agent
TNT 5/2/1936 p.5 This homesite is free! (lot to be given away at So. 56th & A St.) (il)
TDL 5/3/1936 p.88 Contests to create interest (il)
TNT 8/7/1938 p.12 Haas acquires subdivision
TNT 10/1/1939 p.9 To build 30 modern homes (Frank Gratias to build)
TNT 11/5/1939 p.88 Begin huge building project (Geo. T. Rauh to build ten new houses)
TNT 5/2/1939 p.82 (ad)

STEWART NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: STEWART HEIGHTS
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.47

STONEBRIAR AT OAKBROOK
TNT 6/27/1993 p.117 (ad,il)
TNT 9/5/1993 p.H1 (ad,il)

STONEGATE (Puyallup)
TNT 10/15/1995 p.16 One of Puyallup's newest neighborhoods (il)
TNT 1/21/1996 p.113 (ad,il)
TNT 3/10/1996 p.M15 (ad,il) p.MP28 (ad,il)
TNT 7/21/1996 p.H1 (ad,il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.M32 (ad,il)
TNT 12/27/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)

STONEY BROOK TOWNHOMES
TNT 6/7/1992 p.H1 (ad)

STONEY RIDGE ESTATES
TNT 11/3/1996 p.MP16 (ad,il)
TNT 12/29/1996 p.MP7,MP17 (ad,il)

STOUT'S GRAND VIEW ADD.
TDL 5/15/1910 p.44 No shanties go in Stout's Grand View

STRATFORD COURTE (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: GEM HEIGHTS
TNT 9/18/1994 p.7 (ad)
TNT 5/14/1995 p.H17 (ad,il)
TNT 7/9/1995 p.H17 (ad,il)
TNT 8/6/1995 p.H15 (ad,il)

STRAWBERRY HILL
979.778 K124K p.7

SUMMERHILL (Bonney Lake)
TNT 8/28/1994 p.11,17 Grand opening ... (il)
TNT 9/11/1994 p.123 (ad, sketch)

SUMMERVIEW (Puyallup)
TNT 11/5/1995 p.113 Grand opening
SUMMIT ADD.
TDL 2/3/1889 p.5 (ad)
TDL 2/5/1889 p.5 Summit Addition

SUMMIT AT DANBRIDGE
SEE ALSO: DANBRIDGE
TNT 11/1/1992 p.119 ... takes MAME grand award (il)
TNT 12/20/1992 The Lights of home
TNT 8/8/1993 p.H3 (ad)
TNT 7/16/1995 11 (ad,il)

SUMMIT AT TIMBERBRIDGE (Bonney Lake)
TNT 2/5/1995 p.113 (ad,il)
TNT 2/19/1995 p.H4 Discovery Home offers new model home approach

SUMMIT VIEW FARMS
-750 acres
TDL 9/6/1931 p.D6 (mention)
TDL 11/22/1931 p.D6 Dr. T.B. Curran subdivision on upward trend
TDL 12/6/1931 p.D1 New stump remover
TDL 12/20/1931 p.D1 (ad - il of new house in add.)

SUNNYDALE
TNT 10/28/1979 Home sell for under $50,000 (il)

SUNNYSIDE ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

SUNRISE (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: MEADOWS AT SUNRISE, RIM AT SUNRISE,
SILVERWOOD AT SUNRISE, TANGLEWOOD AT SUNRISE
TNT 10/18/1992 p.H6 (ad)
TNT 6/13/1993 p.H14 (ad)
TNT 5/7/1995 p.H11 (ad)

SUNRISE AT EDGECOMO
TNT 10/17/1993 p.110 (ad)

SUNRISE TRACE (Gig Harbor)
TNT 12/20/1992 The lights of home

SUNSET ADD.
TDL 3/21/1926 p.E7 (auction sale of lots)

SUNSET BEACH
TDL 6/25/1933 p.B7 Poe Company planning to open
tract p.B10 (ad)
TDL 7/2/1933 p.B6 Poe Company reports sale of beach
lots p.B8 (ad)
TDL 7/9/1933 p.B5 Many view new beach land tract p.B8 (ad,il)
TDL 7/23/1933 p.B6 Beach tract is formally opened
today (il) p.B8 (ad,mp)
TDL 11/12/1933 p.B8 Sunset Beach officers named

SUNSET HOME ADD.
-developed by E.F. Gregory
TDL 6/23/1907 p.16 New addition soon on market
TDL 7/14/1907 p.16,20,22
TDL 8/30/1908 p.19 (ad)
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35...property is popular
TDL 8/22/1909 Residence lots selling briskly
TDL 12/12/1909 p.47 (il of house in add.)
TDL 12/19/1909 p.46 (il of house in add.) p.47 (il of the
N. Cowells Residence)
SUNSET PARK NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.35

SUNSET TERRACE
TNT 5/10/1956 p.C12,C18 Bridgeport development opens Saturday (il)

SUNSET WAY ADD.
TDL 9/19/1926 p.E5 (ad,il)

SWAN LAKE ADD.
TDL 5/3/1925 p.A11 Swan Lake tract makes its debut

SWANSEA
SEE: RUSTON

SWANSTROM ADD. (Fircrest)
979.778 Os50 p.154

SWETT’S ADD.
917.972 T11Cta p.90

TACOMA CENTER ANNEX
TDL 7/24/1910 p.33 (ad)

TACOMA CITY
TDL 11/18/1906 p.19 Another fine residence district is attracting
much attention

TACOMA LAND & IMPROVEMENT CO.'S OLD TOWN ADD.
TDL 11/7/1901 p.2 (plat accepted)

TACOMA LAND CO.'S 1st ADD.
TDL 7/6/1884 Addition to Tacoma
TDL 9/21/1884 The new addition (ad for the add. ran in every Sunday
edition of TDL through July 1887)
TDL 3/15/1885 Pacific Avenue bridge
TDL 5/30/1886 Value of Fourth Ward
TDL 6/27/1886 p.5 (mention)
TDL 1/2 1887 p.7 (ad)
TDL 2/27/1887 p.7 (ad)
TDL 11/26/1887 p.8 The Fourth Ward
TDL 7/31/1889 p.5 Marvelous progress

TACOMA LAND CO.'S 2nd ADD.
TDL 3/9/1889 p.4 Pull the throttle

TACOMA LAND CO.'S 4th ADD.
TDL 5/12/1889 p.4 (mention)

TACOMA LAND CO.'S 5th ADD.
TDL 5/12/1889 p.4 (mention)
TACOMA LAND CO.'S 6th ADD. (Continued)
TDL 1/13/1924 p.8 E Central Park gets 30 homes (to be built by the M.W.F. Wallace Co., Inc.)
TDL 12/16/1926 p.4 Wallace visit recalls early land activity
TNT 1/17/1993 p.10 The hype behind an old Tacoma neighborhood (article on the marketing of Central Park)
TNT 1/24/1993 p.10 It's Gill again, and the best spin for a tragedy
OS1 P119P Oct. 1924 p.5 (includes short history of add.)
City Directory 1908 (ad)

TACOMA LAND CO.'S 7th ADD.
TDL 8/13/1891 p.3 Two new additions

TACOMA LAND CO.'S 8th ADD.
TDL 8/13/1891 p.3 Two new additions

TACOMA LANDS ADD.
TDL 7/8/1923 p.8 Deep water covers $25,000 land plot

TACOMA MILL CO. ADD.
TDL 8/19/1888 p.4 (mention)
TDL 10/14/1888 p.4 (ad)

TACOMA TERMINAL ADD.
TDL 4/7/1912 p.33 Tidelands addition shows steady sales

TACOMA VALLEY GARDENS 1st ADD.
TDL 2/19/1905 p.16 (ad,il)
979.72 H91 Vol.II p.509 (mention)

TACOMA FACTORY SITES
TDL 6/12/1910 (ad,msp)
TDL 7/24/1910 p.31 (ad)

TAHOMA TERRACE
TDL 6/16/1907 p.16 Lots sell quickly in Tahoma Terrace

TAMERLANE (Parkland)
TNT 9/27/1992 p.11 Tamerlane opens today (il) p.113 (ad)
TNT 7/4/1993 p.1 (ad,il)
TNT 3/13/1994 p.20 (ad)

TANGLEWOOD AT SUNRISE (Puyallup)
SEE ALSO: SUNRISE
TNT 9/22/1996 p.101 (ad,il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.107 (ad,il)

TANGLEWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.47

TAYLOR'S LAKE VIEW ADD.
TDL 9/10/1890 p.5 (plat filed)
THOMAS SPRINGS ESTATES
TNT 1/12/1997 p.MP5 (ad,il)

THOMPSON'S ADD
TDL 9/18/1887 p.5 (surveying)

THREE VIEWS WEST ADD.
TNT 10/23/1961 Youth center ground broken (house to be built in add. then sold for proposed youth center fund raising)

TIBBAL'S ADD.
TNT 3/6/1938 p.BB Will erect new homes
TNT 4/3/1938 p.A12 (mention)

TIBBITS LANDING (Spanaway)
TNT 7/12/1992 p.I1 (ad)
TNT 8/30/1992 p.I1 (ad)
TNT 11/6/1994 p.I18 (ad,il)

TIDERALEN FACTORY SITES
TDL 6/12/1910 (add. sold out)

TIFFANY ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.155,157

TILLICUM
TNT 6/18/1950 Tillicum to celebrate
TNT 8/17/1952 Celebration at Tillicum
TNT 2/26/1953 Tillicum Park is improved
TNT 3/24/1953 Tillicum sets dedication (Tillicum grade school)
TNT 7/2/1953 Tillicum set for July 4th
TNT 6/27/1956 Annual celebration
T.Review 7/19/1972 History nearly forgotten (il)
T.Review 9/13/1972 Tillicum history clarified (il)
TNT 9/28/1977 Tillicum folk seek more law, order
TNT 7/3/1978 Tillicum slates community cleanup, potluck, soapbox
TNT 7/9/1978 Tillicum improvement eyed
TNT 8/7/1983 p.A3 Tillicum doesn't fit image of a city, but it could become one (il)
TNT 8/25/1988 p.A1 Cruisin' Tillicum; debate rolls along as party on wheels leaves one-street city awash with cars (il)
TNT 2/14/1989 p.B1 Tillicum's wild night not trend, say police
TNT 3/9/1989 Cruisin' and snoozin': Tillicum harbors rights in conflict
TNT 7/19/1989 p.E1 Addition and community center will allow it to expand projects
TNT 5/4/1992 Authorities "shut down Tillicum" as crowds pack streets
TIMBERIDGE (Bonney Lake)
SEE ALSO: SUMMIT AT TIMBERIDGE
TNT 6/5/1993 Heartland hoopla (il)
TNT 6/6/1993 "Heartland" showcases affordable future (il)
TNT 6/13/1993 p.H5 Homes for the Heartland (il)
TNT 6/27/1993 p.115 (ad,il)
TNT 7/4/1993 p.H23 ... Homes for the Heartland a success

TISDALE & HAUKE ADD.
TDL 7/5/1887 p.9 (mention)

TISDALE'S ADD.
TDL 3/4/1888 p.8 (ad)
TDL 11/12/1889 p.3 (permit for five Queen Anne houses by W.H. Tisdale, builder and Daniels & Cook, arch.)
TDL 12/30/1889 p.4 West End activity
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 5/11/1890 p.6 City improvements
TDL 10/6/1890 p.5 In the suburbs
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs in add.)
TDL 4/18/1891 West Tacoma
TDL 7/29/1928 p.E8 West End corner 40 years ago and today (il)
TNT 6/13/1934 In Tacoma's family album (il)
287 P76Ep p.251
TITLOW AREA
SEE ALSO: individual additions
SEE ALSO: WEST END
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 6/20/1926 p.E10 Titlow Ranch being platted
TDL 10/24/1926 p.E10 Titlow's West End dream comes ture
TNT 10/21/1973 Titlow's dream (il)

TODD HEIGHTS
SEE: CAPITOL HEIGHTS ADD.

TRACTION PARK
TDL 2/24/1924 p.E8 American Lake subdivision is put on market

TRAIN'S ADD.
TDL 8/22/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

TRAVER'S ADD.
TDL 8/12/1888 p.6 (ad)
917.972 T11Cta p.48

TRAVER'S OAK GROVE ADD.
TDL 7/21/1891 p.4 (ad)

TRELLIS GROVE (Gig Harbor)
TNT 4/14/1996 p.MP16 Grand opening
GTWY 5/29/1996 Spring Home Tour
TNT 7/21/1996 p.MP3 (ad)
TNT 9/1/1996 p.MP2 (ad)

TUSCANY PARK (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 7/6/1994 (ad)

TUXEDO PARK ADD.
TDL 9/28/1890 p.3 (ad)
TDL 10/2/1890 p.3 (ad)

TWELFTH STREET NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.39

TYEER PARK
TNT 6/20/1956 New Lakes development open Sunday
TNT 6/24/1956 Directions to Tyee Park (map)
TNT 7/1/1956 ... open house set today (il)

UMATILLA PARK
TDL 2/5/1889 p.7 (ad)
TDL 6/10/1906 p.2 How to get a home and enjoy life
TDL 6/17/1906 p.3 Sunlight and pure air necessary for the little ones
TDL 6/24/1906 p.21 (ad)

UNION ADD.
TDL 2/5/1888 p.3 (plat submitted)

UNION DEPOT/WAREHOUSE HISTORIC DISTRICT
-added to National Register of Historic Places 4/2/1980
-added to Tacoma Register of Historic Places by Ordinance
No.23005, 9/6/1983
TNT 7/8/1979 Study will push historic building reuse
TNT 8/12/1979 p.C1 History comes alive for HAER workers (il)
307.76 T119TU
307.76 T119TU2
307.76 UN5T
697 UN29U
979.778 ST82S
UNION PACIFIC ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 ... now about a third sold

UNION PACIFIC TIDELAND ADD.
TDL 3/7/1909 p.36
TDL 6/13/1909 p.37 New Tidelands addition
TDL 11/14/1909 p.44 Tidelands moving well

UNION PACIFIC TIDELAND 4th ADD.
TDL 2/27/1910 p.37 (ad)

UNITY ADD.
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs, in add.)
TD 3/17/1907 p.18 (ad,map)
TDL 4/14/1907 p.16 Another new addition
TDL 6/9/1907 p.16 Many new additions find ready buyers

UNIVERSITY ADD. (Parkland)
TDL 12/23/1890 p.5 (plat filed)
TDL 3/4/1891 p.8 (ad)
979.77 Os5F p.12

UNIVERSITY DISTRICT
SEE: individual additions/areas
SEE: COLLEGE DISTRICT, SIXTH AVE. DISTRICT

UNIVERSITY ESTATES
-developed c.1955
TNT 9/9/1955 Where to find "open houses"
331.83 R299R

UNIVERSITY PLACE
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 5/10/1893 Where the university may go (proposed as site for the Univ. of Puget Sound)
TDL 7/18/1893 p.7 Preparing to build
TDL 7/24/1895 p.3 The Puget Sound University (il, map of proposal)
TDL 10/18/1896 p.11 Pretty streets and homes
TDL 9/17/1898 p.5 Bitter feeling made (over decision not to build the university at site)
TDL 7/8/1899 p.7 To break ground at Lemon's Beach
TDL 7/6/1919 p.A4 Fire started by balloon put out
TNT 2/23/1941
TNT 1/26/1958
T.Review 8/16/1972
307.74 R114R
352.007 L475G p.10
917.97 D49 Feb. 1908 Suppl. (sketch of proposed development)

UNIVERSITY PLACE ACRE TRACTS
TDL 12/4/1927 p.E2 (ad)

UPPER TACOMA
SEE: HILTOP

VALLEY FIRS
TNT 9/25/1983 First phase of Valley Firs Condos rises near Fircrest (il)

VALLEY PLACE (Puyallup)
TNT 8/21/1994 p.I2 Boardwalk Homes breaks ground in Valley Place
TNT 2/18/1996 p.I13 (ad, il)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP1 (ad, il)
TNT 8/4/1996 p.MP15 (ad, il)
VAN DUSEN'S ADD
TDL 9/9/1883 p.1 (ad)
TDL 2/24/1884 (add. sold out)
TDL 8/3/1890 p.5 Do not conform
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

VIADUCT 1st ADD.
TDL 9/5/1909 p.37 Splendid offices in old building
TDL 9/12/1909 p.40 (ad)
TDL 10/3/1909 p.43 First months sale of Tidelands good

VILLA PARK
TDL 8/10/1919 p. 85 New South Tacoma addition opened
TDL 8/24/1919 p.B14 (ad.- add. for Americans only; no "foreign elements" wanted)
TDL 12/21/1919 p.B13 (ad)
TDL 3/28/1920 p.B4 Large groups of houses going up; Ed Donahue develops Villa Park for poultry raisers and working men
TDL 5/9/1920 p.B14 (ad)
TDL 5/16/1920 p.B15 (ad,il)
TDL 5/23/1920 p.B16 (ad)
TDL 8/1/1920 p.B12 (ad)
TDL 10/24/1920 p.B16 (ad)
TDL 10/31/1920 p.B16 (ad)
TDL 11/14/1920 p.B7 (ad)
TNT 1/31/1993 p.I10 Housing discrimination has no legal roost today

VILLAGE GREEN (Orting)
TNT 3/17/1996 p.NH1 (ad, il)
TNT 5/19/1996 p.MP1 (ad, il)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP11 (ad, il)
TNT 6/2/1996 p.MP16 (ad, il)
TNT 6/30/1996 p.MP18 (ad, il)
TNT 8/25/1996 p.MP1 (ad, il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP20 (ad, sketch)
TNT 12/15/1996 p.MP1 (ad, il)

VILLAGE ON THE GREEN
-overlooking Brookdale Golf Course
TNT 10/15/1995 p.I1 (ad, il)

VINTAGE (University Place)
TNT 9/22/1996 p.MP18 (ad, il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP13 (ad, il) p.MP18 (ad)
TNT 10/27/1996 p.MP21 Grand opening (il)
TNT 11/3/1996 p.MP20 (ad, il)

VIOLET MEADOW ADD.
T.Morning Globe 10/3/1889 p.3 ... tract is being surveyed ... 
TDL 1/4/1891 p.8 (ad)
917.972 T11Cta p.56
979.77 OsSnty p.11

VISITATION PARK PRAIRIE HOME SITES
TNT 4/20/1941 p.B14 (ad)

VOIGHT'S ADD.
TDL 11/22/1925 p.E10 Big parcel of acreage to be auctioned off
VOTAW'S ADD.
TDL 7/6/1884 (ad)
TDL 9/28/1884 (add. sold)
TDL 7/29/1887 p.8 Votaw Addition (title dispute)
TDL 5/7/1892 p.3 A big case settled
TDL 5/10/1903 p.16 (ad)
TDL 1/10/1904 p.16 (ad)
TDL 6/16/1907 p.21 (ad)
979.72 H91 Vol. I p.341 (mention) p.349 (mention of baseball park in add. c.1885)

WAITE'S ADD.
TDL 9/9/1883 p.1 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs, in add.)

WALLACE'S ADD.
TDL 6/8/1884 Wallace's Addition
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs, in add.)

WALLER ROAD AREA
TDL 9/28/1930 Features galore at Waller Road Fair
TDL 9/15/1931 Chicken coop houses show
TDL 6/18/1933 p.87 New community hall (Russell & Lance, arch.) (sketch)
TNT 3/14/1988 p.81 East Side neighborhood initiates own land-use plan
WAPATO AREA
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
TDL 6/5/1889 p.4 A new utopia; the magnificent park projected for Tacoma
TDL 6/24/1889 p.5 Sunday at Wapato
TDL 7/5/1889 p.5 The rush to Wapato Park
TDL 7/7/1889 p.4 (ad)
TDL 6/27/1890 p.5 Citizen Train's picnics at Wapato Lake park
TDL 8/11/1890 p.3 Wapato Lake Park
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (list of cottages built)
TDL 8/28/1892 p.5 Wapato greenhouses
TDL 4/8/1899 p.13 To improve lakes
TDL 3/4/1900 p.3 Tries to evict a squatter
TDL 10/6/1906 Olympian Garden to be costly and attractive place (sketch of proposed development at Wapato Lake)
TDL 5/26/1916 p.24 Wants Wapato Lake put in city park
TDL 10/20/1923 p.4 Move for South Side park grows
TDL 7/6/1924 p.66 Fine resort within city limits (il)
TDL 6/26/1928 New park for city at Wapato pledged
TDL 7/21/1928 Suitless mermaids arrested
TDL 5/19/1929 p.02 (il of "Little Wapato", private lake for sale)
TDL 12/18/1935 p.1 Wapato Park's area extended
TDL 12/10/1935 p.2 Gives Wapato land for park (Jos. S. Kemp)
TDL 9/19/1936 Offers park board land at Wapato (estate of Jos. S. Kemp)
TNT 2/2/1978 Citizens protesting Wapato Lake complex
TNT 2/14/1978 Wapato Park area folk rattle the unbuilt rafters
TNT 2/18/1978 South End group: Planned complex would split area
TNT 3/28/1978 Foes of South End project to appeal to city council:
Park board mulls role in Wapato rezoning rift
TNT 4/4/1978 Wapato protest set Tuesday
TNT 4/12/1978 City rejects Wapato complex
TNT 4/13/1978 Citizens' group ready for encore
352.007 L475G p.3
TNT 710.5 T10 Vol.VI p.44
979.72 H91 Vol.1 p.242

WAPATO HALF-ACRE TRACTS
TDL 9/6/1903 p.16 (ad)

WAPATO HILLS
TNT 1/9/1989 Big development in the wind at Wapato Hills

WAPATO LAKE VILLA SITES
TDL 5/2/1926 p.E6 (ad)
TDL 11/15/1927 p.3 Scene of mystery death case discovery (il of sales office for add.)

WAPATO PARK ADD.
TDL 8/23/1889 p.8 (ad)
TDL 8/25/1889 p.4 (ad - sketch of mortise frame houses to be built in add.)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

WAPATO TERRACE
TNT 5/19/1996 p.MP1,MP16 (ad,il)
TNT 8/18/1996 p.NH1 (ad,il)

WAREHOUSE DISTRICT
SEE: UNION DEPOT/WAREHOUSE HISTORIC DISTRICT

WARTER ADD.
TDL 9/27/1908 p.35 (mention)
WASHINGTON PARK
TDL 2/16/1889 p.3 (plat filed)

WAUKATO HEIGHTS
TDL 2/23/1908 p.21 New residence district
TDL 4/12/1908 p.22 New residence district

WEATHERVANE ADD.
979.778 0650 p.157

WEDGE NEIGHBORHOOD
352.007 L475G p.9

WEDGEWOOD
TNT 9/19/1979 Judge halts building of rental complex
TNT 9/20/1979 Developer defends value of halted housing project
TNT 10/7/1979 A neighborhood holds its ground

WEDGEWOOD PARK
TNT 3/16/1959 Tacoma Home Show (ad)

WEDGWEOOOD PLACE (Puyallup)
TNT 7/31/1994 p.119 (ad,il)
TNT 2/19/1995 p.113 (ad,il)

WEEDS ADD.
TDL 8/6/1905 p.22 (ad)

WELLINGTON COURTE (Puyallup)
TNT 6/5/1994 p.17 (ad)

WELLINGTON ESTATES (Edgewood)
TNT 3/31/1996 p.MP14 (il of house for sale in add.)

WELLINGTON RIDGE (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 2/12/1992 "Heartland" development under way (il)
TNT 6/14/1992 p.11 Homes for the Heartland 1992 is dazzling
GTWY 6/17/1992 p.C1 Achievable style (il)
TNT 6/21/1992 p.I31 Homes for the Heartland (il)
GTWY 6/24/1992 p.C8 (full page ad)
TNT 10/30/1994 p.124 (ad)

WERT'S ADD. (Roy)
979.778 9963H Appen. J

WESCLIFFE
TNT 11/12/1978 Marine view

WEST ADD. TO FERN HILL
929.2 B996A p.32,35

WEST COTTAGE PLACE
TDL 8/12/1892 p.1 (ad)
WEST END
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
TDL 12/30/1889 p.4 West End activity
TDL 8/25/1890 p.5 Some fine fruit (Lemon's Beach)
TDL 10/6/1890 p.5 In the suburbs
TDL 4/18/1891 p.8 West Tacoma
TDL 9/2/1892 p.16 (real estate ad) (map)
TDL 1/8/1893 p.5 West End drainage
TDL 11/6/1893 p.5 That West End policeman
TDL 11/19/1905 p.8 Seattle parties are buying Sixth Avenue
properties (describes growth of West End)
TDL 7/14/1907 p.16 Development of West End
TDL 11/3/1907 p.38 New residences springing up like mushrooms
over night these days in West End of the city
TDL 9/20/1908 p.42 Much interest is evidenced in West End
TDL 5/15/1910 p.43 Water to water boulevard starts metamorphosis
of entire West End
TDL 10/20/1912 p.19 Start work on four of ninty bungalows for
West End
TDL 11/17/1912 p.19 West End movement is well under way
TDL 11/16/1913 p.5 Car line on Sixth Avenue demanded p.19 West
End has steady growth
TDL 2/20/1914 p.28 Out today to cut Christmas trees (Sixth Ave.
popular site for cutting your own tree)
TDL 4/4/1926 p.10 Development out Sixth Ave. is announced
TDL 6/20/1926 p.10 Titlew's West End dream comes true
TDL 11/21/1926 p.10 District at end of 6th Avenue is developing
TDL 2/15/1927 p.18 Tells advantage of West End area
TDL 3/13/1927 p.86 West End area for which water supply is
proposed (map)
TDL 6/5/1927 p.86 Young couples by in W. End
TDL 1/6/1929 p.86 New street will open up big district (il of
Pearl St.)
T.Times 3/27/1940 City council to view sites; development near
Narrows is seen
TNT 5/29/1951 Sunset Park
TNT 3/28/1954 State acquiring land for freeway to Narrows
(aerial il)
TNT 12/11/1958 Highland Hill Center to serve West End
TNT 10/21/1973 Titlew's dream (il)
TNT 6/30/1974 "Narrows Plaza" starts to take shape (aerial il)
TNT 7/30/1978 Center has "restaurant row" (new James Center
Shopping Center)
T.Review 1/26/1979 p.8 Narrows is a diverse, but all
specialize in personal service
P.C. Business Examiner 3/17/1986 p.9,10 Focus on West Tacoma
TNT 7/26/1989 West Slope group seeks utility line burial
307.76 W52W
333.7 T11WE
333.7 T11WEP
338.979 G367G
352.007 L475G p.9
979.778 H628H Vol.1 p.80
979.778 N316N p.33

WEST END ADD.
979.778 Os50 p.157

WEST PARK
TDL 1/1/1891 p.19 (ad)

WEST RIDGE
333.7 T11WR
WESTBROOK PARK SUBDIVISION NO. 1
-platted from part of the Hart Estate on American Lake
TDL 5/19/1929 p.D10 New subdivision placed on sale

WESTBURY (Puyallup)
TNT 7/18/1993 p.123 (ad)
TNT 8/8/1993 p.H16 (ad, sketch)
TNT 8/22/1993 p.H20 (ad)
TNT 9/5/1993 p.H8 (ad, sketch)
TNT 1/30/1994 p.H10 (ad)

WESTGATE
T.Review 8/25/1978 Westgate shopping center celebrating 25th anniversary (aerial il)
TNT 8/29/1978 p.A18 Westgate was site of first Tacoma supermarket (aerial il in 1953)

WESTHAMPTON
TNT 7/26/1991 p.B5 UPlace subdivision hosts dream tour
TNT 7/28/1991 p.11 1991 Street of Dreams is a dazzling display (il)

WESTMORELAND TERRACE
-developed by Twentieth Century Homes, Inc./ H.A. Briggs Construction Co.
-Wollander & Associates, arch. for add.
-concrete block construction
TNT 8/10/1951 New housing project last under GI plan (il)

WESTMOORLAND ADD.
T. Times 2/20/1947 Start work on Thursday; clearing 6th Ave. airport site for 500 homes

WESTMOUNT
-"gated community"
TNT 9/20/1992 p.110 (ad)
TNT 10/18/1992 p.H1 (ad, sketch)
TNT 9/5/1993 p.H9 (ad, il)
TNT 6/11/1995 p.11 (ad, il)
TNT 5/26/1996 p.MP16 (ad, il)

WESTMOUNT AT CLASSIC VIEW ESTATES
-"gated community"
SEE ALSO: CLASSIC VIEW ESTATES
TNT 10/4/1992 p.113 (ad)
TNT 12/20/1992 p.H1 (ad, il)
TNT 4/10/1994 p.19 (ad, il)
TNT 7/10/1994 p.111 (ad)
TNT 11/6/1994 p.113 (ad)
TNT 5/14/1995 p.H11 (ad)
TNT 10/22/1995 p.H9 (ad, sketch)
TNT 11/5/1995 p.19 (ad, il)
TNT 4/28/1996 p.MP1 (ad, il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP8 (ad, il)

WESTWOOD AT LEXINGTON HILLS
TNT 7/16/1995 p.17 (ad, il)
TNT 8/18/1996 p.MP15 (ad)
TNT 9/15/1996 p.NH1 (ad, il)
TNT 9/29/1996 p.MP9 (ad, il)

WHITE & OUMETTE ADD.
TDL 7/12/1888 p.4 (ad)
TDL 3/17/1889 p.6 (ad)
WHITE WATER ESTATES
TNT 10/30/1994 p.123 (ad)

WHITEHAWK (Orting)
TNT 10/16/1994 p.J1,J7 (ad)
TNT 8/6/1995 p.H11 (ad,il)

WHITLEY HILLS (Gig Harbor)
GTWY 7/31/1991 (Special Home Show Section)
TNT 2/6/1994 p.H24 (ad,il)
TNT 12/17/1995 (ad,il)
TNT 1/28/1996 p.G13 (ad,il)
TNT 5/19/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)

WHITMAN NEIGHBORHOOD
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.47

WILDERNESS RIDGE (Bonney Lake)
TNT 1/24/1995 p.D1 Instead of trees they got buses, suit alleges

WILLOW GARDENS (Puyallup)
TNT 3/17/1996 p.NH6 (ad)
TNT 6/30/1996 p.MP19 (ad,il)
TNT 8/18/1996 p.NH2 Puyallup's Willow Gardens offers leisure lifestyle (il)
TNT 11/17/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)
TNT 12/1/1996 p.MP24 (ad,il)
TNT 12/8/1996 p.MP28 (ad,il)

WILSON'S SUBDIVISION
TDL 9/24/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

WINCHESTER (Spanaway)
TNT 1/18/1978 Spanaway subdivision plan raises hackles
WINDSOR (Gig Harbor)
TNT 6/21/1992 p.18 (ad)

WINDSOR PARK
TNT 7/21/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)
TNT 9/8/1996 p.MP13 (ad,il)

WINGARD'S ADD.
TDL 4/12/1892 p.3 Mason's new mansion (Allen C. Mason purchases the entire add.)
TDL 5/17/1892 p.3 Activity in Wingard's Addition
TDL 7/10/1892 p.1 (ad. - add. with the highest minimum expenditure required for building a house in add., $2500)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.355

WINGATE (Parkland)
TNT 7/26/1992 p.115 (ad)

WINGATE II
TNT 6/26/1994 p.17 (ad)
TNT 2/12/1995 p.H20 (ad,il)

WINGEDFOOT ESTATES
TNT 5/9/1978 Compromise goal in plat dispute

WINGS ADD.
- originally the Cornelius C. Wing homestead
- add. repossessed c.1895, sold in 1903 to the Wash. Bldg. Assoc.
TDL 2/13/1887 p.4 (fifty lots sold)
TDL 7/5/1887 p.9 (mention)
TDL 3/13/1890 p.5 (road dispute)
TDL 3/11/1891 p.3 An old man assaulted
TDL 6/24/1906 p.20 (short history of add.)
TDL 6/8/1919 p.B15 (ad, map)

WINNETKA ADD.
TDL 10/31/1909 p.33 (ad)
TDL 11/21/1909 p.43 Fern Hill Lots...
TDL 5/15/1910 p.34 (ad)

WINTERMUTE PARK
TDL 4/15/1888 p.7 (ad)
TDL 1/1/1890 p.11 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
TDL 3/29/1893 p.3 North End's good luck
TDL 4/2/1893 p.5 (24 houses to be built in add. by Peoples Bldg. Society, builder and Duff-Bain, contr.)
979.72 H91 Vol.I p.508 (mention)

WINTHROP HEIGHTS
-not an official add.
TDL 5/26/1907 p.22 Years work of the North End Improvement Club

WOLLOCHET
TDL 4/26/1893 p.7 Wollochet and the reservation
TDL 10/1/1911 O.E.N.P. Anderson Home
TDL 1/16/1916 p.29 Golden Wedding celebration made occasion for reunion (il)
TDL 10/8/1916 p.9 Wollochet shows products at fair
TDL 12/2/1920 p.85 Start mill on Wollochet Bay
TDL 2/7/1932 Herring found on beach might have been prey of seal
TDL 2/9/1932 Gravure Sec. p.4 (il)
979.778 AL72A
WOODBROOK
TDL 5/9/1926 Officers of the new Woodbrook Hunt Club; first hunt club organized here (il)
TNT 6/27/1938 Woodbrook Riding: new riding academy opens near Tacoma; academy all complete (il)
TNT 10/16/1991 p.E4 End of the chase? Freeway bodes ill for fox hunt club

WOODBRIDGE (Puyallup)
TNT 2/14/1993 p.111 (ad)
TNT 4/18/1993 p.H9 (ad)

WOODBRIDGE AT LEXINGTON HILLS (Puyallup)
TNT 6/20/1993 p.19 (ad)
TNT 6/27/1993 p.19 (ad)
TNT 7/4/1993 p.H9 (ad)
TNT 8/8/1993 p.H11 (ad,il)
TNT 9/26/1993 p.111 (ad,il)
TNT 10/10/1993 p.11 (ad,il)
TNT 11/7/1993 p.H15 (ad,il)
TNT 11/14/1993 p.H9 (ad,il)
TNT 12/26/1993 p.J9 (ad,il)
TNT 4/24/1994 p.A3 (full page ad)
TNT 5/1/1994 p.11 (ad,il)
TNT 7/17/1994 p.18 (ad,il)
TNT 11/6/1994 p.19 (ad,il)
TNT 12/18/1994 p.11 (ad,il)

WOODLAKE
TNT 10/19/1969 $6 million development started (aerial,il)

WOODLAND CREEK (Gig Harbor)
TNT 8/8/1993 p.H12 (ad,sketch)
TNT 9/5/1993 p.H12 (ad,sketch)
TNT 12/12/1993 p.H16 (ad,sketch)
TNT 1/30/1994 p.H15 (ad)

WOODLAND CREEK PARK (Puyallup)
TNT 2/16/1992 p.H9 (ad)

WOODLAWN ADD.
TDL 1/12/1889 p.4 (plat filed)
TDL 5/15/1910 p.44 Woodlawn cut by Broadway extension
TDL 2/28/1915 p.17 Woodlawn Addition lots find market

WOODSONG (Puyallup)
TNT 3/12/1995 p.H1,H7 ... grand opening (il)
TNT 10/27/1996 p.MP1 (ad,il)

WOODRUFF'S ADD.
TDL 2/5/1888 p.3 (plat submitted)
TDL 2/11/1888 p.3 (ad)
TDL 5/20/1888 p.9 It pays to clear
TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)

WOODWORTH'S ADD. (Gig Harbor)
TDL 8/23/1890 p.5 (plat filed)

WOOLSEY ADD. SEE: PENTECOST & LAWLER ADD.
WRIGHT PARK NEIGHBORHOOD
SEE ALSO: individual additions/areas
SEE ALSO: PARK HEIGHTS
SEE ALSO: TPL Catalog/Clipping File
710.5 T110 Vol.VI p.39

WRIGHT'S CLOVER CREEK ADD. TO LAKE PARK
-plat filed 5/12/1890
979.77 Os5F p.12

WYGANT'S ADD.
-developed by Allen C. Mason
-TDL 1/1/1891 p.14 (mention of new bldgs. in add.)
979.72 H91 Vol.III p.355
Appendix
SETTLEMENTS OF THE COUNTY

There are nearly 150 settlements, towns and post offices in Pierce County. The names of these various settlements, their location, the number of miles distant from the courthouse, their post office and voting precinct follow:

Alderton. Located two miles east of Puyallup on the N. P. Railroad. Ten miles from the courthouse. The post office and voting precinct are the same name.


Alki. Tacoma city limits, on the Puyallup Hill Road. Five miles from the courthouse. Post office, Tacoma R. F. D. No. 3; and voting precinct, fifth ward.

American Lake. Two miles southwest of Lake View, on the Olympia branch of the N. P. Railroad. Eleven miles from the courthouse. Mail, Lakeview, R. F. D. Voting precinct, American Lake.


Artondale. Four miles southwest of Gig Harbor. Thirteen miles from the courthouse. Mail, Gig Harbor, R. F. D. Voting precinct, Artondale.


Bee. On McNeils Island, near the United States peni-


Berrytown. Puyallup, one mile north of Meridian Street. Ten miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, Puyallup.


Buckley. Four miles east of Cascade Junction, on main line of the Northern Pacific Railroad. Thirty-one miles from courthouse. Post office, same name; and two voting precincts, same name.

Burnett. Two miles east of South Prairie, on N. P. Railroad. Twenty-nine miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.

Carbonado. Three miles south of Wilkeson, on N. P. Railroad. Thirty-five miles from courthouse. Same name for post office and voting precinct.

Cascade Junction. One mile east of South Prairie, on N. P. Railroad. Twenty-seven miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, South Prairie.
Cavenders. One-half mile east of Fernhill, on Puyallup Hill Line. Seven miles from courthouse. Tacoma, R. F. D. No. 4, and voting precinct, Fifth Ward, Tacoma.


Crocker. Two miles east of Orting, on N. P. main line. Twenty-one miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, Orting.


Day Island. Six miles west of courthouse on Narrows. Mail, Tacoma, Station No. 5. Voting precincts, Seventh Ward, Tacoma, and Regent’s Park.


Dieringer. Two miles north of Sumner, on N. P. Railroad. Fourteen miles from courthouse. Mail, Sumner, R. F. D. Voting precinct, Dieringer.

Dobsons Wharf. One mile east of Arletta, on Hales Pas-


Dupont. Seven miles west of Hillhurst, on Grays Harbor Branch of N. P. Railroad. Sixteen miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Dupont. Seven miles west of Hillhurst, on Grays Harbor Branch of N. P. Railroad. Sixteen miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Elbe. Eight miles west of Ashford, on Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad. Forty-one miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Fairfax. Six miles southeast of Carbonado, on the N. P. Railroad. Forty-two miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Frederickson. One mile northwest of Kirby. Fourteen miles from courthouse. Voting precinct, Graham.


Gig Harbor. Nine miles northwest of courthouse, on Gig Harbor. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Graham. Seven miles northwest of Kapowsin. Fifteen miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Higgins Beach. Six miles west of courthouse, on the Narrows. Mail, Tacoma Station, No. 5. Voting precinct, Seventh Ward.

Hillhurst. South of Tacoma on N. P. Railroad. Four-
tean miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Lake Bay. Nine miles northwest of Steilacoom. Twenty-one miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Lake Head. At south end of Lake Kapowsin. Twenty-four miles from courthouse. Post office, same name. Voting precinct, Holz.


Lake View. Nine miles south of courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Lemon's Beach. Seven miles southwest of courthouse, on Narrows. Mail, Tacoma Station No. 5. Voting precinct, Regents Park.


Marion. Four miles northwest of Buckley. Thirty-five miles from courthouse. Mail, Buckley, R. F. D. Voting precinct, Buckley.

McAleer. See Gardendale.

McKenna. Three miles southeast of Roy. Twenty-two miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.

McMillin. Two miles southeast of Alderton, on main line of the N. P. Railroad. Sixteen miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Melmont. Two miles northwest of Fairfax, on N. P. Railroad. Forty miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Montezuma. One-half mile south of Fairfax. Forty-three miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, Fairfax.


Murphy. Three miles east of Spanaway. Twelve miles from courthouse. Voting precinct, Spanaway.

Murray. Four miles south of Lake View, on Olympia Branch of N. P. Railroad. Thirteen miles from courthouse. Mail, Lake View, R. F. D. Voting precinct, American Lake.


Orting. Nineteen miles southeast of courthouse, on N. P. Railroad. Post office and voting precinct, same name.
Park Junction. Three miles east of Elbe. Forty-four miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.

Parkland. Three miles south of Fern Hill, on Spanaway Line. Nine miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Rosedale. Three miles southwest of Gig Harbor, on Henderson Bay. Twenty-four miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Sales. One mile south of Fern Hill, on Spanaway line. Seven miles from courthouse. Mail, Tacoma, R. F. D. No. 3. Voting precinct, Parkland.

Soldiers' Home. One mile southeast of Orting. Twenty miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.

South Prairie. Seven miles northeast of Orting, on N. P. line. Twenty-six miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.

South Tacoma. Five miles south of courthouse, on South

Spanaway. Twelve miles south of courthouse, on Spanaway line. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Steilacoom. Thirteen miles southwest of courthouse, on Steilacoom Bay. Post office and voting precinct, same name.

Stevenson. Two miles east of Summit, on Puyallup Hill line. Twelve miles from courthouse. Mail, Tacoma, R. F. D. Voting precinct, Breckon.

Summit (1). Ten miles southeast of courthouse, on Puyallup Hill line. Mail, Tacoma, R. F. D. Voting precinct, Breckon.


Sumner. Twelve miles from courthouse, on Seattle Branch of N. P. Railroad. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Vaughn. Two miles west of Glencove. Twenty-eight miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.

Vega. On south end of Anderson Island. Seventeen


Whitworth. Four miles northwest of courthouse, on Point Defiance line. Mail, Tacoma, Whitworth Station. Voting precinct, Eighth Ward.

Wilkeson. Four miles southeast of Cascade Junction. Thirty-one miles from courthouse. Post office and voting precinct, same name.


Yoman. Two miles north of Vega, on north end of Anderson Island. Sixteen miles from courthouse. Post office, Yoman. Voting precinct, Anderson Island.
ADDITIONS IN AND NEAR TACOMA

Since the time of filing the original plats of the City of Tacoma there have been filed over 600 additions and subdivisions to the city and its environs. The complete list of these subdivisions and additions are given. The streets bounding each addition within the city limits are given, together with the number of blocks in it; while the tracts are located by section, township and range:

Accomack, 18 blocks, between S. 46th, S. 48th, Vassault and Mildred.
Acme, 36 blocks, between S. 48th and S. 52d, Alaska and Huson.
Adelphi, 7 blocks, between S. 58th, S. 60th, Union and Lawrence.
Ainsworth, 35 blocks, between S. 8th, N and Sprague.
Alameda, 14 blocks, between S. 40th, S. 44th, Hosmer and State.
Alki, 12 blocks, between S. 62d, S. 64th, South Park and J.
Alliance, 27 blocks, between S. 9th, S. 12th, M and Sprague.
Alto, 4 blocks, between S. 61st, 63rd, South Park and Thompson.
Altoona Investment Company’s First, northwest quarter, section 2, T. 20, R. 3 E. Eight blocks.
American Lake, in sections 15, 21 and 22, T. 19, R. 2 E. Fifty-one blocks.
Anderson, McKinley Avenue to East I, 41st to 42d.
Andrews, 3 blocks, N. 12th, N. 13th, Junett and Cedar.
Argyle, three blocks, N. 50th, Highland and Pearl.
Arlington Park, 16 blocks, southeast quarter, section 30, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Armour, 75 blocks, in northwest quarter section 9, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Ashton's First, 12 blocks, between S. 52d, S. 56th, East F, and East D.
Athrow, 15 blocks, northeast quarter, section 32, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Badgerow, 39 blocks, between N. 17th, N. 24th, Lawrence and Pine.
Badgerow Place, 26 blocks, head of N. Yakima Avenue, A to Z.
Baker, 10 blocks, S. 5th, S. 7th, I and J.
Baker's First, 32 blocks, between N. 13th, N. 17th, Pine and Lawrence.
Baker's Second, 6 blocks, between S. 12th, S. 14th, Ainsworth and R.
Bardsley, one mile west of 52d Street station on traction line.
Barker's, 5 blocks, between S. 48th, 56th, Wapato and Ferry.
Barker's Five-Acre Garden Tracts, northwest quarter, section 8, T. 19, R. 4 E. Eight tracts.
Barlow, 5 blocks, between S. 21st, S. 23d, G and I.
Barlow Heights, East F to McKinley, 48th to 49th.
Barton and Conover, 12 blocks, southwest quarter, section 3, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Barwell & Gano, 2 blocks, between S. 40th and 43d, E and F.
Bayview, 29 blocks, between N. 49th and N. 51st, Orchard and Bennett.
Beatrice, 8 blocks, in northeast quarter, section 30, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Bellevue, 8 blocks, between S. 44th and S. 46th, Steele and Fife.
Bell-Meder, 4 blocks, between S. 40th and 43rd, A and Pacific Avenue.
Belmore, 6 blocks, between S. 70th, S. 76th, S. Park Avenue and S. J.
Bernhardy, 24 blocks, between N. 28th and N. 1st, Cheyenne and Ferdinand.
Berry's, J. W., block 1, Kellogg's add., Pine to Anderson, S. 10th to Kellogg.
Bertelson's Subdivision, block 26.
Bertelson's, 4 blocks, S. 36th and Columbia, East D and East E.
Bethel's First, 8 blocks, S. 12th and S. 14th, Prospect and Fife.
Beutlich, 4 blocks, in southeast quarter, section 32, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Birmingham & Wallace, Olive Street on the south, Popular Street on the east.
Bismarck, 8 blocks, S. 60th and S. 64th, East H and East F.
Bismarck Second, 8 blocks, S. 60th and S. 64th, East F and East D.
Bismarck Third, 4 blocks, S. 60th and S. 64th, East D and East C.
Bissell's Subdivision, block 6, Wilson's Subdivision. One block.
Blinn, 8 blocks, N. 45th and N. 46th, Verde and Gove.
Blodgett, 3 blocks, S. 34th and S. 35th, N and Sawyer.
Boardman, 20 blocks, northeast quarter, section 34, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Bogle's First, between S. 7th, S. 9th, Union and Adams.
Balcom, 8 blocks, N. 9th and N. 11th, Lawrence and Warner.
Boulton & Robertson's Tacoma Avenue, 4 blocks, in northwest quarter, section 33, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Boutell-Hanson, 4 blocks, E. 46th and E. 48th, East P and E. N.
Bow, 20 blocks, S. 8th and S. 12th, Proctor and Monroe.
Branson, 4 blocks, S. 47th and S. 48th, Union and Adams.
Brettonwoods, 8 blocks, N. 46th and N. 49th, Quine and Pearl.
Brewerton's Breezy Hill Annex, 8 blocks, S. 54th and S. 56th, East H and East F.
Brewerton's Gem, 10 blocks, S. 50th and S. 52d, East H and East D.
Brewerton's New Gem, 8 blocks, S. 52d and S. 54th, East H and East F.
Brewerton's Sea View Plateau, 4 blocks, N. 42nd and N. 44th, Quine and Vassault.
Bridge, 18 blocks, N. 29th and N. 31st, Lawrence and Union.
Bridge's First, 2 blocks, S. 11th, Proctor and Washington.
Broadway, 8 blocks, N. 34th, Orchard and Villard.
Broenkro, 5 blocks, S. 28th and S. 35th, Ainsworth and Chandler.
Brokaw, 2 blocks, S. 8th and S. 9th, Steele and Prospect.
Brookdale, 64 blocks, north half, section 16, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Broome, 4 blocks, S. 9th and S. 10th, Sprague and State.
Brown, 1 block, between McCarver and G.
Brown, 24 blocks, northwest quarter, section 28, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Buckley's, 45 blocks, N. 9th and N. 23d, Steele and Pine.
Budnich, 4 blocks, N. 50th and N. 51st, Highland and 12th.
Budnich's Second, 2 blocks, N. 31st and Highland.
Euell's Home, 16 blocks, S. 62d and S. 64th, D and South Park.
Bullard's Columbia, 2 blocks, East G and H streets.
Bullitt, 35 blocks, N. 18th and N. 22d, Alder and Union.
Burns (Arthur), 5 blocks, S. 11th and S. 12th, Monroe and Mason.
Burns and Blinn, 10 blocks, S. 19th and S. 21st, D and I streets.
Byrd, 29 blocks, N. 31st and N. 38th, Lawrence and Union.
Byrd, 7 blocks, S. 23d, Jefferson and I streets.
Capitol Heights, 16 blocks, S. 15th and S. 19th, Prospect and Anderson.
Carmichael, 8 blocks, S. 12th and S. 14th, Highland and Pearl.
Carr (A. P.), 4 blocks, N. 27th, Starr and McCarver.
Carr (Job), 4 blocks, N. 25th and N. 27th, Carr and Steele.
Carr (Howard), 6 blocks, N. 7th and N. 8th, M and N streets.
Carr's (Howard) Second, 3 blocks, N. 7th, N. 8th and N streets.
Carr's (Howard) Third, 4 blocks, N. 41st and N. 42d, Gove and Mullen.
Carroll & Hannah, 25 blocks, S. 27th and S. 32d, Alaska and Sprague.
Carshops, in northeast quarter, section 25, T. 20, R. 3 E., 3 blocks.
Cascade Park, 58 blocks, S. 40th and S. 47th, Pine and Union.
Catlin, 16 blocks, S. 23d and S. 27th, Alaska and Sprague.
Caton's First, 6 blocks, N. 28th and N. 29th, Shirley and Highland.
Caughran, 4 blocks, S. 24th, Jefferson and Tacoma Avenue.
Cavender's First, 2 blocks, S. 21st, Yakima and I.
Cavender's Second, 2 blocks, S. 21st, E and Tacoma Avenue.
Cavender and Holt, Fern Hill, 8 blocks, in northwest quarter section 33, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Cavender & Wallace, Fern Hill, 8 blocks, same section as above.
Cedar Grove, 24 blocks, S. 55th and S. 56th, Mason and Cheyenne.
Cedar Lawn, 1 block, Division, Lane and Rainier.
Center Street, 2 blocks, Center and N streets.
Central, 32 blocks, S. 5th and S. 9th, K and N streets.
Central Park, 38 blocks, S. 60th and S. 56th, East Q and East N streets.
Chandler, 15 blocks, S. 28th and S. 35th, Chandler and Alaska.
Chapin's First, 2 blocks, S. 45th and S. 46th, East G and East F.
Chicago Avenue, 1 block, S. 7th, Sprague and Ferry.
Chicago-Milwaukee Second, 6 blocks, in northeast quarter, section 3, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Chicago-Northwestern Terminal, 4 blocks, southeast quarter, section 3, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 6 blocks, northeast quarter, section 1, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Christmas, 6 blocks, in southwest quarter, section 33, T. 20, R. 3 E.
City, 3 blocks, S. 27th and 28th, D and E streets.
Clark, 2 blocks, 50th and Commercial, Winnifred and Highland.
Clement, 4 blocks, S. 8th and S. 9th, Sprague and State.
Clement's Second, 2 blocks, S. 40th and S. 42d, Proctor and Madison.
Cleveland, 2 blocks, S. 46th and S. 47th, East J and East H.
Clinton's, 32 blocks, in southeast quarter, section 34, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Clover Leaf, 74 blocks, east half, section 8, T. 19, R. 3 E.
College Place, 36 blocks, southwest quarter, section 9, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Columbia, 8 blocks, N. 46th and N. 49th, Quine and Vas-sault.
Commencement Bay, 62 blocks, S. 16th and S. 21st, Main and Mill.
Commonwealth, 4 blocks, S. 16th and S. 19th, M and Ainsworth Avenue.
Congdon, 56 blocks, S. 13th and S. 19th, Lawrence and Union.
Congdon's Second, 6 blocks, S. 12th and S. 13th, Warner and Union.
Conna, 1 block, N. 41st, Orchard and Baltimore.
Cook, 5 blocks, S. 21st, Tacoma and Yakima avenues.
Cook's Replat, 2 blocks, Excelsior Park Tracts.
Cook & Clement's First, 8 blocks, S. 35th and S. 36th, Union and Adams.
Corbett Factory, 4 blocks, in southeast quarter, section 2 T. 20, R. 3 E.
Cottage Home, 16 blocks, S. 70th and S. 72d, Park and I.
Cottage Park, S. 80th to 82d, East B to East D.
Coulter, 63 blocks, N. 9th and 12th, Pine and Union.
Cowan, 14 blocks, S. 62d and S. 64th, Hood and Proctor.
Cromwell & Prichard, 16 blocks, S. 16th and S. 19th, Pearl and Quine.
Crowl's First, 4 blocks, S. 14th and S. 15th, Oakes and Pine.
Crowl's Second, 3 blocks, S. 9th and S. 10th, Oakes and Anderson.
Crystal Springs 5-Acre Tracts, 10 tracts, in northwest quarter, section 10, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Cultum's First (Parkland), 8 blocks, in northeast quarter, section 17, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Cultum's Second (Parkland), 17 blocks, in same section.
Custer, 18 blocks, in northeast quarter, section 34, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Dakin & Smith's First, 8 blocks, N. 17th and N. 23d, Mildred and Howard.
Darling Acre Tracts, 62 blocks, southwest quarter, section 5, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Darling's First to Milton, 11 blocks, northeast quarter, section 8, T. 20, R. 4 E.
Darling's Second to Milton, 14 blocks, in sections 8 and 9, T. 20, R. 4 E.
Darling Park, 34 tracts, sections 4 and 5, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Dash Point Views, 12 blocks, southeast quarter, section 9, T. 21, R. 3 E.
Day Island, 9 blocks, S. 18th and S. 28th, Day Island Waterway and Narrows.
Defiance Park, 32 blocks, N. 49th and N. 51st, Pearl and Mildred.
Del Norte, 12 blocks, S. 14th and S. 16th, Ainsworth and Asotin.
Del Norte Avenue, 8 blocks, S. 12th and S. 14th, Fife and Pine.
Del Norte Terrace, 4 blocks, S. 7th and S. 8th, Monroe and Mason.
Depot, 4 blocks, S. 45th and S. 46th, Fife and Pine.
Des Voigne's First, 1 block, Tacoma and Starr.
Dewey's First, 8 blocks, in section 28, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Division Avenue, 2 blocks, Division and S. 7th, Sprague and Ferry.
Donahue's First, 2 blocks, Grant and N. 8th.
Doris, 1 block, Division Lane and Rainier, A.
Drew, 24 blocks, N. 49th and N. 51st, Gove and Orchard.
Duff-Hogan, 10 blocks, S. 14th and S. 15th, Junett and Alder.
Easterday, 2 blocks, S. 10th and S. 12th, Ferry and State.
Easterday's South Side, I to Park, S. 56th to S. 57th.
Edgar, 2 blocks, S. 46th and S. 48th, East H and East G.
Edison Heights, 6 blocks, S. 54th and S. 55th, Mason and Cheyenne.
Edgewood, S. 52d to S. 54th, Gove to Mason.
Eggers', Columbia and S. 38th, East F and East G., 2 blocks.
Eldorado, 10 blocks, in southwest quarter, section 28, T.
20, R. 3 E.
Ellingson Park, 8 blocks, in southwest quarter, section 5,
T. 19, R. 3 E.
Elmwood, 34 blocks, S. 58th and S. 54th, Union and Tyler.
Elsmere, 8 blocks, S. 58th and S. 66th, J and K.
Eureka, 4 blocks, N. 28th and N. 29th, Warner and Puget Sound.
Excelsior Park, 28 blocks, S. 45th and S. 58th, Union and Mason.
Fairmount Park, 18 blocks, N. 28th and N. 31st, Ferdinand and Orchard.
Fairview Park, 8 blocks, in southwest quarter, section 10,
T. 21, R. 3 E.
Fern Hill, in northeast quarter, section 10, T. 21, R. 3 E.
Eight blocks.
Fern Hill Addition, northwest quarter, section 32, T. 20,
R. 3 E. Four blocks.
Fern Hill Gardens, 64 blocks, northwest quarter, section
4, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Fern Hill Park, 12 blocks, northeast quarter, section 5,
T. 19, R. 3 E.
Fern Park, southwest quarter, section 5, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Twelve blocks.
Fernland, 8 blocks, northwest quarter, section 30, T. 20,
R. 3 E.
Ferncroft, 16 blocks, southeast quarter, section 32, T. 20,
R. 3 E.
Ferry, 15 blocks, S. 12th and S. 16th, L and O.
Ferry's Second, 6 blocks, S. 6th and S. 8th, Sprague and Steele.
Ferry's Third, 1 block, S. 14th and L.
Fife Garden Tracts, 29 tracts, southwest quarter, section 8, T. 20, R. 4 E.
Fink, 5 blocks, southwest quarter, section 14, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Fir Grove, 16 blocks, northwest quarter, section 22, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Fletcher Heights, quarter mile west of 6th Avenue car line.
Fletcher Heights Second, 3 blocks, N. 7th and N. 8th, Mason and Stevens.
Fleet, 63 blocks, southeast quarter, section 26, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Florence, 12 blocks, S. 16th and S. 17th, Adams and Proctor.
Forbes, 2 blocks, S. 27th and I.
Forbes (Eaton), 8 blocks, S. 27th and I and J.
Fort, 2 blocks, southwest quarter, section 4, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Foss's First, 1 block, northeast quarter, section 25, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Frace's First, 32 blocks, S. 8th and S. 16th, Mildred and Vassault.
Freiday's Southside Acres, 28 blocks, northeast quarter, section 29, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Fruitland, 30 tracts, southwest quarter, section 5, T 19, R. 4 E.
Gaiser's, S. 20th to 23rd, G to McKinley.
Gano's, 2 blocks, S. 46th, S. 48th, So. D and So. E.
Garden Valley Acre Tracts, 1st Div., 8 blocks, southeast quarter, section 1, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Garden Valley Acre Tracts, 2nd Div., 10 tracts, northwest quarter, Section 7, T. 19, R. 4 E.
Garden Valley Acre Tracts, 3rd Div., 20 tracts, same section as last above.
Gill's Seaview Park, 39 blocks, N. 42d and Seaview, Winnifred and Pearl.
Glendale, 27 acres, N. 7th and S. 12th, Union and Monroe.
Glenn (Hugh), 12 blocks, N. 53d and X. 55th, Highland and Pearl.

Glenn's First, 24 blocks, N. 35th and X. 38th, Gove and Orchard.

Glenn's Second, 8 blocks, N. 35th and X. 38th, Baltimore and Shirley.

Glidden, 16 blocks, southeast quarter, section 28, T. 20, R. 3 E.

Glyndon, 2 blocks, N. 10th and X. 11th and Alder.

Golden Gate Park, 18 blocks, northeast quarter, section 14, T. 20, R. 2 E.

Golden Rod, 8 blocks, E. 64th to E. 68th, East O and East N.

Goodwin, 16 blocks, Mason and Verde, N. 31st and N. 35th.

Gramercy Park, 2 blocks, S. 12th and S. 14th, and Washington.

Grandin, 24 blocks, N. 28th and N. 31st Madison and Mason.

Grant, 4 blocks, N. 38th and N. 40th, Bennett and Shirley.

Gray's Fern Hill Heights, northwest quarter, section 33, T. 20, R. 3 E. Two blocks.

Gray's Pacific Avenue, 15 blocks, northwest quarter, section 3, T. 19, R. 3 E.

Gray's Tacoma Avenue, 6 blocks, southeast quarter, section 29, T. 20, R. 3 E.

Greene, Rainier, 2 blocks, East G and East H.

Greenwood Park, 8 blocks, northeast quarter, section 22, T. 20, R. 2 E.

Grief's, 1 block, So. D and Court D, S. 46th and S. 48th.

Griggs' First, 20 blocks, S. 10th and S. 12th, Steele and Prospect.

Griggs' & Hewitt's, 9 blocks, S. 23d and S. 25th, Steele and Sprague.

Hall & Cavender, 28 blocks, S. 52d and S. 56th, D and S. Park.

Halpin's, 1 block, Rainier and Columbia, East F and East G.

Halstead, Fern Hill, 16 blocks, northwest quarter, section 28, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Hannah, 2 blocks, N. 26th and McCarver.
Hanson's Acre Tracts, 10 blocks, S. 94th and S. 96th, I and J.
Hanson, 4 blocks, N. 26th and N. 27th, N. 11th and Starr.
Harris, 4 blocks, S. 32d and Wright, J and L.
Harris Place, 2 blocks, 26th and Pine.
Harrison, 4 blocks, northwest quarter, section 34, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Harrison Park, 1 block, southwest quarter, section 30, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Hart's, 4 blocks, S. 60th, S. Fife and S. Pine.
Harvard, Fern Hill, 12 blocks, northwest quarter, section 28, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Hawkins, 10 blocks, N. 6th and N. 8th, Steele and Fife.
Hayden, 34 blocks, S. 19th and S. 23d, Alaska and Steele.
Hays, 4 blocks, S. 48th and S. 49th, Union and Hood.
Helena, 32 blocks, north half, section 34, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Highland Garden Tracts, 35 blocks, southeast quarter, section 6, T. 19, R. 4 E.
Highland Park, 112 blocks, S. 12th and S. 19th, Orchard and 12th.
Hill, 8 blocks, N. 44th and N. 46th, Mason and Verde.
Hillcrest, 29 blocks, N. 28th and N. 32d, Lawrence and Union.
Hillcrest, 2nd, S. 28th to Center, Union Avenue to Lawrence.
Hoolidge, 2 blocks, Pacific Avenue, Fern Hill, northwest quarter, section 33, T. 20, R. 3 E., two blocks.
Holme & Miller's First, 5 blocks, N. 31st and N. 33d, Mullen and Huson.
Home, 11 blocks, N. 38th and N. 42d, Mason and Gove.
Home Park, 4 blocks, Wright and S. 35th, L and M.
Home Place, 2 blocks, N. 30th and N. 31st, Gove and Ferdinand.
Hope's Marshall Avenue Tidelands, 3 blocks, northeast quarter, section 2, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Hope Park, 22 blocks, N. 35th and N. 38th, Mason and Gove.
Horton, 3 blocks, S. 36th and Columbia, Puget Sound and Union.

Hosmer, 75 blocks, S. 48th and S. 56th, N and Hosmer.

Hosmer's Second, 12 blocks, S. 56th and S. 58th, N and Alaska.

Houghton, 22 blocks, S. 40th and S. 43d, State and Fife.

Houtz, 24 blocks, S. 58th and S. 61st, S. Park and J.

Howard Heights, 8 blocks, N. 51st and N. 53d, Shirley and Pearl.

Howard Heights Annex, 2 blocks, N. 51st and N. 53d, Highland and Shirley.

Howard Heights Second, 8 blocks, N. 53d and N. 55th, Shirley and Highland.

Howell & Son's Second, 2 blocks, N. 26th and Carr.

Howell & Son's Third, 7 blocks, S. 12th and S. 13th, Sprague and State.

Hunt's Prairie, 18 blocks, S. 64th and S. 58th, Union and Tyler.

Hyada Park, Brown's Point, 35 blocks.

Indian Addition, 130 blocks, East X and East L, Cleveland Way and S. 38th.

Interlaaken, 155 blocks, on Steilacoom and Gravelly Lakes.

Jackson's Island Views, 4 blocks, northwest quarter, section 10, T. 20, R. 2 E.

Jefferson Street, 2 blocks, C and D, and S. 20th.

Johnson's, 4 blocks, S. 41st and J.

Jones, 3 blocks, N. 41st and N. 42d, Orchard and Huson.

Junction, 3 blocks, S. 11th and St. Paul.

Junett, 27 blocks, Hood and S. 35th, Steele and Lawrence.

Kahler, 4 blocks, N. 33d and N. 35th, Verde and Cheyenne.

Kalenborn Park, 2 blocks, S. 62d and S. 64th, Union and N. P. Ry.

Kellog, 9 blocks, S. 10th and S. 12th, Fife and Pine.

Kelly, 2 blocks, S. 38th and S. 40th, East E.

Kenilworth Park, 26 blocks, S. 68th, S. 72d, S. Pine and Union Avenue.

Kennedy, 5 blocks, S. 7th and S. 8th, Fife and Pine.
Kennedy's Second, 5 blocks, S. 15th and S. 17th, Alder and Lawrence.
Keystone, 36 blocks, northeast quarter, section 14, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Knowles First, 7 blocks, S. 44th, East M and East O.
Lakeside, 24 blocks, S. 48th and S. 52d, D and S. Park.
Lake Steilacoom Park, 26 Blocks, sections 2 and 3, T. 19, R. 2 E.
Lakewood Sub. No. 1, 31 blocks, southwest quarter, section 35, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Latshaw, Manning & Hays, 16 blocks, S. 46th and S. 48th, Union and Hood.
Laumeister, 2 blocks, S. 43d and Washington.
Law, 16 blocks, N. 35th and N. 38th, Union and Proctor.
Lawler-Miller Tide Lands, 15 blocks, southwest quarter, section 2, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Lawler's Tidelands, 5 blocks, southeast quarter, section 3, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Lawler-Miller Co.'s Marshall Ave., 8 blocks, northwest quarter, section 2, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Lawler-Miller Co.'s Milwaukee Terminal, 10 blocks, northeast quarter, section 3, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Lawler's Fifth Tideland, 4 blocks, southeast quarter, section 35, T. 21, R. 3 E.
Lawrence, 18 blocks, N. 27th and N. 31st, Washington and Proctor.
Leighton's First, 4 blocks, N. 42nd and N. 43rd, Verde and Gove.
Leona Park, 3 blocks, northwest quarter, section 35, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Lewis, 8 blocks, S. 24th and S. 25th, Yakima and J.
Lincoln Ave. (Rosse & Lincoln), 8 blocks, Sitcum and C., M. & St. P. Ry.
Lincoln Avenue Factory Sites, 8 blocks, southwest quarter, section 35, T. 21, R. 3 E.
Lincoln Avenue Factory Sites, First, 10 blocks, same section as above.
Lincoln Park, 3 blocks, southwest quarter, section 30, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Lincoln Park, 17 blocks, S. 32nd and S. 35th, Yakima and K.
Lloyd, 5 blocks, S. 8th and S. 10th, Oakes and Pine.
London and Liverpool, 43 blocks, S. 56th and S. 60th, East R. and East N.
Longmire Park, 8 blocks, southeast quarter, section 22, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Lookout Park, 16 blocks, S. 53rd and S. 56th, Pine and Lawrence.
Lorain, Fern Hill, 2 blocks, northeast quarter, section 32, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Lupton's First, 6 blocks, N. 39th and 40th, Baltimore and Bennett.
Lupton's Second, N. 31st and 34th and Highland, 8 blocks.
Lyon’s, 10 blocks, S. 10th and S. 12th, State and Prospect.
Lyon’s First, 4 blocks, S. 8th and S. 10th, State and Steele.
Lyon’s Tide Land Acres, 7 tracts, northeast quarter, sec-
1, T. 20, R. 3 E.
McCarver’s First, 17 blocks, S. 32nd and S. 35th, Alaska and Sprague.
McCluskey, 35 blocks, S. 52d, S. 64th, Pacific Avenue and South D.
McConnell & Warren Realty Co.’s Tacoma Warehouse and Factory Sites, 4 blocks, northeast quarter, section 35, T. 21, R. 3 E.
McCoy, 96 blocks, S. 60th and S. 64th, East S and East H.
McCready Heights, 12 blocks, McKinley Avenue to East I, S. 48th to S. 52d.
McGloin’s Five-Acre Tracts, 10 blocks, northeast quarter section 1, T. 19, R. 3 E.
McGloin, 2 blocks, S. 38th and S. 39th, F and G.
McGregor, 4 blocks, S. 44th and S. 46th, East K and East H.
McGregor’s Second, 2 blocks, S. 46th and S. 48th, East K and East J.
McKinley Hill Replat, 13 blocks, S. 30th and S. 34th, East L and East I.
McKinley Park, 5 blocks, Division Lane and S. 40th, East H. and city limits.
McKinley Park Heights, 11 blocks, 36th, Howe and East M.
McKinley Park Second, 2 blocks, 38th and 40th, East J and K.
McKinley Park Third, 3 blocks, Columbia Avenue and 40th, East K.
McKinley Park Fourth, 20 blocks, S. 38th and 40th, Howe and East P.
McKone's Tideland, 5 blocks, southeast quarter, section 3, T. 20, R. 3 E.
McMillan, 14 blocks, S. 14th and S. 16th, Union and Proctor.
McNaught, 9 blocks, N. 35th and N. 37th, Orchard and Baltimore.
Madison Park, 14 blocks, S. 43d, Pine and Lawrence.
Madrona Park, 20 blocks, S. 28th and S. 31st, Proctor and Mason.
Madrona Park, 27 blocks, S. 25th and S. 26th, Proctor and Tyler.
Magel's First, 2 blocks, S. 43d and S. 45th, East B and East A.
Manitou Park, 41 blocks, S. 62d and S. 66th, Tyler and Ferdinand.
Manitou Grove, 22 blocks, S. 66th and S. 71st, Stevens and Huson.
Manufacturers, 4 blocks, southeast quarter, section 35, T. 21, R. 3 E.
Marathon, 1 block, S. 47th, McKinley and East I.
March-McCandless, 25 blocks, N. 35th and N. 38th, Mason and Proctor.
March-McCandless Sub., 2 blocks, S. 40th and S. 43d, F and G.
Marguerite, 2 blocks, S. 40th, East F and East G.
Marshall Avenue Factory Sites, northwest quarter, section 2, T. 20, R. 3 E., 9 blocks.
Mason's Shore Line, 19 blocks, N. 47th and N. 49th, Front and Gove.
Mason's Water Front, 23 blocks, N. 47th and N. 49th, Front and Gove.
Matheny-Agnew, Division Lane to S. 36th, East E to Cedar Lawn Add.
Mayhew, Fern Hill, northeast quarter, section 32, T. 20, R. 3 E., 8 blocks.
Mead & Stanton, 6 blocks, N. 27th and N. 30th, Puget Sound and Union.
Mechanics, 11 blocks, S. 50th and S. 54th, Puget Sound and Hood.
Mechanics' Home, 8 blocks, S. 40th and S. 42d, Madison and Mason.
Melrose, 16 blocks, S. 12th and S. 15th, Pine and Cedar.
Menlo Park, 36 blocks, southwest quarter, section 10, T. 20, R. 2 E.
Merchants' and Manufacturers', 4 blocks, southeast quarter section 35, T. 21, R. 3 E.
Midland, 119 blocks, sections 2 and 3, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Midland Acre Tracts, 6 blocks, northwest quarter, section 11, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Midland Five-Acre Tracts, 16 tracts, northeast quarter, section 11, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Midland Gardens, 75 tracts, northeast quarter, section 34, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Midway, 32 blocks, northeast quarter, section 29, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Mildred, 22 blocks, northeast quarter, section 8, T. 19, R. 3 E.
Miller, 34 blocks, S. 56th and S. 58th, Mason and Orchard.
Miller's Acre Tracts, 16 blocks, northeast quarter, section 28, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Miller's Second, 9 blocks, southeast quarter, section 14, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Miller's Second Acre Tracts, 30 blocks, northeast quarter, section 28, T. 20, R. 3 E.
Miller's Third Acre Tracts, 10 tracts, northeast quarter, same section as last above.
Miller's Sunnyside, 4 blocks, S. 9th and S. 11th, Mason and Monroe.

Milliken, 4 blocks, southwest quarter, section 30, T. 29, R. 3 E.

Mills' Highland Park, northwest quarter, section 28, T. 20, R. 3 E., 8 blocks.

Mills' Second, 12 blocks, northeast quarter, section 5, T. 19, R. 3 E.

Milroy Place, 2 blocks, southwest quarter, section 30, T. 20, R. 3 E.

Milton, 39 blocks, northeast quarter, section 5, T. 20, R. 4 E.

Milton's Supp., Map of, 4 blocks, northwest quarter section 4, T. 20, R. 4 E.

Milton Garden Tracts, 7 blocks, southwest quarter, section 5, T. 20, R. 4 E.

Milton Second Garden Tracts, 4 blocks, northeast quarter, same section.

Milton Heights, 102 tracts, southeast quarter, section 5, T. 20, R. 4 E.

Milton Heights Second, southwest quarter, section 4, 20, 4, 12 blocks.

Milwaukee Tideland, S. 18th and S. 19th, Ferry and Main.

Milwaukee Tideland Second, 3 blocks, northeast quarter, section 2, 20, 3.

Milwaukee Tideland Third, 5 blocks, same section.

Molgard's First, N. 13th to N. 15th, Mason to Stevens.

Montclair, 10 blocks, S. 46th and S. 48th, Steele and Pine.

Monticello Park, 51 blocks, S. 56th and S. 64th, Pine and Union.

Motor Line, 15 blocks, S. 28th and S. 32d, Gove and Orchard.

Mountain View, 6 blocks, southeast quarter, section 29, 20, 3.

Mountain View, 75 blocks, southwest quarter, section 5, 19, 3.

Muehler's First, 6 blocks, S. 36th and S. 38th, A and Pacific Avenue.
Muller, Lindahl, 10 blocks, N. 9th and N. 11th, Pine and Alder.
Murry's, 8 blocks, S. 17th and S. 19th, Cedar and Lawrence.
Mutual, South D to Park Avenue, 72d on south.
Myrtle, Park Avenue to D, 93d to 94th.
Myrtle Park, 1 block, S. 49th and Stevens.
Myrtle Park, 8 blocks, S. 49th, Park Avenue and A.
Narrows, Heights.
Narrows' Subdivision, 58 blocks, N. 28th and N. 35th, Mildred and city limits.
Narrows' View Terrace, 6 blocks, northwest quarter, section 10, 20, 2.
National City, 17 blocks, sections 4 and 5, 19, 3.
New Tacoma, N. 27th and S. 21st, Cliff and M.
N. Y. Investment Co.'s First, 8 blocks, N. 23rd, N. 27th and Mildred.
Noble, 2 blocks, S. 12th and S. 14th, Adams.
Nolan's First, 4 blocks, S. 56th and S. 57th, L and N.
North Coast, 5 blocks, northeast quarter, section 1, 20, 3.
North Coast Terminal Second, 2 blocks, southwest quarter, section 35, 21, 3.
North Coast Terminal Third, 2 blocks, southwest quarter, section 35, 21, 3.
Northeast Tacoma, 28 blocks, northeast quarter, section 25, 21, 3.
North End, 8 blocks, N. 48d, Verde and Gove.
Northwestern, 5 blocks, northwest quarter, section 2, 20, 3.
Northwest Terminal, 10 blocks, southeast quarter, section 34, 21, 3.
Nyman's First, 2 blocks.
Oak Prairie, 12 blocks, southwest quarter, section 21, 20, 2.
Oakes, 120 blocks, S. 40th and S. 48th, N and Steele.
Oakland, 56 blocks, S. 28th and S. 35th, Union and Mason.
Oakwood Cemetery, S. 52d and S. 53d, Cedar and Lawrence.
O'Brien, 4 blocks, N. 23d, Baltimore and Shirley.
Oldfield, 2 blocks, N. 41st and N. 42d, Villard and Baltimore.
Oleson, Palace, 2 blocks, Shirley and Winnifred.
Olympic, 8 blocks, S. 58th, L and N.
Olympic Heights, 5 blocks, N. 48th and N. 49th, Frace and Mildred.
Opie’s Tacoma Avenue, 6 blocks, southeast quarter, section 29, 20, 3.
Orchard, 13 blocks, S. 27th and Hood, J and M.
Orchard’s Second, 20 blocks, S. 13th and S. 15th, Prospect and Oakes.
Orchard’s Third, 2 blocks, S. 15th, Pine and Junett.
Orchard’s Sixth, 5 blocks, 6th, S. 8th and Fife.
Orchard’s Supplementary Second, 8 blocks, Bay and S. 15th, State and Prospect.
Osborne’s First, 25 blocks, northeast quarter, section 25, 21, 3.
Ouimette, Wright, 4 blocks, S. 35th and K.
Ouimette’s Second, 2 blocks, Hood, S. 32d and L.
Ouimette’s Fifth, 93 blocks, northeast quarter, section 2, 19, 3.
Ouimette & Metzler, 24 blocks, S. 56th and S. 60th, East N and East K.
Outlook, N. 46th and N. 49th, Orchard and Baltimore.
Outlook Second, N. 46th, N. 49th, Orchard and Baltimore.
Pacific, 32 blocks, N. 42d and N. 46th, Orchard and Shirley.
Pacific Avenue, 48 blocks, northwest quarter, section 28, 20, 3.
Pacific Avenue Gardens, 10 blocks, northwest quarter, section 4, 19, 3.
Pacific Heights, 1 block, B. 61, 1st School Land.
Pallies, 6 blocks, S. 56th and S. 58th, J and L.
Pallies & Rice Acre Tracts, 80 blocks, southeast quarter, section 29, 20, 3.
Palmer’s First, 24 blocks, southeast quarter, section 5, 19, 3.
Palmer Heights, 2 blocks, S. 43d and S. 45th, East H and East G.
Palmer Heights Second, East F to G, 43d to 45th.
Paradise Park, southeast quarter, section 2, 19, 3.
Parcel, 5 blocks, N. 38th and N. 41st, Orchard and Baltimore.
Park Avenue, 15 blocks, S. 56th and S. 60th, S. Park Avenue and D.
Park Avenue Second, 15 blocks, S. 60th, S. Park Avenue and D.
Park and Boulevard, 79 blocks, N. 28th and N. 35th, Union and Gove.
Park Place, 16 blocks, N. 17th and N. 21st, Vassault and Mildred.
Parker, 8 blocks, 6th and S. 8th, G and J.
Parker's First Tideland, 8 blocks, southwest quarter, section 2, 20, 3.
Parker's Corners, 4 blocks, southeast quarter, section 2, 19, 3.
Parker's Five-Acre Tracts, 12 lots, same description as last above.
Parker's Strawberry Tracts, 14 lots, sections 14, 20, 4.
Parker & Topping, 8 blocks, northeast quarter, section 30, 20, 3.
Parkland, 63 blocks, southwest quarter, section 9, 19, 3.
Parkland Cemetery, block 61, Brookdale.
Parkview, 8 blocks, N. 44th and 46th, Pearl and Quine.
Paxton & McMillan, 27 blocks, S. 8th and S. 12th, Mason and Gove.
Pearson's First, S. 48th and S. 50th, East C and D.
Peck, 2 blocks, N. 8th and N. 9th, Trafton and Steele.
Penney's, 2 blocks, S. 90th, S. Yakima and Thompson avenues.
Pentecost & Lawler, 16 blocks, S. 12th and S. 15th, Mason and Gove.
Perry's Add. to Fern Hill, 4 blocks, northwest quarter, section 33, 20, 3.
Peters, 16 blocks, S. 40th and S. 44th, Fife and Pine.
Peters' Second, 12 blocks, S. 65th, Fremont and Park.
Phoenix, S. Adelphi.
Pierce County Cemetery, S. 52d, Junett and Cedar.
Pierce's First, 8 blocks, S. 12th and 14th, Cedar and Lawrence.
Place, 4 blocks, N. 41st and N. 42d, Ferdinand.
Pleasantville, 34 blocks, northeast quarter section 8, 19, 3.
Plume's First, 2 blocks, S. 48th and S. 50th, East N and East L.
Plummer's Fir Grove, southwest quarter, section 22, 20, 2.
Point Defiance Park, 24 blocks, N. 51st and N. Park, Pearl and Vassault.
Portland, 17 blocks, N. 21st and N. 23d, Pearl and Mil-dred.
Porter's, 3 blocks, S. 18th and S. 19th, Junett and Cedar.
Power's First, 6 blocks, N. 7th and N. 9th, Proctor and Monroe.
Prairie Park, 17 blocks, northeast quarter, section 36, 20, 2.
Prescott Park, 16 blocks, S. 35th, S. Sprague and S. Steele.
Prichard's First Tidelands, 8 blocks, northwest quarter, section 2, 20, 3.
Prichard's Second Tidelands, 5 blocks, northeast quarter, section 3, 20, 3.
Prospect, S. 78th to S. 80th, Alaska to Sheridan Avenue.
Prospect Park, 24 blocks, N. 42d to N. 46th, Gove to Orchard.
Prosperity, 8 blocks, S. 78th, S. 80th, Sheridan and Alaska.
Puget Park, 29 blocks, N. 26th and N. 31st, Lawrence and Washington.
Puget Sound Homestead, 200 blocks, N. 12th and N. 31st, Orchard and Pearl.
Puget Sound Homestead, 80 blocks, N. 42d, N. 49th, Pearl and Vassault.
Puyallup Waterway & Factory Sites, 10 blocks, southeast quarter, section 2, 20, 3.
Queen Anne Park, 9 blocks, S. 36th and S. 37th, Madison and Mason.
Railroad, 4 blocks, S. 48th and S. 50th, Mason and Stevens.
Railroad Terminal, Second, 2 blocks, northwest quarter, Railroad Terminal, Second, 2 blocks, northwest quarter, section 2, 20, 3.
Railsback, 12 blocks, S. 28th and S. 35th, N and Sawyer. Ravenswood, 8 blocks, N. 40th and N. 42d, Baltimore and Shirley.
Reed, 12 blocks, S. 23d and S. 28th, Tacoma and Yakima avenues.
Reeves, 12 blocks, N. 24th and N. 25th, Warner and Union.
Regents Park, 36 blocks, northwest quarter, section 11, 20, 2.
Regents Park, No. 2, 22 blocks, southeast quarter, same section.
Replat of Block 5, First School Land, 1 block.
Replat of Tract 2, Indian Addition, 2 blocks.
Reuter's First Tideland, 17 blocks, northeast quarter, section 3, 20, 3.
Ridgedale, 58 blocks, S. 12th, S. 19th, Proctor and Mason.
Robertson, 1 block, L and M, Division and N. 4th.
Roeder's, 10 blocks, E. 40th and E. 41st, McKinley and East K.
Roosevelt, 6 blocks, northwest quarter, section 14, 20, 3.
Roselawn, 36 blocks, west half, section 32, 20, 3.
Ross, N. 9th and 6th, State and Steele, 6 blocks.
Ross Second (tide lands), Ross Avenue, Marshall Avenue, Lincoln Avenue, and C., M. & St. P. Ry.
Rostedt's Subdivision, 30 blocks, southeast quarter, section 9, 19, 3.
Roxburg, S. Yakima to J, 75th to 78th.
Runge's First, 4 blocks, S. 50th to S. 52d, Pacific to D.
Rusher, 2 blocks, S. 10th, Anderson and Pine.
Rust's Addition to Ruston, 8 blocks.
Sahm, 14 blocks, S. 25th and S. 28th, Hood and G.
St. Angelo, S. 35th and S. 40th, Sprague to Pine.
Sawyer, 10 blocks, S. 27th and S. 35th, Sawyer and Ainsworth.
Sawyer's Second, 6 blocks, S. 44th and S. 45th, Fife and Pine.
Sawyer & Bowen, northwest quarter, section 11, 19, 3, 16 blocks.
Scheer's Replat, 2 blocks, blocks 3 and 4, Byrd's.
Schmidt's Five-Acre Tracts, 16 tracts, southwest quarter, section 1, 19, 3.
Schneider's Replat of Glendale Ad., Monroe to Proctor, 6th Avenue to S. 8th.
School Land First, Division Lane and S. 48th, East H and S. Park, 117 blocks.
School Land Second, 255 blocks, N. 9th and N. 27th, Union and Orchard.
Sea View, 9 blocks, N. 38th and N. 39th, Gove and Huson.
Sea View Second, 3 blocks, N. 38th and N. 39th, and Orchard.
Seeley's Lake Park, 15 blocks, southeast quarter, section 35, 20, 2.
Seeley & Company's First Tideland, 4 blocks, southeast quarter, section 2, 20, 3.
Setzer's First, 2 blocks, Columbia Avenue and East F.
Shea's Acre, 16 blocks, northeast quarter, section 1, 19, 3.
Shea & Nolan's Five-Acre Tracts, 40 tracts, sections 5 and 6, 19, 4.
Sheytt's, 1 block, Division Lane, Rainier, and A.
Siebler de Ferry, 2 blocks, S. 12th, L and M.
Sixth Avenue Bungalow Park, 8 blocks, S. 7th, 9th, Monroe and Mason.
Smelter, 6 blocks, N. 48th and N. 49th, Shirley and Pearl.
Smith, 1 block, N. 49th, Palace and Shirley.
Smith, 3 blocks, southwest quarter, section 28, 20, 3.
Smith & Denton, 5 blocks, S. 21st, S. 23d, E and G.
Smith & Root's First, 2 blocks, Center, Hood and K.
Smith, Root & Jordan's Tacoma Avenue, 2 blocks, northwest quarter, section 3, 20, 3.
Southeast Tacoma, 139 blocks, sections 34 and 35, 20, 2; and 3, 19, 3.
South End Gardens, 29 tracts, southeast quarter, section 3, 19, 3.
South Park, 40 blocks, S. 48th and S. 52d, Steele and Pine.
South Park First, 32 blocks, S. 52d and S. 56th, Steele and Pine.
South Park Avenue, 32 blocks, northeast quarter, section 5, 19, 3.
South Side, 64 blocks, S. 48th and S. 56th, S. Park and N.
South Tacoma Gardens, 14 blocks, S. 64th and S. 68th, Fulton and Water Flume.
South Tacoma Half-Acre Tracts, 4 blocks, S. 56th, S. 60th, Pine and Fife.
South Tacoma, 46 blocks, northeast quarter, section 28, 20, 3.
South Tacoma Add., 25 blocks, northeast quarter, section 28, 20, 3.
South Tacoma Land Co.'s First, 168 blocks, sections 33 and 34, 20, 3; and 4, 19, 3.
Southwest Tacoma, 24 blocks, southwest quarter, section 31, 20, 3.
Spinning, 1 block, S. 21st, S. 23d, Jefferson and E.
Spooner's Five-Acre Tracts, 16 blocks, southwest quarter, section 30, 20, 3.
Squire's Subdivision, 16 blocks, southwest quarter, section 30, 20, 3.
Stacy, 4 blocks, 6th and I and J.
Stamford, 8 blocks, Fern Hill, southwest quarter, section 33, 20, 3.
Stanup Park, 20 blocks, E. 40th, E. 44th, East H and East R.
Sterling, 32 blocks, S. 88th and S. 92d, East D and McKinley Avenue.
Stetson Trust Company's Subdivision, block 22, Tacoma Tide Lands.
Stout's Grand View, N. 23d and N. 28th, Pine and Cedar, 10 blocks.
Struve's First, 8 blocks, S. 9th and S. 11th, K and M.
Suburban Home Tracts, 40 tracts, west half, section 6, 19, 4.
Summit, 12 blocks, N. 24th and N. 28th, Shirley and Highland.
Sunset Home, 10 blocks, S. 35th and S. 37th, Madison and Tyler.
Supplementary Tacoma, 41 blocks, N. 28th and N. 36th, Oakes and Alder.
Sweet, 10 blocks, northeast quarter section 27, 20, 3.
Tacoma Avenue, 24 blocks, northwest quarter section 28, 30, 3.
Tacoma Cemetery, S. 48th and S. 52d, Junett and Union.
Tacoma Center, 12 blocks, southeast quarter, section 1, 20, 3.
Tacoma Center Annex, 8 blocks, southeast quarter, section 1, 20, 3.
Tacoma City, 27 blocks, N. 28th and N. 32d, Starr and Oakes.
Tacoma Eastern, 6 blocks, northwest quarter, section 27, 20, 3.
Tacoma Eastern, 6 blocks, S. 64th to S. 67th, East J and H.
Tacoma Land Co.'s First, S. 21st and S. 38th, G and East O.
Tacoma Land Co.'s Second, E. 21st and S. 23d, A and Dock.
Tacoma Land Co.'s Third, Division, 6th, Tacoma and G.
Tacoma Land Co.'s Fourth, 4 blocks, S. 19th, 21st, Pacific and Jefferson.
Tacoma Land Co.'s Fifth, 3 blocks, S. 21st, 23d, Hood to Commerce.
Tacoma Land Co.'s Sixth, 208 blocks, S. 35th to S. 48th, South Park and Sprague.
Tacoma Land Co.'s Seventh, 14 blocks, Puyallup Avenue, S. 29th, East O and East L.
Tacoma Land Co.'s Eighth, 10 blocks, Puyallup Avenue, S. 29th and B.
Tacoma Land Co.'s Ninth, 6 blocks, S. 29th and S. 30th, D and Tacoma.
Tacoma Land & Improvement Co.'s Old Town Add., 6 blocks, N. 28th, N. 30th, N. 11th and Starr.
Tacoma Mill Co., 17 blocks, Tacoma and N. 28th, N. 10th and Carr.
Tacoma Tideland Factory Sites, 4 blocks, southeast quarter, section 11, 20, 3.
Tacoma Valley Gardens First, 3 blocks, northeast quarter section 2, 20, 3.
Tacoma Warehouse and Factory Sites, 4 blocks, northeast quarter, section 35, 21, 3.
Tahoma Factory Sites, 10 blocks, northeast quarter, section 1, 20, 3.
Tahoma Terrace, 9 blocks, S. 64th and S. 70th, Pine and Tahoma Boulevard.
Taylor's, 1 block, Rainier and Columbia, East E and East F.
Terrace, 1 block, N. 27th and Steele.
Testimony, 8 blocks, N. 44th and N. 46th, Quine and Vassault.
Thompson, 6 blocks, S. 11th and S. 13th, L and M.
Tibbal, 2 blocks, N. 11th and N. 13th, Pine and Junett.
Tideland Factory Site, 6 blocks, northeast quarter, section 2, 20, 3.
Tisdale, 10 blocks, N. 8th, Oakes and Pine.
Tisdale's Second, N. 8th and N. 9th, Oakes and Pine, 4 blocks.
Tisdale and Hauke, 16 blocks, S. 52d and S. 56th, East L and East H.
Train, 16 blocks, southwest quarter section 5, 19, 3.
Traver, 21 blocks, S. 40th and S. 45th, Pine and Lawrence.
Traver's Oak Grove, 2 blocks, S. 50th and S. 51st, Puget Sound and Union.
Tuxedo Park, 12 blocks, N. 38th and N. 42d, Vassault and Mildred.
Umatilla Park, 12 blocks, S. 58th and S. 64th, K and N.
Union, 6 blocks, N. 24th and N. 25th, Lawrence and Warner.
Union Pacific, 32 blocks, northwest quarter, section 27, 20, 3.
Union Pacific Tideland, 5 blocks, northwest quarter, section 2, 20, 3.
Union Pacific Tideland, Second, 5 blocks, same section.
Union Pacific Tideland, Fourth, southeast quarter, same section, 4 blocks.
Union Pacific Tideland, Fifth, southeast quarter, section 35, 21, 3, 8 blocks.
Unity, 8 blocks, northeast quarter, section 30, 20, 3.
University, Parkland, 105 blocks, southeast quarter, section 8, 19, 3.
University Heights, 14 blocks, southeast quarter, section 9, 19, 3.
University Place, First Div., 38 blocks, section 9, 20, 2.
University Place, Third Div., southwest quarter, section 10, 20, 2, 18 blocks.
Van Dusen, 11 blocks, Center and S. 27th, G and J.
Van Fossen & Ramage, 5 blocks, S. 52d and S. 54th, Lawrence and Puget Sound.
Viaduct First, 4 blocks, southwest quarter, section 35, 21, 3.
Villa Park, 75 blocks, northeast quarter, section 25, 20, 2.
Violet Meadow, 78 blocks, northwest quarter, section 8, 19, 3.
Voigt’s First, 15 blocks, S. 8th and S. 12th, Orchard and Shirley.
Votaw, 42 blocks, S. 24th and S. 38th, East M and McKinley Avenue.
Votaw’s Second, 2 blocks, S. 6th and S. 8th, Steele and Prospect.
Waddell’s Garden Park, 14 blocks, northeast quarter, section 25, 20, 2.
Waite, 6 blocks, S. 8th and S. 12th, Prospect and Oakes.
Waite’s Westlawn, 2 blocks, southwest quarter, section 30, 20, 3.
Wallace, 18 blocks, N. 38th and N. 42d, Front and Alki.
Wallace Grove, 3 blocks, S. 43d and S. 44th, Union and Adams.
Wapato Half Acres, 52 blocks, S. 58th and S. 63d, Alaska and Sprague.
Wapato Hills, 16 blocks, S. 56th and S. 64th, Fife and Sprague.
Wapato Lake Views, 17 blocks, S. 63d, Alaska and Sprague.

Wapato Park, 12 blocks, S. 56th and S. 58th, Alaska and Sprague.

Wapato Waterway, 5 blocks, northeast quarter, section 1, 20, 3.

Warburton & Scott, 2 blocks, S. 43d, Union and Hood.

Warter, 1 block, 9th and State.

Washington Park, 15 blocks, southeast quarter, section 5, 19, 3.

Waterway Railway Factory Sites, 4 blocks, southeast quarter, section 11, 20, 3.

Waukato Heights, 8 blocks, N. 24th and N. 26th, Pine.

Weeds, S. 10th and S. 12th, Sprague to Ferry.

West Park, 34 blocks, S. 19th and S. 23d, Mason and Orchard.

West End, 56 blocks, Section 14, 20, 2.

West End Acres, 8 tracts, southeast quarter, section 10, 20, 2.

West Fern Hill, 8 blocks, northeast quarter, section 32, 20, 3.

West Tacoma, 12 blocks, N. 46th and N. 49th, Gove and Orchard.

Westbrook, 12 blocks, S. 53d and S. 58th, Lawrence and Puget Sound.

White's, N. 26th and McCarver.

White & Ouimette, 24 blocks, S. 56th and S. 60th, East K and East H.

Wichita, 4 blocks, N. 42d and N. 44th, Pearl and Quine.

Wilkeson's First, 12 blocks, S. 31st and S. 35th, Lawrence and Puget Sound.

Wilson's Subdivision, 16 blocks, northwest quarter, section 34, 20, 3.

Winetka, 9 blocks, S. 78th and S. 79th, Park Avenue and A.

Wingard, 5 blocks, N 42d and N. 44th, Mason and Verde.

Wings, 32 blocks, S. 35th and S. 40th, Pine and Union.

Wintermute Park, 15 blocks, N. 23d and N. 28th, Cedar and Alder.
Wolfard & Pritchard, 8 blocks, S. 17th and S. 79th, Union and Adams.
Woodlawn, 28 blocks, N. 8th and N. 12th, Shirley and Pearl.
Woodlawn Garden Tracts, 10 blocks, northeast quarter, section 6, 19, 4.
Woodruff, 10 blocks, S. 7th and S. 9th, M and O.
Woodruff’s Second, N. 46th, Front and Gove.
Wygant, 10 blocks, N. 28th and N. 29th, Lawrence and Warner.
Yorktheimer, 2 blocks, S. 62d and S. 64th, Pine and Fife.